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NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
SUBSCRIPTION

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, MAY 2,

J1.50

PAY YOUR BACK TAXES
DONT WAIT TO BE SUED

are many and mysterious to the layman. The indications for oil, however, are most promising; the deeper
they go the better the formation,
it is said.
There is a rush to obtain leases in
Socorro County. This is due to the
report of the geologist that has investigated conditions. It is rumored
that a test well would be sunk near
Prairie Springs and hence the rush
for land in that district.
In the Texas part pf the Pecos
The
Valley the activity continues.
drill is striking promising indications near Dixieland and other rigs
will soon be at work there. The
geologists find the formation very
good. They advise drilling along the
line of the Santa Fe Railway and to
a point south of Pecos.
"
Interested ia Texas.
New Mexico people are not only
helping to test out the home oil
prospects, but they have become
more interested in the new oil fields
in Texas.
Several New Mexico OH
are operating in the
Companies
Texas fields as well. There arc
pools, partnerships, and syndicates
scattered .over New Mexico staking
their money on welfs to be drilled
in what is called proven territory.
A considerable number of Texas oil
companies have opened off:ces in
New Mexico for the sale of stock
and are using much printers ink to
explain the new fields in Texas.
ThrM New Companies
Three new oil companies have been
approved by the New Mexico Corthis week
poration Commission
Other companies are now organiz-innand will file their papers in
the near future.
The Southwest Leasing and Petroleum Company of Aalamogordo is
incorporated by El Paso people with
one or two exception. This company
is primarily, organized for work in
the Tularosa basin.
The- - Deming Bisbee Oil and Production Comaany it organized by
Deming and TTisbee, Arizona people
The home office of this company is
at Deming.
Oil and Gas
The
Company of Tucumcari is organized
But Iowa and
nv home people.
Minnesota people are really back of
the company.
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ALL REPUBLICANS URGED
LARRAZOLO WANTS A
TO ENLIST IN' LOAN DRIVE
PUBLIC LAND RALLY

NORTHWEST KAN-

233

VICTORY SPECIAL TO

O. A. Larrazolo
Chairman Will II. Hays, of the Re
Governor
has
written to the governor of all the publican National Committee, has is
of delinquent taxes
TOUR THROUGH STATE
METHODISTS BITSAS
be
cannot
deferred if
public land states suggesting that sued a call to all Republicans urging
longer
dea conference be held by them to
their united and effective support of
House Bills Nos. 380 and 381 enacted
cide on uniform recommendations to the Victory Loan While the call is
into law by the last legislature are
OFFICIALS ON BOARD
TER
AT
WILSON
READY TO DRILL
in
to
movement
the
congress
give publicly issued to all Repuklicans,
properly enforced. The Taxpayers'
states control of the public lands. lit was also sent directly and per-H- e
Association of New Mexico publishes
believes action can be had in this'sonally to all Republican national
the substance of these laws in the
matter which is conformable to the committeemen, state chairmen, all
April number of the "Tax Review."
By House Bill No. 380 it is required CONFERENCE PASSES RESO- real spirit in which public lands were state organization workers, all coun- - BABY TANK FROM BATTLE
NEW COMPANIES ORGANIZ-ED- ,
first acquired by the federal govern ty chairmen and all precints
that a complaint of error or injusFRONT WILL BE EXHIBITLUTION
and to all Republican newsuient. He has addressed the execu
tice in assessments shall be filed with
TULABOSA, QUAY, AND
tives of Arizona, Colorado, California, papers.
the district attorney within six
ED IN VICORY LOAN CAM.
CHOICE OF PROF. HEREON. Wyoming, Washington, Idaho, NebLEADING
IN
MCKINLEY
The text of the appeal reads:
months after the delivery of the tax
Daamd
North
South
To
the
of
rolls
Nation:
the
the
to
Republicans
county collector and
INSULT TO HOME AND NA- raska, Kansas,
PAION, MONDAY HOLIDAY
REAL ACTIVITY THE LAST
on such complaint shall be
kota, Utah, Montana, Oregon. OklaAgain the call for the charge has
hearing
Antm a ft a. tUlrtrv
ttulft
Jli.M
ft.a.aMft.
HERE
homa
and
Nevada.
sounded.
TION,
WEEK
iiiviu wiiiiaii invui ua3 kiici uiiiifti
The governor has gone to El Paso
This is not for the fighting men
ana may taice appeal irom tne tinai
to take part in the homecoming cele- at the fighting front. For them the
order of the District Court in the
case to the Supreme Court. The efKansas The
Methodist bration at Ft. Bliss for the 158th in- war is over. Their part is accom
Secretary of state Manni'l Vfarti- Salina,
It takes money and courage to
fect of this statute will be to- secure conference of the Northwest Kansas fantry. He plans to jo:n the Victory plished to their own everlasting! nez is
n( v,
t,.r;n spend it to locate commercial, oil.
Colohonor and the glory of the nation, night, both Governor Larrazolo and
prompt correction of all assessments district in session this week at Linds-hor- loan special train at Trinidad
The geologist points the way. He
in
camand to prevent the accumulation of
and
loan
the
and no additional burden should be Lieutenant
participate
Governor Benjamin F.
George D. Herron, rado
He
formations.
locates promising
uncollectible taxes. Further, all com- one of arraigned
President Wilson's appointees paign on a tour of several New Mexi- theirs,
Pankey having gone to Trinidad to
But the
know that oil is there.
will
co
atin
cities.
He
of
be
unable
for
to
correction
But
errors
the
has
test
to
the
real
rest
plaints
to the conference at Princes Island,
join the Victory special, a train cargeologist does not know positively
any assessment made prior to the in a set of resolutions that contain tend the organization meeting of the come.
rying a baby tank from the war
that oil i,s present in commercial
B. No. 380 must be a
H.
of
war
state's
To
it
veterans
those
has
whose
at
passage
Albuquerque
privilege
front, with its crew of eight, speaksting for the President almost as
quantities. The drill is the only test
B.
filed
six
within
from
Governor
months
Lieutenant
time
the
been
form
to
and
second
Thursday.
the
line,
himself
The
as
for Herron
ers, and officials.
in locating commercial oil.
great
F. Pankey accompamed by Adjutant to whose credit it is recorded that
of the approval of the Act.
resolutions:
Chief Justice Parker, Justice C. J.
It is conceded that oil is present
Under H. B. No.. 381, District Athave
Baca
invitations
James
attained
too,
accepted
they,
at
a
every
objective;
burning indignation
in many sections of New Mexico.
Mr. Pankey will make to those from every class, creed and Roberts and District Judge Holtoman,
or special counsel employed the"Feeling
to
attend.
torneys
insult
the
ideals
of
offered
home,
chairman for the loan drive in northOil and gas have been found in shalby the State Tax Commission are honor and virtue of our Nation, and the opening speech.
political faith, who acted in that un- ern New Mexico will he
low holey in San Juan, McKinley,
among the
selfish cooperation which brought to
required to commence and prosecute indeed, the whole Christian world,
Others
speakers from the capital.
Eddy, Chaves, Otero, Luna, Grant,
suits for the collection of delinquent by the
MEETING OF THE
the
men the support that are
a
fighting
to
diplomatic
appointment
H.
but
and a number of other counties,
Williams, Frank Owen,
Hugh
taxes. In all such suits, ten per cent position of one George Herron, a noEDUCATION BOARD made so much for the complete vinFran- assistant
Mrs.
state
commercial
in
not
chairman,
quantity. Deeper
of the total amount of the delinquent torious
dication of our institutions; to the
and practicer of
L. Wilson state chairman, Mrs.
Iris
drilling is necessary to determine
interest and other free love,exponent
taxes, penalty,
men
At
a
women
and
of
do
who
of
exboard
the
America,
and
state
ideals of
the
meeting
Reed Holloman and George Arniijo.
whether the showings so far are
cost shall be charged and collected treme and viciouspaser
Mrs. not fail, has this call come.
socialism, ideas of education just completed
The press will be represented by
mere seeps from fields farther away.
as costs to be paid by the defendant which most
Let
us
D.
show
dethese
Josie
men
to
and
lead
the
Jcie
to
Lockard,
Sena,
fighting
lirian Boru Dunne.
or recovered by sale of the property. nial of God certainly
Just now New Mexico is shaping
and the destruction of Supt. J. H. Wagner were made a who have returned how commands
Exercises will be held in the Plaza
From this ten per cent shall be paid the home, we, exercising the
up for the actual test by drilling.
committee on the selection of Spanish have been obeyed here. Let us send
rights
There is no lack of enthusiasm genthe compensation of special counsel of
and protest of free and text books and revision of the Span- jto the fighting men still abroad the Santa Fe, at 2:30 Monday afternoon,
petition
and other expenses incurred by the loyal American citizens, and voicing ish course of study. A committee message of no weakening.
erally or confidence among men with
Let us the tank being scheduled to travel
State Tax Commission.
money. Financing companies is prothe sentiments of the Methodist to standarizc state high schools in- show to the world that our patriotism through the streets then, filing
ceeding satisfactorily and plans are
Any suit pending for delinquent Episcopal Church of the Northwest cludes Professor Douglass, Amado is not that born only of extremities salutes.
taxes at any time, may be dismissed Kansas
maturing for actual operations. Some
conference assembled, do Chaves and Mr. Wagner. Examina- and stirred only by martial mus:c. The victory special will have the
and a new suit commenced for the most vigorously
machinery is already ordered and
but the devotion which meets a duty following schedule up to Mondav:
protest and recom- tions will be held the second and
Leave Trinidad
:2I p. m. Saturday,
collection of such tax. The court mend :
are going up
arriving. Derricks
fourth Saturdays in June, a list of in- in the firm determination of conl
in
train with llaby
assessment
ready for the machinery.
may order all errors
secrated service, and performs it May 3, on
"That in view of this man's un- structors being appointed.
and
amendment
corrected
The drills already, at work are
permit the
historv.
the
outstandine Mrs. Ruth C. Miller submitted an And let us demonstrate to ourselves Caterpillar.
savory
Arrive
Raton
of
of
2;.V)
collection
for
the
p. m. May 3,
any complaint
pushing down every day. But
points of which an 'hat said George annual report on vocational train- that we arc worthy of the name where a
tank demonstration will be
It is very
owners are not talking.
delinquent taxes at any time before D. Herron did abandon and divorce ing in New Mexico.
American and the privileges of our
V. C. Williams federal agent for c:tizenship.
given.
noticeable that when drilling is in
judgment. Suit may be brought by his true and legal wife and desert
Leave Raton 10:30 p. m. May j.
the District Attorney or by special his children to associate himself with agricultural training has approved
Our first duty as Republicans toa
progress, the owners as a rule lose
Arrive Wagon Wagon 9 a. m Suncounsel to determine the validity of another woman; did advocate and novel vocational school in Dona Ana day is that duty which we have never
all interest in publicity. Hence there
May 4, for tank demonstration.
are no satisfactory data at hand of
any I. tax sale certificate
... re issued to pracflce free love: in his life and county west of the Elephant Butte failed and never will to anticipate day,
Leave Wagon Mound 100 a. nt.,
the progress or the nature of the
diiul uciuJ u..
uy any cumiiy. u tunuuiiic teachings did abandon the principles project.
Four rural districts are to and discharge our duty as Ameriformation found from any of the
uciu uivauu, i&aiiic aiiau uc can- and doctrines of the Christian faith, be organized and consolidated, and cans. Just as during the recent war Sunday, May 4.
Arrives Las Vegas 12:30 p. m. Suncelled and suit may be brought
for of which he was a minister, and be- federal aid asked in agricultural sub- we determined our every act by how
drills the last week or two.
collection of delinquent ' taxes on come a pronounced
Soc:aIist jects, while the county rotnnvssion- - we could do most for effcct:ve action, day, Mav 4. for tank demonstration.
The leasing and location business CHAMBERLAIN
ATTACKS
atheit,
Leave I.as Vegas midnight, Sunday,
involved as if same bad ana
so now we will measure our every
a manual training
continues active. In localities where
INJUSTICE OF BAKER property
revolutionary inter. lattonalist, in ers will hire
4.
not been offered for sale. Failure recent
years associating himself in strtictor. A number of boys over 14 step by how we can contribute most Mav,
presumably all the land is under conon the part of the county treasurer Switzerland
Arrve Lamv, Monday, May 5, and
old m that district are unable: to the Nations welfare.
with
P.olshcviki
and
years
trol, search is being made for tracts
ex30
Further
April
Washington,
to publish notices or post delinquent other" antagonist-'- , of orderly
To that end we will abandon a! attend tank demonstration from 0 to
Leases
are coriation
possibly overlooked.
society to be in school. Dr. McBrife of Dor.a
of Secretary of War Baker
not be a bar to the and Christianity,
Ana County originated the plan.
other activities to aid in the Virfnrv!" a m.
changing hands at advancing prices for upholding the system of military tax lists shall suit
personally
thereby
and sell property and by publications
Arrive Santa Fe at 12:30 p. m.
Loan until its success has been ac'Outside oil men ininat4rA dnrinfr Hlo a rlminl et ra ttotl right to bring
in many sections.
to spread
due not;ce at any future time. the doctrines of helping
Monday, May 5.
are also coming in and are making has been vojced by Senator
class hatred in :DATIL TO QUEMADO
complished.
p upon
it
Under these two laws
(.hotild Europe and Amcrca, such propaganFor this purpose let the Repub RUAU DLlllb WUKKtU
propositions to owners ;lain of Oregon. Democratic chair be possible to reduce considerably
licat. Press and every member of the INCREASE
da being, entirely foreign to the ideals
of leases
man of the senate Committee on the amount of
IN SCHOOL
taxes
outstanding
i1,et in
of a free
such as we believe
nrcr9ni?nlmn
commissioner Renilhltenn
hif.liwav
County
'
... .
"
Geologists ane making the final in Military Affairs during the war, and
n rirrit, rr 13
As ourselves people,
now exceeds $2,250,000.
nc.vc.rsuE.
LAKbt
to be in America: we be- Amos Green is workintp a bin force in Victory Loan drive. The nat:onal
vestiuations in several sections to his statement is accompanied by facts which
acall
which
taxes
lie ve that G..'nrf:e D. Herron, known the road between Datil and Quemado state, county, city and precinct or-i- n
locate wells that are being planned!
"We owe it to our American sol-f- crued del'nquent to
The
in
first,
prior
increase
n
January
be such a person as herein set
Socorro county. It is a part of the Ionization of loval working Repuhli-Occaproduction of all
early work. Other geologists diers who have fought this fight," 1915 will he paid into the state or to
is in no wise a fit representacans will enroll to a man in this tax levies for schools for a period
to Ocean highway.
are still scouting,
it woum seem said he. "to sec to it that justice and county road funds and roads and forth
of
five
is
in the fol- in
of
indicated
tive
the
serves
American
Nation
years
Assistant state engineer O. A. Peaany
that no part of the state will be not injustice is meted out to them by
will receive their respective diplomatic capacity, and
This is the nation's next ureal dntv. lowing table, prepared by Runert
has returned to banta re from
overlooked in these preliminary in- the authorities in Washington, and schools
especially
body
It is interestng that with God's help I shall continue to shares of taxes that have, accrued as a commissioner to the Princes Tucumcari where he reviewed the It is our privilege to exhaust thejl; Asplund of the Taxpayers' Aiso- vestigations.
construction being done by contract possihiPties in our same splendid '!J,.1',
well known oil geologists have open- - do what I can to see to it that jus- - since that date, the laws relating to Island conference.
of taxefe should be
"Therefore, we, as an annual con- - on the federal aid hiirhwav between support, with the knowledge thatl'"'4 SU03.lo0.85
ed offices in the state and are giving Itice is done them. It is certainly not the collect;on
enforced.
back
are
taxes
If
strictly
fcrence of the Methodist L'.Disconal thai- ritv mH Unntn. Assistant those who mav nnnose us in notitical
$1,583,400.19 an Increase of 25
their time to New Mexico invest;- - pleasant to criticise, but when we
in the public business could be Ihurcn. do most
vigorously and car- - en cum er W. R. McC uskev. has re - "rue are joining fullv with us n' 1916 Prr cent ov'Cr
tered this war I forgot that I was a Ipaid
a cash basis within the
upon
placed
m-an increase of 7 per
$1,688,379.72
cnuu
uiuicm auani.ti i ms man s turneu irom Miiunueraue wnere lie.
The Tularosa Basin is still in the Democrat and remembered only that next twelve months.
cent over 1915.
WILL If HAYS,
being permitted to remain in this went over the line of the 9 mile nro- lead as far as early promise of real II was an American. I have, when I
1917 $2,331,497.98 an increase
of 32
appointment, and, desiring to voice Ipo'ed concrete road, recommending
t.hairman.
tests is concerned. The Las Cruces saw a wrong done, pointed out that
our protest to the President of the changes at the Sandoval county line,
per cent over 1916.
Republican Nat. Comm.
people have the money and are ready wrong, and I shall continue to do CARDINAL GIBBONS SAYS
1918 $2,569,851.14 an increase
United States, do request the secre- and has gone to Raton to organize
of 10
to begin operations. Two rigs are so as long as wrongs are persisted PEACE MUST BE SIGNED FIRST
per cen over 1917.
tary of the conference to forward f'el.l parties. District Engineer W. LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
under contract to come from the in. This matter of military injustice
There may be a further increase
R. Sinytlie is in Santa Fe on Colfax
B. F. PANKEY A BUSY MAN
Kancrer field in Texas and begin work is not a personal controversy b
Baltimore Cardinal Gibbons, who this document, signed by the pres;-deduring the next two years under the
and secretary of this confer- county road business.
within ninety days. Other operators tween the Secretary of War and my-i- n :is in New Orleans visiting his broth-- I
new
legislation of House Bill No. 60
Time docs not hang heavy on the
Funds Received
the Ranger field also have under! self, and it should not be a matter er, John T. Gibbons, in an interview ence, to the President and to our
II No. 152.
The pay of
$4,500 was paid in by the Lincoln hands of Lieut. Gov. B. F. Pankev. and House B
consideration the sending of rigs to the! of controversy between Col. Ansell obtained by the Baltimore Ameri- official representatives in Congress.
teachers in rural schools. havinr
to the state Mis pytinivp t.i.ctr-- l kLinA
"Further, we recommend that the
nmmitinnpr
can's correspondent in that city,
basin. The home company is also and Gen. Crowder.
,nan fo,lr teachers, may be in- discussion of this whole natter by hlnhwav commission to be annlicd many states and other lines r,f
"Let me tell you what it is about. said :
preparing to begin work. Every
William yuayle in a recent on the
and Kos- - ness keeps him reasonably busy. But
.
Hisnop
war
of
In
in
articles
is
the
the
"The
is
the
proindication
substance
that
peace
today
treaty
present
1700 teachers hold first class
routes. Taos remitted not so busy that he does not add a'
Tularosa basin w:ll the first big test vide that the Judge Advocate Genand most important task con- issue of the Central Christian Advo st''0"fl er;l(,e.
little ranch or two between times,1
eral shall have the power to modify fronting the world. Once the peace cate be brought before our congre- - $7,000 to apply on the
made in New Mexico. ,
i
or permits, a
a
and the act:on taken that ron and
Fe construction. his latest venture being in the lower ,
has been signed, then the gations,
There is much activity in McKin or revise the findings of courts-ma- r
treaty
2500
teachers. Tt is probable ihat
Pecos Valley.
ol jLeaeue of Nations or any other prop-- . is suggested therein."
the Carter UH Co. is tial. It s my view and that ofof Ithe
ley county,
unani-'ciTThe
was
,hat 'nv
wi!' be
Mr.
by
has
also
adopted
been
",crea,'ies
protest
FOR
COUNCIL
I
Tankey
the
'Ansell
is
this
that
can
am
be taken up.
acting rrccn a '"
of
os'tion
purport
getting ready to start another hole,
ot a million doll irs
mous vote of the conference.
,u
quarter
this
week
The,
WATER
OWNFRsHIP
(liirinir
governor
On
other
the
the
belief
the
hand,
that
the
peace treaty
the indications found in the first regulations.
Vet
much
New
of
Mexico
needs
of
the committee to
sen.ee of Gov. Larrazolo, who has
e appointment
hoinc i,.rv nmnrj ain r Other wells view of Mr." Baker and Gen Crowder should come first, and that the
take action was made following an The Santa Fe city council on Tun- - been in El Paso to welcome return- - L'I,r scn" '
'nore
"
do
c?"
to
no
have
Nations
that
of
should
not
s
com-liinterfere
power
they
are being considered by this
address by Bishop Quayle, in which day night accepted the proposition big New Mexico soldiers. On Thurs- - to accomplish better educational re-them
law
in
what
the
it
its
with
or
some
expressly
distance
Defiance
gives
delay
being
near
any
way
pany
he referred to Herron s appointment
PVIrrar
Sirppt nresiHent of the day Mr. Pankev attended the meet- - M",,
Isipned.
west of Gallup. The Capital Develop- - power to do. This is a strange
"At present I am not going to by President Wilson as stiange and Santa Fe Water and Light Company ling of the American LeTion in A1Co. has also locations near struction of the law. In civil life
j for
make a statement on the League of
jn;nt apprajsai 0f the property bi'nnerqiie and made an address that TELEPHONE RATES IN- Gallup which it plans io test in the law is a law, but in military life some
wn me somier dovs. Me
A com-n"- "
seem to think it is just the Nations except to say that speed
with a view to purchase.
near future. In fact the field in
CREASED WITHOUT NOTICE
COMMISSION ASKS
inittee consisting of Mayor E. P. returned overland in the evening and
g HIGHWAY
should be used by the All es in
Kinley county is attracting muchiother way.
is
back
in
his
at
desk
L.
the
R.
who
Ortiz
Dav
Marcelino
our
men
PROPOSALS
FOR
HIGHWAYS
Capitol
es,
are
in
Ba:i.
"There
army
the covenant of peace signed.
attention at this time.
Without notice the teleolione rates
'and J. W. Akers has been named on tnis morning.
Over in Quay county there is much look upon an enlisted man as a mere Every days delay is serious, as it
of the envernment
operated linei
;
mr
i
human
a
as
not
and
win
ot
to
of
Dehalt
the
of
flesh,
open
east!
the
negotia-miscy
join
the
Lesbia
piece
The rig near
city
The State Highway Department
position
strengthens
activity.
materially increased on May
with feeling and with rights enemy, since it gives him a rhance will receive proposals on the follow- tions. The company plan which was Gov. Larrazolo and Victory Loan were
of Tucumcari is going up. In
1st, t Ii subscribers
notice
s to a.sk
be protected. This
for delay on his oart. A delay ing projects up to 3;00 o'clock May accepted is to have a company en- committee at Laniy and go to Trini- with their bills as toreceiveintr
ging the pit very promising oil shale! that should
the new rates
gineer appraise the plant, his report dad. Colo., where the Victory Loan now in effect
found. At San Jon Oklahoma ment I have in m nd the cases of also makes for conftis;on and a pro- 9, 1919:
The Corporal ion
from
9.71 miles with to be checked by an engineer to be special train w:ll be received
men are ready to begin operations two boys who were absent without longation of the negotiations, and
Project No.
the Colorado committee am! w'l! re Commission bad no notice of t lie
five days, and one of them may result in a rejection of some of crushed rock surfacing in Colfax appointed by the city committee.
leave
for
if they
of
block
a
20,000
- . can obtain
C
"nt'l yesterday The matter
A .1.
... .
r.
nt1.A
main w ith the nanv until it
umt, the terms by the enemy.
acres. It seems l.kely that tne local:.i was given fmiirq years anu
County from Katon to Colorado State
al n"c'' referred to the Attorney
"
to Santa Fe Monday noon.
"The reason I say that the sign- line.
PANKEY TO SPEAK
npnnV will mm th terms ai.H that twentv - five years by the court that
for such legal action as tiny
General
Mr. Pankey takes a keen interest
AT TWO MEETINGS
drilling will soon be started. Over! had tried them. A poor boy in Sana ing of peace is more important than
Project No. 3. 932 miles with
li' foum' awdiraMe. The Coniniis- success
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Because of the delayed arrival of Hp
',e campaign here wiih s on will not formulate any plans
ed for a test well, it is said, parties few hours, was given five years, es- the great unrest now going on in in Santa Fe County from Santa Fe
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land
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spreading
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space to ad"ie lie line of action in the pre;s
given ten years. The American peo there rapidly. If peace is signed this
Protect No. 8. 6.5 miles with crush- - consequent delay to Governor Larra- - ,n Punier s inK
they propose to develop.
cd rock surfacing in Chaves coun- - zolo, he was unable to deliver the f""0"10'6 ''ie loan, tiding his own c ipy. ""j,"
Roswell apparently is waking up ple are not going to permit the can be stamped o,nt."
"therwise pushing the camp, gn; , '''",lie; Xf phones will cot one
e
after a restful period of many weeks, American army to be Prussianized
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surveys that it is expected will be
ON FIRE INSURANCE
egas, Riton. Rofwell. Santa Fe,
but he entovs ,t ,nFol-j s,,h,,v busy,
completed in another month. It is rending, and I shall place in the rec
beginning at Roswell and running Pankey opened the convention.
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Drilling is proceeding at Flora held in Salt Lake City on July 25.
train will reach l as Vegas at Nnnti n M. .lames, remei army oinc-e- r
It is planned to designate May 7 wr s decided to ask Surgeon General ARIZONA GOVERNOR
Vista in San Juan County. The com- the cattle and horse growers assoWILL VISIT STATE Sunday and remain over night.
prominent capitalist of White
pany is convinced that it wilt strike ciation of this state hair appointed "American Day." Councils of Defense Blue of the I'nited States public
Mondav the train leaves for Santa Bluff. Tenn.. Saturday afternoo i
all over the country have been asked health service for funds and the aid
oil as the formation continues favor- the following committee:
;'"imrht the first victory loan bond in,
Governor Tom Campbell of Arizona Fe.
Col. W. S. Hopewell, Ray Morlev, to stir up interest in the idea, and of an advisory public health officer
arriving here Monday noon.
able at the drill goes down. What
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Col. James said he wanted
oil hat been found there it of very Toe Evans, Clark M. Carr. T. E. New Mexico through its state coun- for this state. General Blue in Wash- in response to an invitation from
Programs have been arranged at Nat-lr- . :He.
ito star-- the ball rollinij and bo lgbt
The cil of defense has endorsed the plan. ington recently assured John Tombs Governor Larrazolo will visit New every place that the train
Mitchell, and Vic Culberson.
liigh grade.
The drillers at Columbus are hav-- l question of handling public lands in The state council will call upon the secretary of the board that federal Mexico this summer as the guest of Governor Larrazolo and the members j a $lO.0n000 bond from Carter Reeves
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ADDRESSES CROWD IN
ROME WHICH 8 HOWS
APPROVAL.

ORLANDO

IS VERY

SIR JAMES ERIC DRUMMOND OF
ENGLAND MADE GENERAL

FOURTEEN DIVISIONS
FIUME ACCORDING
REPORTS

and

Clean-

Western Newspaper. Union Newe Servtee
DENVKH MARKETS.

When John Kennett,
years old, a steeplejack for
more than a quarter of a century,
WILL OBEY THE PEOPLE stopped In Bedford,
Ind., nine months
ago he secured lodging In ' a home
where the
daughter,
PREMIER SAYS ITALY STRONGER Myrtle, did the housework. Now Myrtle saw no romance In washing dishes
TODAY THAN IN MAY,
nnd In cleaning and cooking, and when
the steeplejack asked her to become
1915.
his bride the girl gave up her household duties and became Mrs. Kennett
The wedding took place six months
Welfare Newapaper Union Newa Service.
Rome.
Premier Orlando, In ad- ago, and Mrs. Kennett made ber
to
choice of future work
dressing the crowd which greeted him become a smokestack by decidingHer
painter.
here, suid : "It Is not time for fine ambition now Is to become
the world's
language. In ihe face of the world,
cele- which Is Judging us, we must have greatest steeplejack. The bride
firmness nnd a calm, serene conscience. There are two questions. The
first is whether the government and
the Italian delegates have faithfully
Interpreted the thoughts and will of
the Italian people." The response was
thunderous shouts of "Yes." "I never
doubted It," continued the premier,
"for 1 knew the soul of my people, but
con flrinat loli was required. The first
question is answered; Rome Is consecrating our work.
"The second question Is to estimate
the gravity of the situation. But I
do not nsk you for nn Immediate reply.
Let us not consider what best or most
desirable can happen to our Italy,
whose Just nnd praiseworthy attitude
bus provoked the admiration of two
worlds. (Cheers and cries "Long live
America ! Down with Wilson !")
"We must show that we have taken
the worst Into consideration. After
four years of unspeakable privations
and sacrifices, we find ourselvea
faced with fresh sacrifices and privations. At this moment Italy is ready
and greater than ever greater than

BITTER

TO

I'aris, April 26. An American offiPremier Venlzeloo of Greece was
tailed by President Wilson "the great-le- t cer who arrived from Rome says the
etatesman at the Parle center- - feeling against Americans In Rome Is
very hitler. He asserts that he was
inoe."
asked In Home to leave cafes because
the proprietors said Italian officers de
NATION BACKS ORLANDO clined to eat In the same places with A. F. Adams Is the new head of the
Postal Telegraph company, appointed
Americans.
He
Washington. Ainhassador Page re- by Postmaster General Burleson.
of the Kansas
was
president
merly
the
MARCH
TO
to
ARE
READY
that
the
00,000
ported
department
American embassy was guarded by City Home Telephone company.
AND CRISIS LOOMS NEAR
Italian soldiers. He gave no details of
the situation in Rome.
ADVANCES
BIG
rHE ITALIAN ARMY WILL FIGHT
I'aris. An American officer who MAKE
BEFORE WILL GIVE UP
left Flume and who has Just arrived In
DALMATIA.
I'aris, says it was reported there that
u total of fourteen divlsrous had been NEW SUCCESSES MAY OPEN WAY
He
TO CRUSH THE RED ARMY.
moved lo Flume by the Italians.
Western Newmppr t'nlon Newa Service.
said the city was full of Italian solof diers, who were
Home, April 25. The decision
arriving constantly.
I'reiiiler Orlando to return to Home Virtually all the inhabitants of Flume ENTIRE BOLSHEVIKI POSITION IN
EASTERN RUSSIA IS
from
was except Italians had left the city bethe pence conference
MENACED.
cheered hy crowds in the streets here, fore the officer departed. Even ninny
he people applauiling whenever the of the Italian civilians, the officer addnames of Italy, Flume or Orlando ed, have depurted.
Weatern Newapaper L'nlon Newa Service.
were mentioned by speakers. TeleAfter the meeting of the Council of
of
Undou, April 23. The Siberian
towns
from
all
the
grams
large
Four yesterday, previous to the deparItaly report greut demonstrations and ture of Premier Orlando, the following n liny of Admiral Kolcliuk's govern
much excitement.
meat, in making an advance of 190
There is a univer- official statement was issued:
miles In fire weeks on the Ural front
sal protest against Mr. Wilson's stand
"Before his departure for Rome, has achieved a success which endiin
against Italy's claims to the Dalmatian
Signer Orlando, accompanied by Baron gel's the entire Bolshevist position in
coast.
Sonuino, had nnother meeting with eastern Russia.
Wilson, Premier
According to advices from Omsk the In May, 1015.
I'uris. The situation In Flume Is 'resident
and 1'reniler C'leinencenu. Siberians are now within 100 miles of
"The decision must be a
complicated by the fact that the town,
as the headquarters of the allied army Throughout the discussion all present the Volga, the most Important river of
one.
Food supplies are falling
to
reach
desire
the
on
new
nlid
success
the us, but
strongest
the
Russia,
of the Orient, contains French and displayed
has known hunger, has
Italy
u
of
the
400solution
In
prob- liver Kuniu
the center of the
satisfactory
never known dishonor. I do not conBritish, as well as Italian, troops. A
heads
The
consideration.
mile front, make untenable the Bol ceal from
Italian occupation' of Flume, lems under
the danger of this critof the American, British nnd French shevlst positions east of the Volga. ical hour. you
I: Is believed, would Imnieillalely proof "we will face any(Cries
OrThe Bolshevist troops opposed to the
voke a diplomatic and military issue governinents expressed to Signor
thing.")
lalando the hope that the Italian I'arl
allies in north Russia and those facing
with tile European allies.
"I am with you," continued the
Italian military forces will occupy ment would also assent in arriving at Genera! Heiiekine In south Russia are premier, "a brother among brothers,
affected seriously by the advance.
that hi i't of lialmalia and other Adri- such a settlement.
The Bolsheviki had clung obstin- and also a chief who asks to obey and
While the American delegates exatic territory nanied in the pact of
to Saiapul, southwest of Perm, follow the will of the people. It may
London with about HKi.ikiO men, it was pressed regret over the temporary ately
be that we shall find ourselves alone,
its
and
capture, together with much hut
the
slated by Captain I'ozzi of Premier break with
Italians, they apparent- war material
Italy must be united and have a
Bola
number
of
and
some
settlement
Orlando's staff. A similar force, the ly were confident that
will not perish."
is looked upon at Omsk single will. Italy
leaders
shevist
OrAt the close of his address the precaptain added, would be sent to the would be effected when Premier
ns
success.
banks
Both
mi
important
lando confers with the Italian Parlianorthern region and around Flume.
of the Kama river, which Joins the mier was given an ovation. General
ment.
Diaz and Signor Harzllai of the peace
Volga near Kazan, have been cleared
London.
I'uhlle opinion In Italy,
The general opinion In American cir- of Bolsheviki for a distance of more delegation then spoke and were
cheered by the soldiers and sailors.
nccurdlng to a wireless message from cles Is that the making of pence will than 200 miles.
Home, is much excited against the he somewhat delayed by the Italian InPrince Colonial', mayor of Rome, as
A war office stnteiuent on the oppeace conference for refusing to rec- cident.
erations In north Russia says: "Gen- serted Unit there was complete soliognize the Italian claims. Apparently
There is no hint, however, thaf Pres- eral
the Mur- darity of the people with the governthere Is a complete truce in party pol- ident Wilson will yield In the slightest manskMoynard (commandingin a recent ment.
that
forces) reports
itics, and the newspapers are unani- concerning Flume, and, in the opinion offensive on Luke Vlgosero the enemy
mous in blaming the allies. It is de- of the Americans, an agreement can lost ninety-threTo Develop Air Service.
killed and eighty-twclared that feeling Is running so high only he reached hy n change In the taken
Charles J. Glidden, nn officer
A train with retreatdipt.
prisoner.
that it might have a disastrous Influ- Italian attitude.
Bolsheviki was badly damaged by in the United States Air Service, Mill- ing
i
ence on
relations.
.
The question of Helgoland has been
The captures included two In ry Aeronautics, stated In Washing-Ion- ,
"The Italians consider that they disposeil of by the Council of Three, field
this week : "All men who wish to
five machine guns and
guns,
have been betrayed hy the allies," the while the matter of the Kiel canal and 7,000 shells."
take part In the development of the
dispalch says. "The whole nation is the disposition of the German cables
The Important city of Vllna has nation's air service as an aviator or
aroused and has rallied to the support was also discussed.
been recaptured from the Bolsheviki, dirigible bnl loon pilot, chauffeur, me
of Orlando and Sonnlno. There Is a
It Is understood that the economic according to official udmission in u chanic or work at some thirty other
bravo army ready to make every sac- question was settled, although no de- - H,,sslaii wireless
s
trades required In the air service, by
dispatch. The
rifice for the realization of their prowere given out.
L,m message reads: "The enemy nt- - sending their name and address Imme
demonstrations
to
have
gram. Many popular
hacked witli considerable forces In the diately to the Department Air Service
The council Is understood
have taken plnce and the watchword discussed the reports of the drafting vilnn region, pierced our lines and oc- - Officer, 104 Broad street, New York,
Is 'Flume or death'.
coinniitlee of the peace treaty to make eupied the town."
N. Y., will receive an important com"If the conference does not nccept certain that the draft, so far as It lias
munication on the subject which 1
the Italian point of view, the situa- proceeded, Is III proper order and
Paris. Polish troops have captured have prepared, after serving as an of
tion will become extremely serious." form.
the important railway centers of
ficer several months in the United
and Novogrodek south of States army flying school at South
Engage in New Raids.
Villa Seized Ammunition.
Vllna, as well us Vllna itself, advices field, Americas, Go., and the United
El I'aso,
followers are
Francisco from Warsaw say. All the railway Slates army balloon school at Fort
Mexico.
When
Junrex,
again wrecking railroads, hanging civ- Villa and his forces entered I'nrrnl lie Hues from Vllna south to Lida are in Onuihii, Neb."
ilians and looting towns, according to
seized .S"MHI,(MNI worth of loot, fiO.lKHl the bunds of the Poles. On the
mining men who arrived from north- rounds of ammunition belonging to the
New Kind of Camouflage
sector, the Poles are reported to
ern Mexico, They reported that a VilIn the garrison there, have broken through the Ukrainian
forces
Federal
Ship camouflage, nn
Washington
la band burned a freight train of twenand made forced loans amounting to front.
art developed during the great war,
ty cars on the Mexico Northwestern JfiO.tKin, it became known here. A
Archnngel. By on advance of ap- limy be retained permanently as i
s
railroad, Including u number of
number of the principal stores were proximately twenty miles southward means of reducing the dangers of col
of lumber. They wrecked the
looted by the Villa followers and sev- - over n road paralleling the Murmansk llsions between vessels. In wnr, the
Santa Ysabel bridge, ran the locomo- eral civilians
held for ransom, but rail road line, about thirty miles to the cninoufleurs sought n design that
tive into llie break and looted the train
.lames de la I.uz Herrera, former east, Russian troops operating with the would puzzle German submarine com
of all food supplies. At Sailcelllo, Chi- only or
ins son, .tieiruur iin- - allied Murmansk force have reached nianders, but now they must seek the
huahua, a few days before Francisco mayor formeraiiai,
and a point within easy striking distance opposite extreme, a uniform design
iniivor of Juarez,
rein,
Villa, Felipe Angeles and their follow- another
Onega, which is connected hy which Mdtl emphasize and accentunte
son, Zeferrlno Herrera, were of
I
...,. ......I tl...
.....1 II.,'
a chain of lakes and canals with
.'
executed us far as i: known.
.
,
..
the true course of the ship.
i Milan, toe uiii.tor, oeeniise lie
couiii
not round up the civilians for ransom,
Case Set In May.
Few Mehtal Disorders.
as I bey were all hiding ill the bills;
India Suffered Heavy,
Seattle, Wash. Trial of the crlm
Wnr left but few
hanged three others, looted the stores
Washington.
Loudon. Almost O.uuo.ooo
cases of nervous or mental disorders have died In British India frompersons innl anarchy charges against thirtyand left.
Span- one alleged Industrial Workers of the
among the men who served with the ish Influenza and fully 1,000,000 oth
World, arrested here ns an outcome of
Houre.
ur
'
Up
Twenty
Seaplane
,lr,orl" ers are believed to have died In the the general strike of February, has
.
A
rnenureauor
naval
of
tne
in
ineuicai
oi
uivision
Washington.
seaplane
native states from the same cause, ac been set for May 12. Superior judge
.
.,,
the
type, propelled by two Liberty war risk Insurance show that but three
l"
"
William French ruled that the state
motors of 4(10 horsenower each and out pf every 1,000 men .ailed Into the
itie area aunicu vuiuuiiieu must make more explicit its charges,
v?riiiutii(t
carrvinif a crew of four men. re- - service were iiiscnargen tor nervous or la
population of 238,026,240. In a few granting a motion by the defense for
niHined in the air at the Ilami.ton mental disorders. It whs announced.
months, It Is observed. Influenza a bill of particulars asked,
Roads naval base for twenty hours
claimed half as many victims as did
and ten minutes, establishing what
the dreaded plague in twenty years.
Treaty 70,000 Words.
Attempt to Plunder Ship.
nnvnl officials said was a world's recParis. Excellent progress Is being
London. New attempts have been
ord for seaplanes. The machine cov- made on the treaty which will be preDead.
made to plunder the food ships In the
ered a distance of about .2o0 miles, sented to the Germans this week. It
Amsterdam. Dr. Alexander We- - harbor of Hamburg, an Exchange Tel
averaging a little more than sixty was learned that, of the "0,000 words kerle, former Premier of Hungary, la egraph dispatch from Berlin says. At
miles an hour, despite the fact that a which will make up the main docu
reported to have died In prison In a result, a number of warships have
gale of from twenty to thirty miles ment, 50,000 already have been Rudniest, according to advices from arrived and guns have been placed In
was blowing.
drifted,
Vienna, quoting newspaper account. the streets leading to the docks.

April 2!l. The covenant of
League of Nations In revised form,
moved ly I'reslrient Wilson, hns been
adopted hy the pence conference In
plenary seiHlon without a dissenting
vote.
Tlie President's motion ulso
named Sir Junius Krlc Drimiitiiuitl us
secretary general of the league mill
provided for u committee to Inaugurate the leugue.
Thus one of the notable works of
the conference pusses its final stage
and Is Incorporated
in the peace
treaty.
'i'liu Trench ami Japanese amendments, after n brief discussion, were
not pressed, and the way was thus
cleared for unanimous acceptance of
Ihe league.
Italy was not represented at llie se
lion, Inn the name of Italy appears
as one of the uiemhers of the league
In the covenant as finally adopted.
Nine labor principles were adopted for
Insertion In the treaty.
The session iiiljoiiiueil without con
sidering lie report on responsibilities
providing for the trial of the former
German emperor hy five Judges from
the great powers. This report was
handed in by the council of four and
embodies ill the peace treaty a provision for the former emperor's prosecution. This, however, lias not ul
yet been adopted hy tile plenary conference.
The session opened at H p. in. in the
French foreign office under
of unusual Interest because of
the fact that it was to lie one of the
last sessions before the mi'i'tlng with
the lieriiian delegates at Versailles;
thai final action was to be taken on
some of the main features of the
peace treaty, notably the League of
Nations, responsibility for the war and
the trial of the former (lernian emperor and others, and hei nuse important labor clauses were to be inserted
In the treaty.
I'resideiit Wilson was
ognized at
the outset for a detailed explanation
of the new covenant of the league.
His speech whs without oratorical ef
fect and confirmed the explanation ol
the textual changes, and named Itel
glum, Jini.ll, (irccco anil Spain on the
league council and also on the com
mittee to prepare plans for the first
meeting of the league.
Turin,
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Will Try

Washington. Trial of Ihe formei
f Jernian emperor for a
"supreme of
fenso against intenintiotuil morality
and the sanctity of treaties" has beer
determined upon by the allied and as
sociated powers. Holland will be re
quested to surrender the royal refugee for arraignment before a court
composed of five Judges named by tht
t'lilted States, Cleat Itrllain, France
Italy and Japan.
New York Robbers Get Away
New York. Two armed robbers heln
up the brokerage office of t'hiirle
Flshback, dealer in Itussliin exchange,
and escaped with about $1H,(HI) In cash
and between SO.IHMI and S7,(KXJ in Lib
erty Bonds.

British Tug Sinks
Brussels. The Itrltlsh naval tug
Hughli, sank at Nieuport with the loss
men of her crew. Ten
of twenty-twof the crew were rescued. The Hughli
wag carrying explosives for use in
clearing obstructions from the Ostein;
channel. It was not determined wlieth
er the accident was due to an explosion or the vessel striking a sand bar.
Airplane Drowns Passenger
Cambridge, Mass. An airplane used
y the New England Airplane Coinpurv
to carry passengers at u stlpululed
sum for every minute of flight, fell l.'H)
feet Into the Charles river basin, and
the passenger, J. Lester Allen of the
norchester district or Itoston, wa
drowned. Ensign W. Elliott Nightin
gale, the pilot, was severely bruised,
Flume to Italy
i treat
was
enthusiasm
aroused at a meeting here when ft w
announced that the national council of
Flume had handed over all the powers
of the stnte and the municipality to a
representative of the Italian govern
ment to be exercised in the name of
King Victor Emmanuel.
Home.

Withdraw Yankee Troops.
Archnngel. The American troops
are gradually being withdrawn from
llie front preparatory to their depart
ure when the harlKir opens. As far
as possible they are being replaced by
new Russian troops schooled at the
front by American and British officers. There are at present no Amerl-ran- i
on the Pinegn or
fronts. The Dvina end Vagu
xilrunns still have some Americans. On
the Dvina the allied positions have
been slightly withdrawn from Tulgaa.
a

Would Reinstate Ownership
Washington. The government la
preparing to relinquish control of
American cable lines and to restore
the telegraph and telephone system to
private ownership Immediately after
enactment by congress of laws necessary to safeguard the properties. Postmaster General Burleson, as directing
head of the wire communication service taken over as a war measure, announced today be had recommended to
President Wilson that the rabies be
turned back forthwith in May.
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Caught Fire In Air.
Willi his clothing ablaze
nnd flames rapidly mounting toward
his face, Paul U Ferron, 81, nn aviator In the government mail service,
volplaned 2,1X10 feet to earth at Belmont park. Although lie was badly
burned nliout the body, his chances for
recovery are saiil to lie excellent. Ferron took up one of the big planes a
rebuilt IV Havlland four for a try- out over Belmont field. Something
went wrong with Ids engine and following an explosion it caught fire.

Mexican
Take Fishing Boat.
Cialveston. The fishing schooner
Cape Horn of the Gulf Fisheries, Inc.
fleet, has been captured by a Mexican
gunboat and Is being held, her crew
being charged with smuggling arms to
the Mexican rebels, according to Infor
mation reaching here. She was somewhere off Campeohe banks when rap
tured, according to W. J. Chapman,
receiver for the Gulf Fisheries. Mr.
Chapman says when the boat left port
she had nothing on board other than
ice and provisions.

Adopt New Flying Service
Washington. A machine that enables you to experience all the physical sensations of flying and to test
your fitness for aviation without once
losing your hold upon the earth, haa
just been adopted by the War Department for use in training Its pilots. It is probable that this device,
known as the Ruggles orientator, will
be a feature of all flying schools and
will enable civilians, as well as soldiers, to determine without risking
their lives whether they are fit

Declines Financial Clause.
Washington. The Carranza government in Mexico has declined to recognise the financial clause of the armistice of Nov. 11, 1918, by which Germany pledged herself to the allied governments not to dispose of any of her
stocks In specie or any of her foreign
or bonds abroad whether In
the possession of the government, savings banks, private persons or companies, without the previous consent
of the allies.

Wants Postal Law Changed.
New York. The American Newspaper Publishers' association, at the closing session of its annual convention,
ndopted n resolution urging the incom
ing Congress to repeal for two years
the wartime act of 1917, raising the
second-claspostal rates. The resoln-tio- n
declared that such rates, "crude
and unscientific In character and burdensome alike to newspapers and their
subscribers," affecting the carriage of
to the
newspapers, were
needs of the country.

Blame Perils of Sea
Vancouver, B. C. "Lost through the
perils of the sea," is the finding of a
report made by the royal commission
appointed by the government In Ottawa to inquire Into the wreck of the
8. S. Princess Sophia last falL when
352 lives were lost. The commission's
report made public states that Captain
master of the vessel, acted
wisely when he kept the passengers
aboard while the sea was running
high, and that as a consequence no
blame ran be attached to his officers

Total Casualties.
Washington. Revised casualty totals announced by the War Department placed the total of dead in the
army and marine corps at 75,344, of
which 83,887 were killed in action.
Prisoners reported were 4,701. Of
prisoners previously held by the central powers the records now show 281
died during Internment and 118 of
doubtful status. The grand total of
wounded In the list, 201,230, of whom
It has been estimated more than 83
per rent returned to duty.

Stop Brewing Beer.
Washington. Brewing of beer will
stop May t, under the food conservation act of November 21, 1918, it was
said at the Internal revenue bureau.
This prohibition will affect all beet
Including that now being produced by
many manufacturers, containing 24
per rent alcohol, for which the internal revenue authorities now Issue rev
enue stamps without having decided
specifically whether this production
violates existing laws and regulations

New York.
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Cattle.
Pet steers, choice . to prime .Slt.00Oli-I B.L ltl.Hr. un..4
u,.l..
Fat steere! fair to good. . . . 13.00 14.H
, U.aOWlMt
Heifers, prime
Cows, fat good to choice. . 11.00t.
.60flf-Cows, fair to good
,
.00W
Cows, medium to fair..... .
, 4.50 W MJ
Kw, canners
7.50 mil,
14 00
Veal calves'
, lt.OU
1'eedera, good to choice. . . . 13.70 160
. 12.00
"deia, fair to good
, 11.00012-t- i
btockera, fair to good.... , 8.60
".

4)'0
10--

HOGS.
Good hogs

19.90

20.40

latntM fat! heavy!'.!!!!.'!! n!50Wll.O0
U.0uU.0
twet, good to choice.
Oreaaed Poultry.
The following prices on dreaaed poultry are net t U. B. Denver: 38
17
,
Turkeya, No. 1
36
iti3(
Turkeys, old tumu
Turkeya, choice
Hens, lb
22
i4
Ducks, young
IS W"
Ueeae
H 91
Itoosters
Live Poultry.
S4
32
Turkeya. S lbs. or over
2
W30
liens
20 III 21
1)11. .ka
Ciuese
U to )v
Uro Hers. 1919
Cox

it

in
WIS

50
13

BSCS.

Kggs,

count

strictly fresh, case

iiuufiLii

Butter.
Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb. i
2d
Creameries,
grade (culd
sioraire). ID
53
Process butter
39
Packing stock

14
61
St

Ml

Vegetables.
18 000 1.00
Beans, Navy, cwt
3 50iJ 4.(0
Beans, Pinto, cwt
.10
lleans. L.lma. lb
titans, green, lb
12ttt).lt
.17
16
lb
beans, wax,
.e
2 DOW
Beets, new, cwt
Brussels surouts
18$ .20
2. 00
2.60
Cabbage. Colo
12MO.lt
Culiflower. lb
Celery, homegrown, dos.... tba l.M
2. 00 0 2.60
Cucumbers, h. h., dux
L.ear lettuce, hothouse, dos.
60$ .00
Unions, table, doz
760 .1
4. 00 0 1.00
Onions, cwt
Peas, new, lb
12tttM4
.10
new Telephone, lb... 15
1.
Potatoes, new, cwt
0f 2.00
.21
Radishes, long hothouse... 30
.60
Itadiehes, rourd, hothouse.. 1. 40
1.70
50
Turnips, cwt
HAY AND GRAIN MARKET.
F. O. B. Denver, Carload Prices.

,

Hay.
Buying Prtoee.

Colorado upland, per ton. .(22.00022.00
2U.uviyVSi.u
meoraaKa, per ion
Prairie Hay, Colorado asid

Painting a Smokestack.

brated her sixteenth birthday last
20.00 0 21.00
Nebraska, per ton
23.00024.00
month by pointing a smokestack In Timothy, per ton
ton
19.00020.00
Alfalfa, per
Dayton, O.
22.00toll.00
South Park, oer ton
"Scared? Not a bit," Mrs. Kennett Gunnison Valley, per ton.. 21.0022.00
6.000 0.00
said after she had completed her tit raw, per ton
sixth Job. She said that while paintGralai.
12.46
ing a stack in Indianapolis she had to Oats, Neb. 100 lbs., buying
2.10
chop, sack, selling
draw herself 200 feet in the air by Corn
2.00
Corn In sack, selling
t.vv
wrote cornmeai. por luu loa
using a rope and pulley.
4.00
100
Yellow
oer
lbs
cornmeai
"The work gives me a thrill and also Uluten feed,
2.24
sacked,
selling
permits me to be with my husband," uran, uolo., per 100 lbs, selling., l.ia
Mrs. Kennett said.
Flour.
Instead of wearing bloomers or over
Patent, 98 lbs., sacked,
alls when she works Mrs. Kennett Hungarian
85.14
subject to discount
48 I lis., sacked, subwears a plush coat over her clothes, Hungarian,
2.61
to
discount
ject
even when dabbling with paint buckets Hungarian,
24 lbs.,
staked, sub
to
uiscouni
i. a
oils.
and
ject
When the Kennetts reach a city they
IIIUKS AM) Plil.TS.
look around, not like a- pair of newly-wed- s
Furnished by Charles Friend & Co.
seeking a home, but with their Inc.,
7
W'aisee
street. Denver,
eyes open for smokestacks that need Cuio.
Flint
Hides.
painting.
Dry
32e
Butcher, 16 lbs. and up
32
llutcher, under 10 lbs
204
Fallen, all weluhta
STEALS
FOR HER SOLDIER
Hulls and stays
lie
17c
ulls
6c per lb. less.
hides.
salted
Dry
Virginia Woman Expected Back From
to twa-Dry horsehides
France to Be Married Goes
thlrds price of reen salted.
to Jail.
Dry Flint Pelt.
30c
Wool Delta
26c
Short wool, pelts
20c
Norfolk, Vn. With a sentence of Huteher shearlings. No. 1
12c
one year In the penitentiary already No. 2 and murrain nhearlinKS
Bucks, saddles and pieces of pelts. 18c
pronounced against her and other
t. rem ftultr-i- 1Hide. r.te.
cured, No.
(over 25
charges against her pending, Mabel Heavy
17c
lbs.1
Morris, or Myrtle Ruthledge, eighteen
Heavy cured. No. 2 (over 25
16c
lbs.)
years old, a mysterious,
nulla, N'o.
10011c
shoplifter. Is apparently less concerned Hulls, No. 2
,
(010c
about her fate than are hundreds of Ultie hides and skins
9c
lfiiSllUr
Kip. No. 1
sympathizing citizens, male and fe- Kip.
No. 2
14
fir
909-91-

one-ha- lf

1

male.
Mabel Morris is not a professional

0
2628c
1

Calf, Nn.
Calf. No.

1

2

.24026c
Partly cured hides, lc oer lb. lcaa
thief at least the police of Norfolk than
cured.
2c
Green
hides,
per lb. less than
nnd many other cities In the country cured.
have failed to find anything against
Green Salted Horarhldra.
No. 1
iTonfflcee
her previous to her visit to Norfolk
Nn. 2
6.000 (.00
yet she proved herself to be a most
litauit-f- ,
ttu less.
Ponies and glue
2.0002.00
adept shoplifter, succeeding In carrying away from Norfolk stores goods
Miscellaneous Markets.
to the amount of several thousand dollars.
Metal Markets.
Mabel said that one of the reasons
Colorado Settlement Prices.
Bar silver. 21.01
she stole was that she expected her
lb., 16c.
sweetheait back from France soon and
Lead. (6.25.
were
to
be married.
Spelter, 14.11.
they
Tungsten, per unit, (12.000(14.00.
"I did not have any money to buy
wedding clothes," she said, "and I Just
Price ef Sugar.
Maw Tnrb
had to have them. So when I saw
n.n.lf.,Hl . .
Sun,
10.60;
Cut
crushed. 10.26; mould
loaf,
pretty clothes and Jewelry I wanted
v.w, vuwv-sa,
powaeree,
.
.
A an. .......
I took them."
ait.
v.iu, lint, granulates
iiuwheich,
A. (.00; confectioners'
and diamond
A.
(.90; No. 1. 8.(5.
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Z Kills Mother

and

Babes

as Sacrifice

:

While laboring under a re-Magge,
Ilglous mania, Paul
thirty years old, a farmer living
near Caseville, Mich., killed his
aged mother with a chair and ,
then murdered his three chit- manner. He .
dren in
tojd Huron county officers be
hud killed the four as a religions
'
sacrifice.
Stock on the farm also was
killed. Three geese, a hen, calf,
two cows and a pig were slaugh- tered. Magge requested the offi- - J
cers, after his arrest, that they
return to the farm and kill any '
animals which might remain '
alive.
!

!

',
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Spurned His Lov.
Hagerstown, Hd. Because Miss So
phia Schneider spurned his love after
he had lavished three pecks of apples
and a quart of oysters on her, James
M. Hardin, coal merchant of Highfleld,
has entered suit against her for $3226.
They Found Him.
Dallas, Tex. "Look for a man with
the biggest feet in Dallas," detectives
said, after they saw tracks around
the robbed home of Herbert Lee. The
'coppers" did, and arrested a negro,
who confessed.

Taek Grain In Chirac.
Chicago. Corn No. 2 yellow, (1.07V
01.09; No. 4 yellow, (1.6401. 67H; No.
I yellow, nominal.
Oats No. ( white, 727JHc; standard. 72ii7414c
Rye No. 2. (1.79H01.81H.
Barley (1.1601.22.
Timothy $8.00010.75.
Clover Nominal.
Lard (21.05.

Hasten Mvesteek.
hlcago. Hogs Bulk of sales. (20.M
heavyweight.
(20.05021. 10:
medium weight, (20.70 0 21.10: lightweight, (20.26021.05:
lieht lights.
(l.00f 20.60; sows, $18.15020.46; pigs.
(17.00010.28.
Cattle. Heavy beef steers,
20.26: light beef steers. (10.50 (11.000
0 1(.2(;
butcher cows and heifers. $7.75816.26;
canners and cutters, (0.00 010.50; veal
calves, (12.75014.00; socker anal feeder
steers,
84 Pounds or less,
(17.75010.50;
(5 pounds or better.
(17.25 0 19.56; cull and common. $11.00
017.25: ewes, medium and good, $11.76
015.50:
culls and common. (6.000
11.76; spring lambs, medium, good and
choice.
021.06;

..?t?-.'rV,Bb"-

-

$18.50021.00.
CMeawa

Chicago.

60 He.

Butter

PreSae.

Creamery,

.f.T
401441c; at mark,

659

ordinair
cases Included
!

firsts.
tOHeilHc: storage firsts. 42 042e;
extras. 4214 c.
Poultry Alive, springs, J2c; fowls,
(4c.
.
. .
PAlalna.
- .... ....
Wh.am.
hud Hrm
'
new stock
(2.1002.25 cwt.. In car uui.
lota:
rose $.501A 00 barrel. Jobbing lota.
Although blind and his only income
dimes and nickels that people toss In
a tlncun as he plays
hand organ,
Prank Hitter of Chlruro has sub
scribed to every war loan the govern-oaeha. Lad.

nt

the Interior wall and baa a right angle
g
ear on one aide."
room Is
reached through glared doors at tha
right of tha fire place. This ia 12 by
16 feet, the buffet and two wall cases
being built Into one end. The kitchen,
occupying the other corner of the
building is also large, 10 feet 6 Inches,
by 12 feet 8 Inches. The work table
Is underneath the double wlndowa on
the side, while there are cases on
either side of It. The rear porch Is
'of the same width aa the kitchen and
a place Is provided for Icing the Ice
box without entering the kitchen.
' The second floor
plan la similar to
the first. The front bedroom Is of the
same size as the living room, extend'
Ing the width of the bouse. Adjoining It, at the end of a central ball.
Is the bath room, while there ore two
other bedrooms, one on each of the
two rear corners. Closets are placed
In each of these' rooms.
'
The basement extends under the
whole of the house. Here rooms may
be built to keep the heating plant sep
arate from the other parts of the
basement, which always is a gooa piun
as It keeps the heat from the family
food storage room.
This is an exceptionally fine design
for a house of this kind and size and
those who build according to It will
have homes to be proud of.
There is every reason why those
who have been considering building a
borne should do so now. The government Is urging that all building be
started at once so as to give the re
Con
turning soldiers employment
verting the Industries that were transformed Into munitions factories dur
ing the war Into theli peace time state
also has thrown many persons tern
The-dlnln-

STYLE OF HOME
Attractive Exterior With Unique
Interior Arrangement

..;"

....

SUITABLE

FOR SMALL FAMILY
..--

Design Calls for 81 x Room, but They
Are What Might Be Termed
Good
"Regular" Room
Tims to Build.

unit

Mr. William A. Radford Kill
questions and Siva advlca FREE OP
COST on all aubjecta. pertaining to tha
subject of building, (or the raadars of this
paper. On account of hia wide experience
aa Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
t
la, without doubt, tha
authority
on all theae subjects. Address all lnqulriea
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, 111., and only ancloa
three-caa tamp for reply.

Some one bad advanced the argument that If every family la the country willed It, there would be few that
did not live In their own homes. With
few exceptions, tenunts pay more In
rent than It would cost tbem to buy
the places In which they live. The
owner of rented property must get os
large a return on his Investment aa
the same money would earn In Interest, plus a profit to pay him for his
labor and the cost of caring for the
property. This expense Is borne by
the person who rents the property.

-

MOTORISTS FACE

'

PROBLEM OF GAS

HANDLE BATTERY

WITH CARE

Motorist 8hould Economise .on Cur.
rent and Keep Engine Tuned
to Start on ( Second Turn.
-

The man who; bas trouble keeping
his battery charged will find that dif
Automobile and Petroleum Men
ficulty largely can be overcome by
'careful handling. In other worda, be
Must Get Together in Close
He
should economise on current.
Harmonious
should keep bis engine., tuned up. so
that U starts on the second or third
turn.
Thus be 'can minimize the
INCREASE
MOTOR
GARS amount of current Isused In starting,
and, remember, this
very targe. The
current required, Is 200 to 600 times
as much as required by an ordinary
Said to Be Possible to Construct In
power house light.
ternal Combustion Engines Which
He should also be economical with
Will Consume: Much Less Fuel
his lights. He should use bis bead'
of Inferior Kind.
lights only when absolutely necessary.
He should determine the car speed
at which bis cutout relay makes con"The perennial fuel problem will never be solved until the automobile Indus- nection with the battery and operate
try and the petroleum Industry get to- the car as much as possible above this
,
speed.
gether In close and harmonious
If he drives much In a congested
says Mark L. Requa, general
and
his
stops
engine many
director of the oil division of the Unit- city district
ed States fuel administration, In an times he will find that his battery can
be
kept more nearly charged by changInterview, which appears In Motor, the
ing gears In traffic whenever neces
national magazine of motoring.
"The motor fuel problem is not only sary 'Instead of trying to do It all on
high gear, the reason being Jthat by
a possibility of the future," continchanging geqrs he boosts his engine
ues Mr. Requa, "but even an actuality
speed so that his battery Is charged,
of the present, as will be understood
to pull slowly on
by anyone who takes the trouble to while If he tried
high he gets down to a speed at which
make even the most cursory examinacharging stops due to the opening of
tion of the situation. In 1012 our production of petroleum was 222.035,044 the cut out.
barrels of 42 gallons. In 1916 the output of this basic producer of motor NEW HEADLIGHT FOR MOTORS
fuel was 300,787,158 barrels, an Increase in four years of less than 80 Nevada Inventor Provides Mechanism
for Operating Lights Around
per cent On the other hand, In 1912
there were about 1,000,000 motor veCurves in Road.
hicles in the country, while In 1916 the
The Scientific American, In Illustratmotor population of the United States
hod risen to 3,541,738. This represents
ing and describing a dirigible headan Increase of over 300 per cent In four light operating mechanism, the invenyears. With one side of an equntlon tion of E. C. Smith of Fallon, Nev.,
growing less than 30 per cent and the says:
This Inventor provides a mechanism
other side Increasing more than 300
per cent, the ultimate situation is not for operating the headlights of motor
vehicles whereby they may follow the
hard to foreshadow.
Engine Uses Leas Oil.
"I am not an automobile engineer,
so I cannot speak from personal knowledge, hut I have been Informed that It
Is possible to design internal combustion engines which will consume much
less fuel per mile than Is now being
consumed, and of a much Inferior quality. If this is a fact and the automobile Industry faces the situation In co- Dirigible Headlight Operating
operation with the oil men to effect
this saving, while these latter are de- curves and turns In the road In illumvoting their best effort to Increasing inating the same, Incorporating means
production, It would seem that we whereby the headlight operating mechmight cut enough oft each end of our anism may be thrown Into and out of
problem- - to solve It.
operation at will, lie provides a
"We seem to be only,o,t the begin- mechanism coupled with the steering
ning of the gasoline era ; a few years gear and movable Into and out of oper;
ago gasoline was a wasted
able relation therewith, In order that
today It is the most Important product if desired the light may be kept staof petroleum, amounting to almost 50
tionary while the vehicle Is traveling.
per cent of the total value of petroleum
products. With the record of the past
as a guide, It would seem that the two DELICATE CAR DOOR POCKETS
great industries so Interdependent upIn Wooden Strips May Be Securely Fast,
on each other should
d
ened by Using Blue,
bringing about the most efficient conScrews.
sumption of gasoline and the most intelligent understanding of each other's
Many cars are afflicted with "deliproblems."
cate" door pockets, those which are
CARE OF WINDSHIELD GLASS made of Inferior material or are improperly fastened. These ore apt to
tear loose at the corners since they ure
Will
of
Strong Soapsuds
Application
merely tacked on wooden strips atPrevent Fog or Rain From
to the door. When this haptached
Obscuring Vision.
pens they may be securely fastened
screws, which
Strong soapsuds made from auto- by using
mamobile soap and ruhhed on the glass should have blued heads when the
is black. . These same screws
f the windshield and allowed to dry terial
can be used to advantage In fastening
111
prevent fog or rain from obscuring
the vision through the glass. Kero- the linoleum flooring to the boards,
sene is sometimes used for this pur- especially at the corners.
pose, but It does not last as long as the
FAILURE
above, and glycerin Is also recom- FIND LUBRICATING
mended.
Car Owner Should Emulate Example
of Locomotive Engineer by Using
AVOID
FORMATION Or RUST
Hand to Find Trouble.
If Car Is Used in Bad Weather Tires
The locomotive engineer frequently
nd Rime Should Be Wiped
uses his hand to determine lubrication
Clean With Sponge.
failure, and this is a hint that the car
If the car owner, after being out In owner can put to good use. Failure
bad weather, will take the trouble to of lubrication permits excessive fricwipe the tires and rims clean with a tion, and friction generates heat. Any
sponge and then wipe them dry, espe- part which is discovered to be too
cially along the beads, he will do much hot to the hand held near it Is probto prevent the formation of rust.
ably suffering from faulty lubrication.

This line of reasoning Is logical, but
the one thing that deters most people
from buying or building a home is a
lack of desire to assume the responsibility of pnylng for It. When it Is
considered that a house may be purchased by paying down a small portion of the cost and the bnlnnce as
rent, there is not so much responsibility ns most people believe.
Everywhere in the country now
there Is a shortage of available homes.
In almost every community this condition prevails and those who are paying rent are finding that the demand
Is causing the property owners to
charge more and more for the houses
they own. Thus, whether they will It
or not, many people have been driven
by necessity Into building homes for
themselves, while others are considering doing so.
Selecting a design for a house Is
undoubtedly the most Important step
in securing a home. Care should be

?

w

porarily out of employment and build'
Ing Is looked to to keep these work
ers busy.
When It is considered that more
than 80 per cent of the cost of a
home Is labor, it can readily be un
derstood why building cannot be done
now so cheaply as a few years ago,
Nature furnishes the materials that go
into a building,' while labor fashions
them Into the required shape and condition. Just so long as the preseut
wage level Is maintained, so will the
cost of building materials stay up. At
that they are only 37 per cent more
now than In 1013, when they reached
a low level.
There Is one thing that every person who intends building should do
if possible. That Is to consult un
architect. These men are trained by
education and experience to get the
most for the money spent In building.
The small fee the architect charges
Is saved many times over In prac- -
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Man
,

Shoots Self and Then Learns
Note Was From Her
Sister.

REFUSED MANY TIMES
Jealousy of Alien Enemy Leada to
Double Tragedy Loved the
Girl and Thought There
Was a Rival.
Chicago. Michael Sasko went to the
mantelpiece as soon as he entered the
boarding house one night recently. He
picked up the letters he fouud there,
scanned the addresses and laid them
aside all but one.
It was a letter from Minneapolis, addressed to Miss Georglnnnu Jorgensen.
He studied It for a while, then put it
with the others and went to his room
on the third floor.
Miss Jorgensen came upstairs, reading the letter, which was written in
Norwegian.
He stopped her and asked about the
letter. There had been other letters
he had demanded to see, letters from
France. He bad asked the girl to
marry htm. A dozen times he bad
asked. Each time she had refused
him.
He had believed there was a
sweetheart overseas, but she had denied this. Now he was convinced that
tbe other man lived In Minneapolis
for the envelope bore that postmark.
She, would not tejl him the name of
the writer, turned away from him,
went Into her room. He dashed In
after her, caught her In his arms,
struggled with her, left her weeping,
half kneeling on the floor, half lying
across the bed,
Frieda
roommate,
Oeorglanna's
Knutson, found her there.
"Lock the door," Ueorgtanna said.
"Keep that Mike out of here."
Frieda presently opened the door
and went downstairs. As she passed
Sasko's room she saw him rolling a
She hud gone half way
cigarette.
down the stairs when she heard a
scream, then three quick shots.
As she started back upstairs there
were two more shots.
Found the Girl Dead.
The police found Georglanna dead.
She had been shot three times. Sasko
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First Floor Plan.

Second Floor Plan.

exercised In picking the room arrangement, the materials of which the bouse
is constructed and the design for the
The number and arrangeexterior.
ment of the rooms is Influenced by
the needs of the family and individual ideas of what a home should be.
Selecting materials, however. Is a matter that should be carefully weighed.
Cheap materials tor a home are more
costly than good materials, for the
simple reason that there will be
constant outlay for repairs If poor
stuff Is used. The exterior appearance, like the room arrangement. Is

ticolly every building, because the architect knows bow it should be erected. Regarding materials, the lumber
dealer is a good man to consult.
Indian Tailor Bird.
A very curious nest Is made by the
tailor bird of India, a tiny yellow crea-

ture.

To escape snakes and monkeys

this bird takes a dead leaf, flies up
into a tree, and with a fiber for a

thread and Its bill for a needle sews
the leaf to a green one hanging from
the tree. The sides are sewn up, an
opening to the nest thus formed being
matter of taste.
left at the top. The leaf, apparently
For the person who likes stucco, or hanging from a twig, would never be
plaster exteriors, the house shown In taken for a nest.
the accompanying illustration will be
Knew She Would Be Asked.
favored. Here is a modern city style
bouse that Is unusually attractive.
Tillle was leaving to go over to ber
While the bouse itself Is rectangular little chum's house, when 'she suddenIn shape, the dimensions being 24 by ly turned in the door and called to her
80 feet 8 Inches, the broad porch mother, "Mamma, has baby brother
gives It a One appearance. The porch got any teeth yetf When asked why
Is 13 by 8 feet, but the overhanging she wished to know, she replied. "So
roof makes It appear much larger.
I can tell Mabel's mother. She alThe design for this house calls for ways asks me If he has any teeth yet
only six rooms, but they are what when I goes over to play with Mabel"
might be termed "regular" rooms. The
Record Hailstorm.
living room extends the full breadth of
The greatest hailstorm on record was
the house, being 23 by 13 feet. The
entrance Is In the center, white at one In Europe In 1788. The biggest stones
end are the stairs leading to the sec- described as having then fallen were
ond floor. The fireplace la built late more than half a pound la weight.
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This Picture, Taken by the Boston City Health Department, Illustrates How
Milk Bottles Are Thrown Away by Consumers Practice Is Insanitary,
Wasteful and Adds to the Coet of Milk.
by tha United States Department of Agriculture.)
Who Is to blame for the staggering
waste of milk bottles In the United
States a waste amounting to millions
of these containers annually, which
adds to the cost of distribution, Is a
factor in the price of milk, ond In the
end Is paid for by consumers? To
answer this question and determine
ways of remedying the situation, dairy
specialists of the United States department of agriculture made un Investigation.
Responsibility for the
waste, they learned, Is widely distributed.
The average milk bottle Is shortlived. It makes only about 17 trips
before it Is broken or lost, the specialists found. For every consumer who
has a quart of milk delivered at the
door each day, the dealer in the
course of a year has to supply 20 new
bottles. The Investigation, conducted
In 80 cities, shows that the average
milk dealer buys 17,040 new bottles a
month, and the large dealers buy more
than 90,000 a month, which are largely,
though not entirely, replacement stock.
Junk Dealers Profit.
In 16 cities included In the investigation, more than 8,000,000 sound ml Ik
bottles are collected annually from the
city dumps. In some cities the busi
(Prepared

GRAIN

MIXTURE TO

FEED YOUNG

CALVES

ness carried on by Junk dealers Is one
e
of the most serious sources of
loss. Not only do they sell the
bottles to dealers In the city, but often
ship them to other towns. Most states
have no laws restricting this traffic.
Of 80 cities furnishing information
to the department only 33 had mlllc
bottle exchanges or places where milk:
bottles from ull sources are sorted out
and returned to the owner, provided
he Is a member of tlip exchange.
Few States Regulate.
Only 19 states have regulations governing the use of milk bottles, and of
the Ml cities studied 72 reported tho
use by dealers of other dealers' bottles.
Various plans, Inducements, and
charges for bottles have been tried ac- cording to reports from 61 dealers and
47 health officers. The department of
agriculture bas summarized the most
practical methods, ns given above, and
Is now distributing the Information to
milk plants and other persons Interested. Federal experts are still work-luon the problem of milk bottle
losses and point out that the abnormal waste Is ultimately borne by the
public, which should take an active
Interest In the questloh, encouraging
educational efforts and suitable regulations.
milk-bottl-
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FLORIDA

RAISING MORE HOGS

Sharp Upward Curve in Production Is
Seen by Specialist Increase
in

Pure-Bred-

Round-heade-

When One

Month

Old Quantity

May Be Gradually Increased.
Experiments Tend to Show That Corn
Should Be Cracked Rather Than
Finely Ground Use Corn
In Feeding Alfalfa.

round-heade-

by tlie United States Department of Aftrlcu.ire.)
Production of hogs In Florida Is tak-In- g
n sharp upward curve,
according
to reports recently compiled by the extension specialist of tbe United States
department of agriculture, who Is
working In Florida In
with
the state agricultural college. Twenty,
seven
counties reporting
show an average Increase of 58.54 per
cent during the year 1018. Holmes
county leads with an estimated Increase of 200 per cent ; Brevard county Is second, with 125 per cent Increase; while Taylor nnd Madison
counties each reported 100 per cent Increase.
AH counties reported that the farmers were successfully growing their
own supply of feed, such as corn,
beans, cowpeas, chufas, oats, rye,
rape, sweet potatoes and soy beans.
Records on file In the office of the
state boy's club agent show that those
counties reporting the greatest Increase In pure-breswine nnd the lowest Increase in scrub and grade hogs
are those counties In which the boys'
pig club work has been established
longest, nnd Is being pushed hardest
by the county agents.
(Prepared

g

by the United States Department ot Agriculture.)
When the calf Is In Its second week
It should begin to receive grain, and
when one month old It should eat
about half a pound a day. After this
time the quantity of grain may be
gradunlly increased, feeding nil thnt
the calf will eat until three pounds a
day Is reached, probably during the
third month. Grain fed to supplement
separated milk should never be mixed
It Is questionable
with the milk.
whether the preparation of grain In
any way, such ns soaking or boiling, Is
advisable under most circumstances.
Wheat bran Is enten readily by young
calves. Corn has on excellent physiological effect and to a great extent
may take the place of fat removed
from skim or separated milk. Experiments tend to show that corn fed to
cnlves should be cracked rather than
Ground oats are good
finely ground.
.
In grain mixtures when available, but
In mnny cases cost much more per
unit of feed than corn nnd bran. The
following grnln mixtures ore recomNo kind of silage should be
mended by dairy specialists of the
United States department of agricul- sidered as a sole ration for sheep.
(Prepared
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Shot Three Times.
had shot himself twice above the
heart. They took him to the Pussa-vahospital, and there, after a few
hours, be made a stutenient.
He had loved the girl ever since he
first came to the boarding house, he
said. There was another woman in
the boarding house who was In love
with him, whom he spurned.
She had told the authorities he was
an alien enemy skilled in the making
of bombs, and they had taken him into
him concernWHEEL USED BY GERMANS TO SAVE RUBBER custody and questioned
ing the fatal post office blast. Hut he
had been released.
"Did you know Miss Jorgensen be
confore she same to Chicago, when she
was In Minneapolis?" a policeman
ture:
asked him.
Cottonseed nieul has been recogparts cracked corn and
"That's one(1) Three
'Minneapolis!" he said.
nized for ninny years as a most exbran.
wheat
part
where the letter came from.
(2) Three parts cracked corn, one cellent feed for beef cattle.
'Yes," the policeman said. "It's
wheat bran, nnd one pnrt ground
part
from her sister, Mrs. Frieda Paulson."
Silnge Is almost a necessity for winoats.
(3) Three parts cracked corn, one ter feeding ami winter jeodlng Is ImPUTS ONE OVER ON MEN part wheat bran, one part ground oats, portant for prolituble farming.
and one pnrt linseed meal.
Patience may he required to get a
Minneapolis Woman Works as Farm
(4) Five parts cracked corn, one
Hand in South Dakota, Deceivpart wheat bran, one part ground oats, colt to behave well in harness, but a
good draft horse will he the result.
ing Employees.
and one part blood meal.
(5) Oats, ground.
Although cow's milk Is not so rich
Clover hny, alfalfa hay, or the most
Minneapolis. A Minneapolis woman
earned more than $400 masquerading palatable roughage available should be In sugar or fat as sow's n:l'k. It makes
as a man harvest hand In South Da- given the cnlf after the second week. J a fair substitute for ptgy when the
kota last year, working with her hus- Alfalfa is likely to cause scours, and mother dies.
a
band. She disguised herself as a man should be fed sparingly at first and
The ensleat way to
to get the pay farmers were paying Increased only after the calf gets acIs to
Her name Is Edna customed to It. At first hny should paint the buttons of the calf as soon
harvest hands.
Twaddle, although she does not 'seem be furnished only a handful at a time, as they can be felt through the skin,
to have been that kind of a woman nnd tie placed so that It cannot tie with caustic po'ash.
at all. At the sixth place she work- soiled. For the first six months, at
Where farmers have stock enough to
ed she revealed her sex to the wife of lenst, the calf should receive nil the
the farmer and the two women had a roughage of good quality that It will warrant It many have two silos, one
bushel of fun at the expense of the eat up clean. When the cnlf has access for winter feeding and a smaller one
men. When the day's work was over to good pasture during the first six for summer feeding.
the men devoted some time to feats months. It need not receive other
A fat sow cannot care for a Utof strength and stunts. As Mrs. Twad- roughage. It Is not advisable, howIn
on
was
a
much
wheel
trucks
Herman
used
that
The photograph shows
had been an acro- ever, to have the calf under two ter of pigs to the best advantage due
in
dle
earlier
years
of
and
the
between
steel
tbe bat on
order to conserve rubber. The rim Is made
pads
the vaudeville stage, she put months of age on pasture In the early t her awkwardness, but a poor sow
steel rim and the wheel are made of rubber. The picture was taken at on a show that distanced
is much worse than a fat one.
them all.
spring.
Spelcher, Germany.
Without question a poor sow will
Starting a Flock of Sheep.
Surprised the Court.
a flock of sheep on give bfrth to smnll. poor, runty pigs
Wlu-Mass.
A. Adams,
William
starting
Lawrence,
Advance.
Rims.
Spark
Damage by Rusty
ewes two to four and will not give a sufficient supply of
Wear and consequent poor adjust- deaf and dumb, was arrested for Jump- the farm, buy good
Rustv rims do great damage to tires.
old. and don't be afraid of milk to nourish the little ones.
on
street
car.
the
When
a
fares
years
ing
ment
rims
had
of
the
control
made
spark
The first automobiles
linkage,
a few dollars on a good rain.
nf tiraan. hnt this is not true of the which prevents full spark advance. Is Judge said $10 Adams roared "Rob- spending
to
Hogs destined for market ordinarily
court.
of
the
the
ber!"
surprise
rims
often
occasion
for
examine
the
remarks as to
modern car. Therefore,
come along splendidly when put on
Production of Manure.
damIn
off
the
sudden
the speed of
for rust frequently, and prevent
falling
Milk cows and horses together will
of corn and tankige as
Easy to Make Money.
age from rust by using a good rim the engine.
Louis: Pen, Ink, crayons and a produce nearly a ton of manure per soon as they are old en.wgb to eat
St
paint.
dime's worth of writing paper make a month per 1,000 pounds of live weight
Bad Practice With Doors.
Sheep are the most profitable of
Oil Leak.
Banging tbe car door is a bad prac- good $5 or $10 bill. Charles Logan,
Increased Farm Profits.
any kind of stock. One reason for
years old, charged with
On certs in makes of eneiaes a tice. Shocks of this kind often cause twenty-seve- n
are
increased by divid- their value is that they
Farm profits
the farm
broken valve cover Plate stud will the enamel finish to crack and fall off, counterfeiting, testified he couldn't
ing the projects about equally between cleaner as reganls weeds than any
cause a leakage of oil that may escape much to the detriment of the caifiqa). read and was a poor writer, but nevother stock.
crops and live stock.
ertheless he could make money.
pea ranee.
attention lor a long time.
d
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STAGGERING WASTE OF MILK CONTAINERS
ADDS GREATLY TO COST OF DISTRIBUTION

KILLS THE GIRL
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SAND ROADS NEW MEXICO WAR .
QUICK ACTION
Difficulty of Fish kin.
VETERANS ORGANIZING
Two negroes met at a peace celeHi fore tin) clollit-r- f ivrormers abolish
The following art trie, concerning
bration on the day following the
New Mcxko soldiers and sailors men's vestB they should consider well signing of the armistice. It was in
methods of constructing sand roads
on Thursday thp matter of providing Btorage room a Colorado town, and the mate had
in New Mexico appeared in a recent met ait Albuquerque
eyeglasses, lend just gone Republican a ff vf days
the New Mexico for watches, matclit-Hand Con- and organized
number of Engineering
FRANK STAPLIN, EDITOR
tracting, a national magazine publish- branch of the American Legion of pi noils, buslni'KM hi 1h, tienrR, cigar- before.
ettes
and
a
few odds and ends, to say
Veterans of the great war. Delegates
ed in Chicago:
"Well, what you all think of it
A radical departure from old methwere present Ironi many counties. nothing of the safety deposit pocket In-- now?" inquired one.
Published Every Friday at Santa Fe, the State Capital by the
selected
to
were
attend: side the garment where the rural visods of building roads across exten- Delegates
"Shure do look good," the other
the national
of the Itnr keeps Ii'h currency. Bcnttlc Post- - replied. "President Wilson shure did
sive stretches of sand has been
convention
STATE PUBLISHING COMPANY
ne
new
in
to
in
the
construcat.
louk May lult'lllgenc
successfully
i.egion
stop them Huns."
tion of some eighty miles of highway Bin io mm. j ne organization nau
"President Wilson nuthin," retortFrank Staptln, Receiver
in New Mexico. The method, in brief, its beginning at a meeting in Paris
ed the first speaker. "Listen heah
MICKIE SAYS
The national convenis to make a cut in the sand to the in February.
you Democrat nigger) Didn't 1 tell
underlying clay and then let the wind tion will perfect the organization.
you somethin' gwine happea if we
matter at the post office at Santa Fe, New MexEntered as serond-clas- a
OP
F.
B.
Lieutenant Governor
widen this cut. The method was
MCD.fweVs SCM9
Pankey
Republicans got elected? We've only
ico, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
soldiers
an
to
address
the
delivered
D.
W. Jones, District
been in a few days, an look what we
developed by
Goverthe
at
of
donel"
Albuquerque meeting.
Curry,
Highway Superintendent
HCBE TOWN, euf ?h& BEST
De Baca, Roosevelt and Guadalupe nor O. A. Larrazolo had intended
op 'bn are the fcujers vho
$1 50 par year
Subscription
be
conflicted
desthe
date
to
but
was
New
and
Mexico,
present,
counties,
BBINO IN THttO COPW (Xt1
cribed by him in the January High- with the welcoming of New Mexico
While The Going Was Good
fcDS EMU.V SO VXE WN1
and Arizona troops at El Paso, the
way Magazine.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, MAY 2, 1919
A darky was ushered into an emo OSVTH
HWSKtO
The first highway constructed by governors of New Mexico and Aribureau of the Dn Pont
ployment
ON
PftPeR.
TH6
OOf
this method was the Delphos road zona being there to meet the returnPowder Works and plied with the
on
soldiers
in
Roosevelt county. The route ran ing
Thursday.
usual questions put to all new hands
ASSOCIATION PROPOSED
THE SAN JUAN RAILROAD
-through a sand bed 9 miles long, 7
taken on at the works.
of
more
sand
i
miles
of
consisted
wh:c
The old darky stood the examinaNEW BANK AT CLOUD-IThe importance of the- xtendcJj Some of the leading men
.10 inches
of
with
bark?
than
pockets
deep
tion pretty well, but was beginning
made by A. C. Ridgway ad in New Mexico oil development
INCORPORATED
CROFT.
outfit
Your
the
A
road
to
unknown
stale
Victory
subscription
depth.
to feel a little bit "oneasy" when one
of the San Juan basin and the tug-- auggrtt that some general aocia-gettc- Loan is
jiu rliartre of Mr. Jones handled the
your answer
of the men suddenly asked.
route for a railroad from AU lion of oil companies would be
' THIS
The State Bank of Cloudcroft ha'is;
M FANS
PROS-LOAN
cleared
was
The
of
work.
way
right
"And who would you like to be
Under the auspices of such
should not be lost igh' sirable.
of weeds and grass and the sand ex-- 1 just been Incorporated bv local anci
notified in case of a serious acciof. Mr. Ridgway is a veteran rail-- an association it would be possible FERITY" is the title of a third tit
aso
b,
is
the
capnal
people,
cavated down to hard pan. Fresnoes-which states:
dent?"
road man, who is well qualified toito interest outside capital, which is laiure uongcr
The directors are: H. M
the Victory Loan over were used fur innvinc the sand which
The darky paused anil scratched
for necessary, shall there be a thorough
rutting
make a practical investigation
A
G.
HickBonnell,
(has.
in
Vickory.
means
ahead"
the
to
was deposited in spoil hanks located
signal
"go
his head a bit at this unexpected
test of the various promising oil
the building of a line of road.
C A. Redrick
and
son,
in
each
of
on
work
The
the
side
the
roadway.
shop
ever'
country.
blow at his morale, but after a little
6
He spent more than two months districts in the state.
It means that the doors of trade width of the cut at the bottom was
while he thought of two persons who
This argument is sound. For thirty
in New Mexico, much of the time
of
A
all
nations
of
the
will
feet.
narrow
about
twelve
to
us.
be
Lauder,
comedian,
says:
Harry
open
strip
might like to know of his misfortune.
in the field. He came to Santa Fe odd years has the state tried to find
We
of
loose
walls
on
the
richest
road
between
nation
are
in
If
America
high
earth;
clay
man
the
Their names were written down.
working
for such data on this particular sec oil. But every attempt failed be
this loan will make u muhI was constructed, and left tn
does as did the working man in
"And now," said one of the examition of the stale that were access- - cause money was not at hand to make subscribing
busic-,1of the wind. The spring and fall (jreat Britain he will invest a cerners, "where would you like your reible at the Capitol. There is no the tntt fully.. Abandonned shallow the
It's a sound investment with Uncle winds swept away the sand remain tain amount of his waups in War
mains shipped?"
doubt that he went back to pre holes tell where much money has
Sam as security.
in.Lj on the clay surface and widened
"Where would 1 !ik my remains
Savings Stamps each pay day. If a
pare a detailed report of what he been spent, but these holes emphazise
Let's
Finish
wmm
Job
the
uie nsgnway ironi us original
man earns S10 a week, he should
No one knows positively the fact that the funds gave out
found.
shipped?" repeated the darky in a
12
35
11.
Chair-Mrs
William
feet
to
feet
for
the
State
entire
of
Hart,
save $1 or $2(1 a week save $2., and
Mr. Ridgeway represented, fore any oil pottftibly could be reach-bu- t
groggy sort of voice. "Boss, 1's.e
Un
man for southern Illinois in theilength of 9 miles.
.,.
Jf it .hadn't been for the
gwine to take 'em away frtun here
whoever they are they wanted ed.
The surface of the clay was very thriftiness of the Britiyh race when
Eighth Federal Reserve District, in
n
facts regarding the San Juan sec- - New Mexico must depend on
right now I"
there were sand pock- - would England have been during th,
and the route from Albuquer- - side capital to a grent extent to dev- - a letter to Mrs. Theodore Uenoist, irregular and
Federal Reserve Chairman, tells of ets rangin-- ' from 30 inches to 5 feet tribulation ? She couldn't ever. hv
Harry Lauder, the comedian,5 says:
This surface was not grad- - entered the war herself if it hadn't
dollars
Remember it only takes
Mr. Ridgway gave out no informa-- sociation would be of great value tollne cntliuslasm ot the women nl her in depth.
for British thrift. Capital after
to buy a baby bond and 100 pennies
tion nor did he express any opinion promote the growth of the state jcc't.on of Illinois, in the Victory ed ot'f until thethewaste piles has
of
and
the
all is merely the result of thrift.
widening
to make a dollar.
We therefore think the ,,,t'r7 Lo?n a"(1 of lllt,.
""7 appeared
as to the feasibility of such a rail- - otherwise.
,he Prcreedings Loan 4. road by wind scouring had taken
tl."ne
have the immediate
road project.
Many surmises were matter
If
the
the
less
thanl
were
Loan
D'r'"fT
place.
pockets
Liberty
made. It was .uggested that he re- - attention of the oil companies. The1.. woman s
.1(1 inches
.
the
:. i
i
committor in Lawrence
deep ......
they were 'left to the
d -- . i .:ii t i
j:
:
"
t . i,
' i ,l m...., , ,. ,1 , i, ..; .. f,,n
',,,,,,,
" t "" i, ., i. ....t
'"M
f forming such an asso-- !
Mexico Central through Albuquer- suggestion
In Massas County! of vehicles; It they were more than
day, she wrote.
But ciation
que to the Snn Juan basin.
tne women did excellent work anrrjo miotics deep clay was hauled in
this guess bas not been confirmed
and used to fill them
put the loan over with an espen-as far c s the public knows.
AFTER THE COIN
account
of $23.
The Delphos road was constructed
Ihere is no difference of opinion!in 1915. The road cost less than S5fX)l
that this new line is needed to deStatistics gathered from leading
STOCK
LIVE
DIRECTORY
mile, which figures include some'
icr
velop rich resources of New Men- - newspapers in ten large cities show
betterment work done during the)
ico. If such a road would pay from that during the months of January!
of the county agents following
At the
year. The maintenance!
the start is another question.
and February, 191, advertisements) of New request
Mexico, the Extcns:on De- cost in 1018 was only about 30 per
road builders are quite particular for "Help Wanted' filled 536,962'
the State College it at- icent of the cost of maintaining the
that there must be tonnage in sight lines while advertisements for "Situa-- 1 partment of
Portales-Clovis
to compile a directory of adjoining
"plated
to justify building new lines in these tions Wanted filled only 96,245 lines, tempting
.
tlw hrr
,.! .,,,r..
r,
the
cost of wh'Ch was!
road,
original
labor
thus indicating that the demand for. ; ,u t,
c.-- i.
.
days of high prices of material,
...:n
lisii a ,i:iviiuiY will more than $i,(K0 per mile.
and equipment.
help exceeds the demand for posi- - ,,e of considerable value
I he
not onlv
results obtained on the Del- men
The need for more roads in New tions in tne proportion of more thanto tlie
wi,0
.:sh.,s fo ,llri.i,av
C(, c.,rrCsf,,l il, t this
!,,,, rn.,.
maI,
Mexico is urgent. But as long as 5 to
It is pretty generally believed mire bred ajiimals. hut alsn to thn
have-lai. ,1,
of
a
i re
for
people
the government controls the rail- that this presentation of figures
. .
having such stock for sale, When ferrnt counties of the state. After
.
i
t
road business, New Mexico need not rrom
be
me .overusing
been
in
ot
columns
lhe
is published, we plan the Delphos job the others followed
look tn the government for new papers in various cit.es refutes the 011 directory
distributing at least 5,(100 copies in rapid succession. The most
been
Oil did it.
tines. The government is conservaof the U. S. Employment bu- - among
e
the stock raisers of New portant are The
sand
tive to start with and never under- real, that the country is confronted W exico.
s
7
miles losig; the
)C,,
takes anything until the pressure
f.v.-- .
me lists are almost complete and county sand bed, 6.3 miles long; the
becomes strong. In the next place li
of
u, k.v ....i.n.jmcm mis una! notice is being
Smnner-Ricardur.,
Fort
sands, 10 miles;
the government Is running the rail- - Service for a renewal of its enormous ; to irive hreeders nnr mnrppublished
Fvanola-Yes- o
5 miles; the
ha,,..
the
sand
is
in
in
road at a loss and therefore can appropriation is accepted as the chief to cet their names in the directors
Thompson-Nee- r
road, 9 miles; the
not be expected to undertake con- - reason for its constant camoaign of Jt you nave not
a
is
its
10 m:les;
sent
the
your
already
road,
greatsrniction or new lines that would publicity concerning unemployment name and address with the breed ot
n
road and the
add to the loss.
of
a
breeds you are raising, do so at Alamogordo-Newma- n
(El Paso) road.
Private initiative and capital is
once, addressing the Extension De- The latter two had more than 30
A HUSKY STATEMAN
will such
be
tne only hope for New Mexico to
New
State
partment,
miles of sand beds, sand hills and
College,
!
r1-!"btain further railroad lines.
The oily man who doesn't become
sand dunes and other
implications
'ill at the peace conference is tke
of this material. All these roads are
YOU DON'T HAVE TO LIVE IK TSXAS TO BENEFIT FROM HER OIL WELLS.
GOOD PROPAGANDA.
STARTS BIG UPRISING
oldeat man present Clemencenu. And
opened today and in almost every
instance just where tbev were the
One of the first acta of the new! 'hey can't down hiaa by shooting.
Colonel D. K. B. Selhrs, who was worst before treatment they are now
Congress shoald tSs the printing; of Surely sued a stateman should win
twenty-millioedition of a little his contentions which are primarily ju the county a couple of weeks ago, the best
i
peddling a junker storv of a
pamphlet containing the Declaration those for which the whole civilized
of Independence, the U. S. Constitu- world fought to lick the Hun, to Indian uprising in this section. II
BAKER AIDS ALL OBJECTORS
Capital SUx'k, $fio,oofMjo, Shares $10.00 Each, is now offering a limited anwmnl of
is
tion, Washington's Farewell Address, punish the Hnn, and to shackle the
reported to have stated that h
at par $10.00 per share, ami we want to tell you what this may mean to you Yon
t(Kk
Hnsi.
armed
men with sixshooters
imw
and Lincoln's Gettysburg
Sntech.
iniJlon, April Id. Declaring
he one of those who will gain riches through tfco Muner Ranch Oil Company
9iftch an editioa
would provide a
everywhere here, and in one kitchen sfcat Secretary of War Baker intenWe acknowledge with thanks ike he saw a woman making bread with tionally or
nepy for each family in the United
aided aud
States.
Then, if the administration splendid additional publicity given two revolvers handy upon the table assisted theunintentionally
I." W. W.
socialists
30
kasn't anv conscientious obiections, the State Record oil article of April We are irwl ried to believe this latter and humanitarians in their program
tke pamphlet should be made frank-abl- IS, by S. L. Perry in the Cardsbad statement partially itrue, only the of blocking construction of the
armyj
The Munger Ranch Oil Company owns a lease of 30 acres in the Iowa Park oil ftdei
so that this compendium of in- Current and W. T. Reed in the Carls- guns the lady had were there because by extending and
preverting the acts!
formation concerning government of bad Argus who reproduced the the Colonel was in the vicinity. D of
for the protection, solace
is just 450 feet southeast
It
f the Munger Flowing well ami the Park Pool oil well; 0tt6
Cungress
the people, by the people, for the article for the benefit of their read-er- K. R. evidently hasn't turned teeto- and comfort of conscientious objec-- j
half mile West of the Black Diamond oil well, and one and one-ha- lf
males Northwest ol
and oil enthusiasts.
taler yet Farmington Hustler.
people, could be readily distributed.
(tors, Major Dick B. Poster, member
the Quadruple, oil well, These wells are producing from 50 to 75 barrels daily of high
at Camp Funstom
of a
which tried 135 of them, is seeking 9
gravity oil that sells for $2.50 a barrel. Take your pencil and make a diagram of these
u..
v
iiiuiu iity
JUg I II C C?C UeiUIC
DC
wells. It will show you that the Munger Ranch Oil Company's, acreage is so surrounded
the people.
"The pacifist organization," he faid
by production that we are practically assured of getting oil.
in a speech, "has reached the founda-- .
These wells are producing from the "00 foot sand and can be drilled in from two to
tions of the most active department
three
weeks. Thirty acres will easily bear 30 of these wells. Take your pencil again, figure
the
War
the
;
Depart-government
jof
ment. Secret orders sent to com- 30 wells of 50 barrels daily capacity each. 1,500 barrels. Allow 50c a barrel for royalties
inanders by the War Department
and cost of pumping
1,500 barrels at $2.00 a barrel $3,000.00 a day clear money. 30
in
meant that every soldier
the
days. $00,000.00 monthly income. Do you see now where these princely fortunes that are
.United States Army could at any
time have gone to his commanding
made from Texas oil come front?
officer and, upon stating that he
was opposed to war, taken off his
uniform and refused to do military
service. As it was, many refused to
line up for mess, threw themselves
See what 10 shares, $100 worth of Munger Oil stock may do for you. $90,0.00
upon the ground and kicked and
eijuals 150 per cent on the entire capitalization of the company, so it can
y on
screamed.
They set up a hunger
A
strike and rattled their mess kits
$100 of stock a dividend of $150.00 every month and that means $1,800.00 a year.
for hours at a time. Yet Baker gave
$200.00 investment would mean $300.00 a month or $3,600.00 a year. $1,000.00 invested
liuciiifsfi
of
and
collecting;,
HpifK
distributing
immunity to any man who refused
preparing
now in Munger Ranch stock would make you independently wealthy.
toois so relates to tlif tlaily lifp of all that it has
service on conscientious
sailitary
grounds."
close, personal interest for everybody. NensutioL seekVICTORY VANGUARDS

NEW MEXICO STATE RECORD
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interett-investigatio-

CONSTRUCTING

Back of the Victory Loan stands
the Treasury of the United Slates.
the vast wealth of a Kreat and powerful nation. That makes it safe
Back of the Victory Loan is the
call of duty, That makes it patriotic.
Back of the Victory Loan interest.
That makes it koI investment.
In Yaii Limit TaJ
This is one of the small leaflets
issued by the Third Federal Reserve
Bank and distributed by the women
of the Pennsylvania, New Jersey and
Delaware Woman's Liberty Loan Organization. Another reads :
Getting the Boys Home
We are mustering out about fifteen thousand men a day, and at
this rate it will take ten mouths to
demobilize the army.
It will cost over three billion dollars to brimj the boys back and feed
and cart for them until it is done.
That pives us aft wlea of the size
of the job.
Do you want the boys brought
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Arc daily making

and women independently rich. Thousands
comfortable
down at night too poor to own
informed
and
that
have
to
awakened
the
home,
morning
have
made rich over night.
they
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OF TEXAS

Kenna-Chavc-

tl 7

LIKE ALADIN'S LAMP reads the story

fabulous riches that
Texas. It all reads
flowing
golden streams from the ground
like fairy tale, but
the truth, Texas
today offering the
est opportunity
lifetime. Never before and perhaps never
offered anywhere.
again
opportunities

o

Elida-.lenki-

Portales-I.ovingto-
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THE MUNGER RANCH OIL COMPANY
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What the Public
Should Know About the
Packing Industry
ers l,ave loiitf realized this and capitalized

on it.

WHAT IT MEANS IN DOLLARS AND CENTS

yur

An
in-v-

Ponslbly we are partially to
blame for the lark of understanding which x1ta In reIn tha
gard to our buetns'S
that attacks
past, knowing
upon up have been based on
,
tissues of
adroitly
handled Innuendo and
we may have forgotten that the pulille were not
In full possoKKlon of the true
fact
half-truths-

n.

Armour and Company have
always rourtrd proper Inquiry
Into methods and operations.
And. in the pat fe years, because of so many ex parte hear-fnge have voluntarily put
our c&he before the public
Through publication advertising, we have met the misleading headlines through which
people get impressions, head-Il- n
s frequently
controverted
by the text matter under them.
Confident that
people will respond to come seek betplete knowledge.
ter underxtanding with them.
Through newspaper, booklet,
moving pirtures of our pr or esses and other similar methods,
we are explaining the place
d

ARMOUR
DC

Armour and Company occupy In

the world of human needs and
the manner tn which they fulfill their function
We are putting our case
squarely up to all parties who
are Interested -- to producer,
merchant, consumer ea4 IsbrrT
and that each may realize
how our obligations to him
must combine with our responsibilities to the other Involved,
we let all know the entire story
as we tell It tn the rest. We
tell conmimers what we say to
the producers producers what
we

You are invited to investigate this proposition in any manner you see fit, and at any
time up to 15 days after drilling has been started, you can return your stock and get your
money back if you want it.

NOW IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY

IS BAKER ONE OF THEM 7

We admire a man who stands by
his
instead of throwing
the burden of his own mistake upon
them. But when a subordinate proves himself inefficient and incapable,
a veritable "thorn in the flesh of the
Dconle he is sunnosed to work with.
it is time to pass him up. To stand
by a failure instead of dismissing
him is neither wise nor just. There '
are a few star failures in the adminis-- l
tration at Washington that should
be dismissed. Wagon Mound Sen-- !
tinel. (Dem.)

To Become independently wealthy. If you think of investing in oil, get your money in a
company owning proven acreage and backed by responsible men. ' Above all things get into
the game now while you can grasp the big dividend opportunity the Munger Ranch gives you.
This coupon and your check may end forever all your financial troubles.
MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT

"

j

READ L KINGS XI.

this thought la
Hearing
mind, you will readily appreciate that your own
and your right to fullest
value for your money both
urge that you always ask yoar
dealer for Armour Product.

A striking coincidence has been
discovered by some one familiar with
the Bible.
At the eleventh hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month the
great world war came to an end.
In the eleventh verse of the elev
enth chapter of the eleventh book of
the Bible there is recorded a downfall wich sounds like the Kaiser's
Read 1st Kings, chapter XI, verse 11.

self-intere- st

COMPANY

DC

stock-

YOUR MONEY BACK IF YOU WANT IT

f

say to consumers.
When all Is said, however,
the size of any business dealIn staples
ing competitively
must remain the best evidence
of its economic soundness. If
our methods were not sound.
Armour and Company could not
have attained size In proportion to national needs.

IOCZZ3C

are among the leading business nen of Wichita Falls, and do not want a dissatisfied
holder in the company, so they say

With the adoption of resolutions,
which pledged the workers of West
Virginia to prosecute thje Victory
Liberty Loan to a successfull conclusion and pledging the support of
the Woman's Liberty Loan organization to the state leaders in the task
ahead, the last Liberty Loan Convention preliminary to the approachwas ended.
Mrs.
ing campaign
George dffenbarger, the state chairman, made a final appeal to the delegates who work under her guidance.

et

caicA

OOC

MUNGER RANCH OIL COMPANY OFFICERS

WORKERS PLEDGE SUPPORT

iilt.uk on tlie packers could ulways be relied upon either
to draw notice to its instigator or divert too close
igaf ion of some other question.

i

Harry Lassstar. th tsuslisa, eaysi
Ahrava get cse4 valne from
tradesman. They watch that they
get good money from yon.

MUNGER RANCH OIL COMPANY,
Frank Staplin, Resident Agent,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
shares of stock
Enclosed find $
-- for
in the Munger Ranch Oil Company, at par value of $10.00 per share, fully paid and nonassessable. I accept your promise to return my money if, after investigating, I decide to
withdraw from the company.
.

NAME
ADDRESS

:

STATE

Mungec Ranch Oil Company

A. W. Young.
OFFICERS W. W. Gardner, President ; William J. Goodwin,
Secretary; W. R. Ferguson, Treas.
DIRECTORS W. W. Gardner, William J. Goodwin, A. W. Young, E. Christian, Lee P.
Mansfield.
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TO

USE IF IT

1
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BAH

Months ago when the boys went across you made a contract with them. You said if they would
go over and fight your battles for you you'd back them up.
You followed bands and cheered patriotic speeches and you hoped we'd lick the everlasting
Huns.
stuffing out of the baby-killin- g
Well, the boys did it. They fought and won a victory-yo- ur
victory. They kept their part of
the contract. Most of them are still over there on watch, guarding the Victory they won.

HOW A130UT

YOU?

Have you backed up the boys in war finance? Have you set aside all you can afford to the
Victory Liberty Loan ?
Remember ! The Yanks are watching you just as intently as they are watching the Rhine.
They have a right to know who supported them and who did not.
The Yank did more than his share, he gave; you are asked only to lend. Time was money to
him and he gave this time freely every minute of it, for months and even years.
The money you lend the Government is paid back with interest. The time the soldier gave to his
country can never be replaced or returned to him.
What will you tell the returning soldiers? Can you face them and answer with a clear conscience ? Not if you are able to invest in the Victory Liberty Loan and fail to do so.
You should be grateful for victory and subscribe to the last loan according to the measure of
your gratitude.

YOUR PROMISE WAS SACRED.

SEE THAT YOU KEEP IT SO.

TOJAMP
Uwo boys and some of the goods Mr. Grant marketed 600 pounds of soldiers. Already 20 big fat beeves
taken were found near Springer.
beans this trip. Fort Sumner Re- - have been given and flocks of sheep
and goats will be barbecued
Hope
Maxwell Land Sales
tress.
Buskirk has purchased
NEWS REVIEW John Vunstare
DONA ANA
an eighty
tract of land just
Uncle Sim White has thirty acres'
south of the farm of Air. J. A. Miller,
of corn up and growing fine. He
A. Miller has just bought the Assets Of Fir.t Stat Bank Sold
,J,
Hooverized during the biff war but
At Las Cruces last week the First lis going to eat some this year. Hone'
eighty acres 01 land lying west ot
DCtWALILuU
!his farm.
State Bank assets were sold at public Press.
Lloyd H. Miller recently purchased auction, bringing only $6100 Frank
tract of land known as the Hayner and Sam Manasse were the
u.'$J?PS"S
The big engine for the electmc
place.
highest bidders. Mr Hayner selling light plant at Artesia has been ship-- 1
Mexico raised and fattened sheep Uolan
A number of sales of land on the a half
in
interest
the assets to the pod from Kansas City.
recently topped the Kansas City Maxwell
been recently latter. They got every thing, exiceprj
market by drawing a price of $1925. made to tract have
Colorado
farmers
good
the
Oklahoma
There have just been five trans- -'
assets, which may
The sheep were owned. by Frank A. who
expect to move down next bring something to the creditors, fers of real estate in Artesia all'
Hubbel and were fattened at the
The outlook at present for the
deals. One of these involves!
Hubbel ranch south of Albuquerque. spring.
Mrs. Emilia S. Muinford
positors to get anything is rather the sale of the two east store rooms
They averaged 75 pounds and were a beautiful tract of land on purchased,
Max- uncertain.
the
of the Sipple building
Artesia Ad
the object of much admiration at well tract. Her house is now
being
vocate.
Kansas City. The day they sold,
and
her
three
constructed,
sons,
Colorado and Nebraska sheep were whm are
Street Paving Approved
experienced farmers and
The Board of Trustees of the Town
'also offered, but the New Mexico hard workers,
are
GRANT
the
land
getting
herd proved superior.
in tine shape. They are going to have of Las Cruces have approved the
Counfor
and
street
petitions
paving
one of the best irrigated farms on
Menaul School Improvement.
ty Suveyor Herbert W. Veo was ap Johnson Leases San
Raton Reporter.
K. C. Johnson, of Silver City. has
Three building are to be construc- the tract.
pointed city engineer fur the pur-- 1
ted at the Menual School at Albu01 surveying ana making p'ans 'C5C
lnc Kioup oi ouuaings wmcn
-Joseph
querque, a school building, a teachers'
paving. cons titutes
Sanatorium,:
home and a cottage for the mechaniccrunodation
of
Association
who
al instructor. Next year it is planned farm m on !h
those
are seek-- '
.
Poultry
trade.-SpnThe Mciia VMey VlmUiy A,,0
le advBnUffei nf the climate
to put up three dormitories, one to
nas r losed the books fur the year and who are looking for goinl ijunr-replace a building now in existence,
n 'nl 1
which will be razed, and two addi- Auto Thieve.
"'e aiV;ciafei
' reiU("'Able pricev
Nunorou.
l v 'i H
I I ,WU
tional ones.
t
3UIU
lid Ill
Automobile thieves were busy last dozen
In
Hour
Of Victory
Now Building To Bo Built
of eggs for $5,000.
week at Raton. On the same night
Plans for the loudest, longest, and
Mrs. W. H. Perkins has been electAnother university building will be unknown
broke
into
the
parties
ed
built at Albuquerque before the opentor the ensuing year; most joyous celebration which was
garage of VV. H. Met and W. E. L. president
ing of the fall term.
attempted in Silver City are
of that city. The formers Ceo. E. M.Freudenthal, vice president ; ever
Nutting
now formula' ;iig in the minds of inThe building will be for practical car was stolen and found about six
Clark, secretary.
mechanics and will stand west of the miles east of Cimarron loaded down
Trustees, Mrs. J. G. Stuart and terested citizens and these, when
carried out. will make the national
Mrs. Andrew Lile. Las Cruces
new chemistry building. Prof. A. K. with stolen
tires
goods,
including
holiday, July 4, 1919, one that will
Leopold is drafting plans and con- and a bicycle. Mr.
car
Nutting's
struction will begin at an early date. was locked
siano out in tne memorv ot ail wno,
thieves
the
consequently
are
confortunate enough to take parti
The present science hall will be
failed to
with it. The
EDDY
therein
Silver City Enterprise.
verted into the library and the four thieves havegetnotaway
been
apprehended.
rooms now used for the library then
Cri.i. Probably Averted
will be available ior use as recita.Company Making Extension!
CURRY
tion rooms.
?he Public Utilities company is Assurances received in answri v.again
They telegrams and letters sent to promimaking extensions
Union Membership Increasing
placed an order last week for S2QW n,'m officials and others interested
CHAVES
last week, the machinists union worth of cast iron
and fittings "v ,he Silver City Chamber of Com-- ;
of the Santa Ft shops entertained to extend the water pipe
are 'o the effect that any
on Can- - IIier
at the initiation of 44 new members yon, Hslagueno and system
Can Of Paint Explodes
Elm street?. li!rort ,0 Tke 'he Army Tuberculosis
An explosion and a near-fir- e
at of the union. Refreshments follow-- ! When this work is done they wili Sanatorium at Fort Bayard to Den-- j
the shop of L. F. Woodhcad a few u me simianuM slums, mis raises rebuild their power line to Otis to!
",ccl wnn ine strongest
days ago caused an injury by burns the union to a membership of 162, connect up the new cotton pin at a ki"d of opposition and this will prob-o- r
95 per cent of the mechamral met of nver R2nrn
to J. F. Parks, an employee, that
The TntUmrc'r. at'.v h strong enough to keep the
will lay him up for some time, but shop force. Clovis Journal.
sanatorium here. Silver City
,,,. i
t ibig
nf th rnmnanv
will not, it it said cause any per- --,.
their auxiliary plant is readv to take ' Enterprise.
Wheat
manent injury. Parks was working fine
Prospect
on new business when the hoom
J
on an auto battery when a can of
C.,meJ"-y,.,0.m.e.
comes The company will continue:
C" wheat
GUADALUPE
of
boot
and
his
threw
the
in
is
in
paint exploded
to ge crystai jce. made from distil- burninflr naint over his' richt arm and
sumner.
fine yield. He says there is Carlsbad Aroi
on the walls of the building. Be- - pe
'Cattle Shipped Out
Last week V. S. Flutt, of Los
l
rut average
jruna inc uuruiug gi mr. raisi mc more than "
twenty bushels per acre 3ld (75 Head Of Fine Cattle
Tanos, shipped 100 head of steers
damage done was slight. Roswell
Record.
lOVlS
vile UIU1C I11U Ul II.
Toe lames recentlv sold 875 heart 'to. A. A. Barnard & Son. of Madison.
News.juii
of fine cattle to John W. Puckett. Kans. and Tom Lewis, of the Cabra
Moore
sold
lira. Virgil
her
has
of Amarillo. who in turn sold his Spring ranch, shipped 1600 head of
halt interest in the uroves Well and Fullfledged Now Meaican
contract to Chase Bros., of Kansas,! big steers to pasture in the Osage
SO acres of land to the Linda Vista
King K. Runnells of Texico was the latter
Rosa
Santa
the cattle to pas-- ! country, Oklahoma.
Oil Co. This company has been in Clovis last week making! final ture there shipping night. The deal Voice,
Saturday
completely reorganised and capital proof on 320 acres of land which is was one of the biggest of recent
secured
part of his ranch property south of years. Mr. Puckett realizing a pro-,"-- "
for big development.
Tree In Full Bloom
lexico. Mr. Kunnells says he feels
Lake Arthur Times.
The fruit trees of our valley,
like a fullfledged New Mexican now fit of about $9,000 without taking Santa Rosa to Puerto de Luna
are
for he has proved uo on a irrtim the cattle from the James pasture. now in full bloom.
COLFAX
prices
of land in Eastern New Mexico and The cattle brought the biggest
If cared for, our apple crop will
hishas resided here for thirteen years. ever paid for similar stock in the
immense, reaches will be very
tory of this county, but the contrac be
Burglar last week entered stores Clovis News.
froze in Decemshort
ting parties refuse to make tt known ber. as the Elbertas
at Raton and Cimarron, securing conApricots, cherries, plums and
Carlsbad Argus.
siderable booty at both places. At
DE BACA
all varieties of apples will be a full
Raton the Golden Rule store was
crop.
4th At Hope
July
number
a
of watches
I. A. Grant and Sam MeHam
entered and
All the farmers are busy and will
A great barbecue is scheduled for
and other goods taken. At' Cimar- - successful drr farmrri in the r-t- nabove date, to celebrate peace, plant much more than for many
roa tw Mores ware buglarixed by I neighborhood, were here Thursday. the
prosperity and the return of our seasons past. Santa Rosa Voice.

F. PANKEY
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If you are placing your money in OIL with a view of
BIG RETURNS
This announcement of the

EL

PASO-SUNSHIN-

OIL CO.

E

A Trust Company

Will Interest You

THE EYES OF THE OIL WORLD
ARE ON THE PECOS FIELD

j

1

j

.
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I

1

i
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acid-pro-

j

Are You Making an Investment or
Just Buying Oil Stocks?

iui

.

A Sound Company
Headed by men w hom you know

Capitalization $175,000
Reference:

The Men at
the Head

Par Value

Officers and Directors
KELLY, Pros.
r M. LASSITER,
C. V. CROOM, Trea.
K. (' DAVIS, Secy.
D :. BOOTH
C. E.

E. II.
R. H.

$1.00

Any El Paso Bank.

Ri'EHART

OLIVER

Our Holdings
The Best

Directors

One of the important features
with any company is the reliabil
ity of the men who will spend the
money. Our officers and directors
are well and favorably known
throughout the Southwest and
give you their word that you will
receive a square deal. They have
put their money in with yours and
as this company pays no salaries
to its officers and has no promotion stock from which they can
profit, you can readily see that they
expect to derive their profits after
the well is drilled; in other words,
we must get oil if the officers are
to profit. It's good enough for
them and it's good enough for
you.

The Pecos Oil Fields offer a rare
chance for big money. The property of this company we consider,
on the advice of competent geolo-gigst- s,
as good as any in the field.
We have five hundred acres right
on the structure which affords ample room for development on a
large scale.
Give this your serious consideration for a few minutes as you
know this stock must have a quick
and legitimate advance and is
hound to be
Place your order today.
Frank Staplin, Local Agent,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
over-subscribe-

d.

I

crop. The Irish potatoes and corn Bros. Community and threshed
arc up and growing fast. The farm for them.
ui general has the appearance of bethe mud has dried up so
ing inhabited by people who know-ho- possible for a tractor to travel

lav raico

some

QUAY

it ii
nun n Will

Raita Bit Crop
County Commissioner F W. Nato work and are not afraid of and thresheriuiTi are all up on tlu-iNEWS REVIEW
it
toes for the coming wheat harvest tions of lma, reports that grass i
Lovington Leader.
and the biggest run they ever s;v getting good in his section and that
lie is preparing to raie lots of feed
Roy
MCKINLEY
for fi i s cattle, which got through the
HIDALOO
winter in fair shape. Hi9 losses were
Levy Farmer Happy
Work On Park Now Undorway
light compared with some of our
Activities Of Mining Camps
A bounteous rain blessed the Levy stockmen
G. W. Bartlett has a force of men
House News.
The preliminary
shaft sinkmg and teams
at work excavating the locality last week which with t lit
contract on the Boston-Hccl- a
pro- swimming
pool for the Gallup Amu- recent warm weather will be of Robbers Ransack House
perty, i miles southwest from Lords-bur- g sement Co. The work on the pool great benefit.
Grass
Last week while Mr. and Mrs E
is
growing
was completed by Contractor which is 50x200 feet is
to be com rapidly and will soon make feed for Faumacht, of Tucumcari, were abJim Johnson of the 85 Mine last
in
the
work
thin
for a few hours, their home was
stock,
sent
is
in
20
rami
pleted
days, and will be an
week. This company i now prepared elevated
Some fanners are lurk- entered and ransacked from garret
lake. It will be concreted all stages
for
the
shaft and reinforced from the
to contract
carrying
exteriur, ing last year's corn which was cov- to cellar by unknown robbers. They
level.
This contract and
to the
ered by the winter's snows. Others secured $100 in silver, 400 dimes,
one of the finest in the
also includes several other extensive Lumber has been ordered for a west.
close are plowing and discing and some $50 in gold, S7 in coins of different
improvements.
denominations and $15 in currency
board fence 8 feet high all around early gardens are planted
The Bonney Mtne has been work- the five
acre park.
The pavilion
ing a large repair gang since the will be 125 feet in diameter, comCounty Agent E. M. Yates ks active
first of the month.
OTERO
in the work of organizing the farm
covered and will be used for
The
Mining com- pletely
ers
roller
This
of yuay county, and a county- skatinu.
dancine
and
pany is at work upon their silver main building will contain
wide meeting! was called for May
other! The marble machinery
has
bun
Lords-bur15
of
miles
north
properiy,
also. The Pavilion will moved out to the uuarnes and a force Jid to assemble at Tucumcari to or
Cabins have been erected and l amusements
.
. .
I
,
lUWk
,.m
in me neiKiiuui nuuu ui rIC
0t men are now at work blasting out ganize a Farm Bureau for the coun
the shaft is being straightened.
a rerris Alamogordo marble for shipment to
rouna
anu
n
merry
go
The Last Chance continues
its wheel will add to the
attractions. various contractors over the United
steady production, the mill handling
RoLnt Morrison of Cuny reports
he Pastime Amusement
company, States.
:() tons of ore daily, and is showing is
that his losses of livestock durina- offering stock for sale in this
beautiful high grade
concentrates company,
selling at par value of
pmt winter amounted to a little
Bros, garage last week put tne
The combined watchman's house and $50.00. Local
men are taking blocks in Oanlcy
a substantial cement
sidewalk more than hisfifty per cent of his herd,
concentrate warehouse on the load- of stock,
a
but
it
to
be
stock were doing very
good
believing
lots in front of the well that
ing platform of the A. & N. M. rail- investment.
jon the two
since the weather had warmed
Gallup Independent.
road is about finished.
garage. Later on the Danlcy Bros. up.
expect to install a 300 gallon
Tha Mikado Callad Him
tank in front of the garage to
The 85 Mining Cofjiny has ar63 years, a JapCrop Planting Rushad
Hirano,
age
Jchiji
ranged to install a complete steam anese, on account of ill health, hung take the place of the 150 gallon tank
Lack of moisture for the planting
which is being used at present Ala- season
equipment, to consist of an
in
himself
can not be the complaint this
the cellar of the Belmont
News.
10U0 h. p. turbine, 650 k.
Hotel building at Gallup last week mogordo
spring, fine showers have fallen over
w. generator and Sterling water tube on
a
wide
a
area of the eaistern part of
He
small
took
night.
boiler. The plant will cost approxi- cordMonday
the state during the latter part of the
and tied it about his neck, stood Building Big Soda Tanks
The
will
Chemical
be built under on a lard
Southern
company week, grass is making a good growth
mately $75,000, and
fastened the cord to
the direction of J. VV. Crowdus, E a 2x10 and can,
then kicked the can out of El Paso, shipped a car load of and stock ofall kinds are picking up
cement to Valmont, eight miles south very nicely. Never in the
M., of El Paso, who also built the from under him and thus
strangled
history of
mill upon this property
He had lived in Gallup of Alamogordo, which will be loaded the state, was there ever brighter
to death.
the
soda
on
and
to
trucks
carried
l.ordsburg Liberal.
for the farmer and stockmany years.
lakes where that company will build prospects
men. Wheat that wa s not injured
two cement tanks, each 100 feet by the spring winds is
RUh Silver Strika
making a
MORA
While
square, for the handling of soda.
the
shaft
to
blasting
growth and crop planting is
The company has let a contract good
rushed.
House
News.
straighten it, on the Cooperative
bcingi
Morris Regcnsbcrg,
of Colmor, for 20 tons of soda a day to be hauled
Mining Company's property, a rich
be loadGlenrio people are interested in
strike ot native silver was made at has purchased his brother Leo's to the railroad, where it will El
Paso.
a depth of live feet from the surface. interest in the store at Nolan and ed on cars and shipped to
this year as never before,
The soda will be placed in the big gardening
The veui of native silver was seven will now run both stores.
the ladies dividing their time between
tanks to settle, after which the raw Victory Bond
feet thick and went downward in
selling and working
the shaft. The value of this ore i9 Ship 1,500 Stcar
product will be sent to that city to Victory garden s. Glenrio Tribune.
will
be
have
refined.
The
company
of
1,500
head
conservatively estimated at $1,200 to
George Ray shipped
$1500 a ton.
steers he has been feeding for an a payroll of $800 a month in getting
ROOSEVELT
eastern compainy, back to Kansas out the soda, besides the expense of
it to the railroad and shiphauling
where
will
be
on
turned
they
grass
LEA
C. M. Taylor last week bought the
which is now big enough for pas- ping it to El Paso.
Later on the company will build a residence of D. W. Jones, of Portales.
ture there.
lakes.
soda
the
at
Irish Potato And Corn Up
refining
The
consideration beinu $175.00.
plant
They "have come thru with comThe lakes cover 2000 or 3000 acres
Two of the most progressive citi- paratively small losses.
zens of Lea county are Mr. and Mrs.
;n the Tularosa basin. Alamogordo
J. J. Lane has been hauhna build
American
News.
Lewis Lowe who live thirty miles
ing material from Thomoson-Lettonorthwest of Lovington Mrs. Lowe StarU Thrashing
Lumber yard for several days. He
The surveying crew for the section-izin- g is building a big cement tank on
Paul Anderson last week threshed
already has 100 little chick on the
ground and her hens have laid over some cane and millet for Rocq Reed-e- r
of the Mescalero Indian re- his ranch at Ranger Lake, usrng
800 eggs since January first.
at the Geo. N. Ames farm. He servation are now in the field doing about a carload of cement alone, .sayhave
al.-.a
They
drove over to the Weisdorfer the work.
dandy garden and
ing nothing of the sand and other
material. Elida Enterprise.
Spanish-America-
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Quick ?
y

Action
$250,000 Stock $10 par

$2,811,500 in

Dividends

t

t

Paid by 57 Burkburnett OilCompanies
Not One of Them Six Months Old

.

J

r

A.

The average dividend is slightly more than 103 per cent of the
money invested in these 57 companies. New names are being added
to the list daily and many of those in the list are declaring additional T
dividends every few weeks. More than 200 wells are nearing the
sands this week in Burkburnett field and in thirty days the dividend &
list is expected to contain at least a hundred names.
A
You had a chance to buy stock in these companies at par but
you didn't. You would pay an enormous price for their stock NOW. y
Jn
Stock you have a greater opportunity than any of these
in the beginning.
offered
stocks
T
O-Te-

x

300-to- n

Has Two Wonderful
Tracts in the Burkburnett Field

O-T- ex

A

well

w

ill be drilled at once on our 2.y2 acre tract ju,t west of the
is nestled among the largest pro-

Burkburnett townsite. This tract

ducing wells of this entire field your own judgment will tell you
we can't miss getting production here.

FOUR WELLS

I

tat

h

n

. STfcPKKNS

i

cou.sn

i

Will Be Driliedj At Once
Other wells will
ilnlled at nce on our 200 acre
Ik--

SL.

tract in the famous Puke field, on our 5 acre tract
in the Duke poo) and our 20 acre tract in the Iowa
Park field., The companies included in the dividend
list guaranteed but one well
is drilling four
wells and it looks like a cinch tor production from
every one. Ask you self where you can find another investment that offers such certain annd tremen-duou- s
Our stockholders are interested in
profits.
acres of valuevery well that is sunk on our 752
able leases. We get
of the production, 50
par cent of which will go to dividends and 50 per
cent of which will go to further development until
our acreage is thoroughly developed.
Now take our advice and buy
while it is
selling at par Don't delay this stock has been on
the market but 3 weeks, is over half sold sales are
increasing daily and quick action is necessary if
you "get in" before this stock is sold out.
Clip and mail with your check today.

we

vl

O-T-

Ham McDonald has purchased a
d
interest in the grocery-stoc-

one-thir-

of McDonald

&

Ison

They expect to move into the new

building now beingi erected by M.
Ison and will add a line of shelf hardware Portales News.

TO TELEPHONE USERS

th

D. K. Suffdy of Elida will move in
few days to his new home at Por-

a

tales.

He bought an acreage tract
and a five room dwelling near the
school house.

The following is a copy of an announcement which was enclosed
with all May 1st Bills for telephone service:

SANDOVAL

A

NO business institution can continue to operate indif initely if its revenues are inadequate to meet operating-expensesThis is precisely
the situation that confronts the telephone business today, a condi-tio- n
brought about by increased material costs and increased living
costs of employees, necessitating substantial wage increases, and
very large increases in taxes, which has affected the telephone industry the same as it has every other industry.

Rio Cranda Causing Aualety
The lowlands of Sandoval county
were threatened with inundation as
the result of the rising of the Rio
Grande caused by the rapid melting
on the mountains.
At Santa Ana the latter part af
last week the Indians worked hard
to isave their land from submergence.
At Bernalillo the dangerous outlook
of inundation caused the residents
of the county seat considerable worry
and they also turned out and built
levees.

In the last three years commodity costs have advanced an average
of 112 per cent. The average cost of wire, cables, poles and all other
materials has increased proportionately. Freight charges have been
advanced to a point where they add materially to maintenance and
construction costs. Meanwhile, telephone rates have remained

Fishing Out Coldon Nuggat
Three
power engines will
soon be installed at the Snake mine
by The Finance Exploration & Dev
of America
elopment Corporation
J. m. Nichols exhibits some fine
silver-leaore recently enlooking
countered in his vanadium properties
just north of town.
A prospector named Lewis has
located a placer claim in Snake gulch
and is fishing out golden nugget's
at a satisfactory pace. In years past
this gulch produced liberally of the
golden lure. Hillsboro Advocate.

.

SIERRA

In order, therefore, to secure revenue sufficient to cover the cost
of rendering telephone service, it has been necessary to make
changes in some of the rates charged for service. These rates are
Postmaster-Genera-

sas, recently selected manager of the
Val Verde Hotel, expects to reach
Socorro ths week. He has been east
purchasing furniture and equipment
for the new hostelry, which will be
open for business about the first of
June. Mr. Snider comes highly recommended as a thorough hotel man.
He was the efficient manager of the
Hotel Goldman in Fort Smith for
three years, and the first of this
month tendered his resignation in
order to accept the management of
the handsome new hotel at Socorro.

TORRANCE

satis-

ia

Herald.

di-

al

the grass. J. D. Curry, west of
Mcintosh, says hit cattle are living
on the grass and gaining. Estancia
Herald.
on

The Hanlon Mercantile

IL

'

Enclosed is my check for $
for which
enter my application for
shares in the
Production Company at $10 par value, fully
paid and
O-T-

the map, we have j6o acres in Montgomery County, Kansas, on which we
have two shallow producing wells.

Name
"R. F. D.

X

or Street

?

t

Town and State

for planting, and these were also a can be irrigated there is every reatotal los"s. The family is left in hard son that every foot of ground should
be cultivated. Wheat, oats, potatoes,
circumstances.
corn, peas, vegetables of all kinds
grow to perfection, also fruit, such
Boosters
On last Friday night a number of as apples, plums, cherries, etc. The
apple :rop around Folsom last year
Mottntainair Boosters got
the Mountainair was very large. At the Cross Ranch
and
Commercial Club with Dr. C J. Amble the most lusciou's peaches are grown.
DeSj Moines Swastika.
as president, T. V. Ludlow, vice pres
Dawson, secretary and u
ident, J.
E. Bigelow, treasurer. Matters
Ready To Pave' Street
to advancing the interests Catting
At a recent meeting held in Clayton
of the village were discussed. Mounby a committee of citizens, repretainair Independent
sentatives of the Rotary Club, and
members of the city council,
C. W. Bond and Bro. Mer. Co. the
plans were outlined for the paving
shipped four car loads of sheep pelts of
several streets in that city in the
and one of cow hides last week.
near future.
Encino Enterprise.
tog-ethe-

Dexter Killingsworth of Cedarvale,
says he got through the winter without loss of stock, and did not have
to buy feed, having raised enough
last year. He says all the people in
his neighborhood are happy in the
fine prospect for grass and crops.

S. C. Moody has sold his 320 acres
east of Des Moines to VV. D. Drury,
for a consideration of $4,000.
J. F. Branson has traded 40 acres
northwest of the town to L. A. Barr
for 17 acres that lies within the
incorporate limits of Des Moines.

Das Moines Swastika.

Lots Sold In New Addition

four WAS IT FOR THIS AMERICAN
SOLDIERS WENT TO FRANCE?
lots, J. C Rodgers, seven lots and
To scrub the floor for even so es- Alfred Seaton five lots. The former
gentleman have moved houses on timnble a gentleman as Col. House,
their newly acquired property and as Mr. Richard Seelye Jones remarks
latter will have residences built in in his Peris correspondence to the
is a poor reward
the near future.
for services rendered in the Argonne.
American
Col. House and
Preparing Groand For Crop
The Progresso Valley girl farmers peacemakers and designers housed
doubtless
Crillon
in
track
the Hotel
are busy listing and getting their
ground in good shape for farming mud and otherwise make scrubbing
a
but
summer.
housekeeping necessity;
just
again this
soldiers should be
George Huffine H breaking out why American
sod for W. S. Huffine, who will soon called upon to perform this honorhave a 120 acre field ready for a able but humble task we are not able
to say.
crop.
If tha uniform of the American soldier stands for anything, and for
two years we have loudly proclaimed
that it does, then it is worthy of a
Ideal Pars Conntry
higher station in the Hotel Crillon
Much interest is being taken in the than that of the scrub bucket and
pit being sunk for the automatic the mop. A soldier may properly
coal chute being constructed for the scrub hit barracks and perform such
C 4 S. railroad. This pit le down other duties as are necessary to his
23 feet and
big engine and power own health and comfort. That is
ful, pump ssted throws out a six inch one thing; but when he is put to
stream of water day and night. This work as a soldier scrubbing floor
shows that Folsom and contiguous and washing dishes for a hotelful
territory it underlaid with large of peacemakers and their families,
bodies of water. As Ae wnole valley he becomes
standing argument why
O. W. Coulson has purchased

lots in the Mountain View addition
to Des Moines. Glenn Green six

trie-oth-

Shirley Milbourn says grass is three
inches high on the east ranch. Cattle are now gaining flesh and strength

rection of the Postmaster-Generfor the United States Government
and all of the revenues belong to the government, and it must secure sufficient revenue to cover the cost of rendering the service.

Mountain States Telephone
and Telegraph Company

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Estancia Herald.

Planting N Acres Of Cora
E. Pace has started his lister planting corn. He intends to plant about
sixty acres. Last year when he laid
his corn by he sowed a few acres to
rye, right in the corn, plowing It
under as he cultivated the corn the
last time, and he says that i the
most profitable crop he put in. It
is furnishing fine pasture now.

is hoped

This Company is operating its telephone property under the

CO.

Frank Staplin, New Mexico Agent,

u

Val Vara Hotal To Open Soon
D. E. Snider, of Fort Smith, Arkan-

l.

that you will continue the same helpful
you have rendered in the past to the end that a reliable and
factory service may be rendered you.

APPLICATION BLANK
PRODUCTION

X

In addition to the acreage shown on

SOCORRO

Under the revision, effective May 1, 1919, the class of service
which you are now receiving is billed in accordance with the enclosed statement. If you desire information with respect to rates
on other classes of service it will be gladly furnished upon request,
and if you desire any other class of service proper adjustment will be
made upon your application.

It

4

d

practically stationary.

authorized and approved by the

O-T-

Store was

broken into last week, and several
article's, consisting of guns, shoes,
jewelry, and clothing were taken
from the store. No trace of the robbers has been fonnd. Willard

J

UafortanaU Family
The farm home of W. A. Baldwin
south of Mountainafr burned to the
ground last week, the family losing
practically everything.
The Baldwin's had their corn,
bean and other aeeds in the house

uNior

a

great many Americans want nothing to do with the army.
If the uniform of the United States
army may indicate that the wearer
is either a man who has fought for
his country or who has scrubbed
floors for Col. House the doubt cannot but detract from some of the
affection and admilation we have for
affection and admiration we have for
it.
Scrubmen and dishwashers are
necessary, and no stigma should attach
to their callings. But none the less
they are not soldiers; their vocations
normally call for entirely different
and the differences
qualities,
in
perils and hardships that exist between them make for a difference in
popular esteem.
If Paris is totally destitute of
scrubwomen, if dishwasher and scullions generally are not to be had, it
is proper that such soldiers as have
a taste for this sort of work
should
have the opportunity to indulge prom
it but as private indivifitably
duals, not as soldiers.
The uniform should ever stand for
valorous and
service
in the army or navy, and should
never be confused with exploits performed with sapolio or the Gold Dust
twins, for the comfort of Col. House
or any other private

individual-Sea-

ttle

HE IS JUST AWAY
We cannot say and we will not
say
is dead, He is just
With a cheery smile, and awayl
a wave
of the hand.
He has wandered into an unknown
land.
And left us dreaming how
fair
It needs must be since bevery
lingers

That he

there.

MERELY

A COMMA

bachelor had been persuaded by
the ladies' aid of a Church
to tpeak
,1 ,entertainment provided they
would furnish him with subject matter. In a spirit of mischief he had
been given as subject. Woman: Without Her. Man Would Be a Savage."
On the night of the entertainment
he arose and said," My subject, which
I consider a very fine one,
it never-th- e
less not of my own choosing, btlt
has been furnished me by
the ladies.
?.1d . !Won'. Without Her Man,
SaT"-T1- ,
Chrietlai
HewW.
A

at

HaoaYcnTrisdTaxcdo in the Nezt

Hock. The coyotes, though, have
been a pretty bad enemy. However,
a vigorous campaign the last two
years in the way of trapping, poisoning and shooting these predatory animals has done much toward cleaning
them out. At one time they took
to Tucumcari a whole automobile
load of coyote and bobcat skins. Besides getting a substantial bounty
from the county commissioners the
sold the skim at a good price as

"TEA-FOIL-

SsF

was!

PACKAGE?

"

NOTICE

of many years in amoving to
omtxo pacaagea. otnoKeroare
delighted with iU man ad
vantages. Handier fit
the pocket. No digging
use iodacco our win
thefingera. Keeps the

Compared with other kinds of
stock the business has not entailed
any great outlay of expense.
The West Brothers' ranch is one
of the nicest in Quay county. A
great deal of the land is what might
be classed as valley. Brakes and
mesas furnish, excellent winter protection. A number of rather shallow
wells with windmills furnish an abundant supply of good water. The 80
acres of irrigated land on the Pecos
supplies feed for the registered rams,
the cattle and horses.

Among the most successful

sheep small bunches.

They purchased some

raisers of eastern New Mexico, who Rambouillete rams and began to
demonstrating that the sheep 'prove their herd. A few years later
business is about the best and most they sold out all native stuff and
industry in the state, are graded stock and purchased a smaller
protitaoie
E. E ana n. k. west, wno are locat- - number of thoroughbreds.
ion-a-

;

ed 25 miles southwest of Tucumcari,
in Quay county, and who own about
5000 acres of well improved land at
that point, an alfalfa ranch near
Fort Sumner and in addition lease
about 10,000 acres of the Bell ranch
in northwestern Quay county.
West Bros, are making a specialty
of thoroughbred Rambouillete sheep
and are using modern methods as
shown by the statement of Mr. E.
E. West who tells the State Record:
"We bought irrigated land here at
Fort Sumner last year and are feed
ing all our sheep through the winter
months so as to prevent losses from
hard weather and keep them in
proper condition for lambing.
"Our flock is bred up from the
Seely flock, of Salt Lake, Utah, and
the Quealy herd of Cockeville, Wyoming, whose sheep brought the
highest prices at the Salt Lake sale
last season.
"At present we are running only
registered and pure bred Rambouillete sheep. We have recently sold
some lambs for breeding purposes for
$30.00 per head. Our wool clip last
season was 11 pounds per head from
lie entire herd, valued by the government at 44'i cents per pound."
If the inventory of West. Bros,
property had been taken in 1910 it
vould have shown : Two dry land
Bjjjmesteads, two strong constitutions,
With that the country was good for
something, and a willingness to work.
They decided that the country
about them
was good for sheep.
They went into Tucumcari and borrowed enough money to purchase
3KJ head of ewes. Those
they bought
v:re of various kinds, picked up in

j

Oftic.

pure fragrance of

&

Refining Company Stock

"Wlid-Catting- ".

WE HAVE 120 ACRES IN THREE TRACTS 80 ACRES ARE
NEAR ELECTRA, 20 EAST OF IOWA PARK AND 20 SOUTH
OF IOWA PARK, IN THE PRODUCING TEXAS OIL FIELDS
ALL SURROUNDED BY BIG PAY WELLS. THE DAILY
PRODUCTION OF THIS NORTH TEXAS OIL FIELD IS NOW
127,000 BARRELS.
WE ALSO HAVE 12,000 ACRES MOSTLY
IN TORRANCE COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.
OUR AIM IS DEVELOPMENT ON A CONSERVATIVE BASIS
With our holdings distributed as they are, we can hardly miss getting oil on some of them. We will not wildcat in New Mexico at this

time, but will save our big acreage for later when we can afford a
big chance. Our first aim is development in proren fields. There
is always a chance to miss, but we will drill a number of holes so as
to be sure to get oil in some of them.

WHAT WE ARE AND WHAT WE EXPECT TO DO
We are a New Mexico corporation, and expect to continue busWe are not organized to do a certain amount of work and
then leave our stockholders scattered and unorganized as has been
the case with some companies. The big oil companies of today
started just as we are starting, and we expect to build as they have
built. Send in your application at once. Don't wait until it is too
late, and after a few years tell your friends what an opportunity you
let slip
iness.

OUR TERMS

i

Stock is par, $1.00 per share. Pay fifty per cent with application, and balance when we have production in paying quantities.
When production is secured, if you are not able to pay your balance
you will not lose it; we will issue you stock for the amount paid, or
you may allow your dividends to remain with the company until
your subscription is paid in full. If we did not have confidence in
our proposition, we would not offer you there terms.
C. L. Creighton, President, Encino, N. M.
W. C. Pinnell, Secretary, Encino, N. M.
H. A. Ballard, Treasurer, Santa Fe, N. M.
ENCINO BASIN OIL & REFINING CO.
'
Santa Fe, New Mexico,

-

:
Enclosed find $
. shares
of
for
&
REFINING COMPANY at $1.00 per
the capital stock of the ENCINO BASIN OIL
This remittance is payment in full for 50 per cent
share, fully paid and
as per your advertisement
,

Signed

.

Publx

per cent interest is advance for the ba
of each purchase price, fees for ad
vertising and appraisement and ell cost
incidental to the sale herein, each and el
of said amounts must be deposited is cash
or certified exchange at the time of aalc
and which said amounts and all of then
are subject to forfeiture to the State o
New Mexico, if the successful bidder doei
not execute a contract withis thirty dayi
'after it baa been mailed to him by tut
State Land Office, said contract to pro
vide that the purchaser may at his optiot
make
payments of nt leas than one
thirtieth of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the par
chase pric at any time after the aale anr1
prior to the expiration of thirty yeara frosc
the date of the contract and to provide
for the payment of any unpaid balance at
the expiration of thirty yeara from thi
date of the contract with intereat os defer
red payaaenta at the rate of four per ccn
per annum payable in advance os the an
siversary of the date of the contract, par
tial payment s to be credited on the an
niversary of the date of the contract eeii
toiuwiRg ine date oi tender.
aoce

Knows'
Finis. Burley Tobacco
Mellow-age- d

till perfect

a dash of Chocolate

.
N. A. FIELD,
Commissioner of Public lands,
State ol New Mexico.
First Publication March 2fl, rVl.
Last Publication June 6, lfl9.

1919.

STATE OF NEW
NOTICE
SALE

FOE

MEXICO

PUBLICATION

OF PUBLIC LANDS
COLFAX

Office

ol

Lands,

the

AND

TIMBER

COUNTY

Commissioner

of

Public

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice
is hereby given that
to the proviaions ol an Act pursuant
ol Coo
1910.
th
gress. auoroved June- 20th.
laws of the State of New Mexico and
the rules and regulations of the State
land Office, the Commissioner
of Public
The above sale of land will be subjec Lands will offer at public
sale to the
to valid existing rights, easements, rights highest bidder at 9 o'clock, A. M., on
of way and reservations.
Thursday. May 15th, 1919, in the town of
Raton, County of Colfax, State of New
The Commissioner of Public Lands or fcii Mexico, in front of the court house there
agent holding such sale reserves the righi in the following described tracts, vis;
to reject any and all bids offered p; saiC
sale.
Sale No. 1343
SEjfSEji, Sec. 33; S.
Sec. 24; Lots 1, 2. 3? 4,
SE4
Possession undrr contract of sale for th NK54, SVVtfNWki, Sec. 25; NNE4,
Lots 1, 2, 5.
above described tracts will be fives os oi NE4, Sec 26; NEW.
Sec
htf.
SNWjs.
before October lit, 1919.
27; Lots 1, 2, NEJ4, See. 33; Lots
1.
3, 4, 3, NNWJ, Sec. 34; T. 24 N. R
h
Witness my hand and the official seal oi 16 E , All of Section 17; Nj4, N4SEtf.
the State Land Office of the Stale of Nr
SEJ4SEW, Sec 18; SEWNWW, SiNKji, Sec.
Mexico, this twelfth day of February, M9 19; EtfNEjs,
Wv,
SWHNWM,
NtfNWjd.
SWJ
SEttSWM, SEH, Sc. 20: T. 24 N.,
N. A. FIELD.
17
R.
E., All of Sec. 16; NE, NtfSW,
Commissioner of Public Lands
Sec. 21; T. 24 N.. R. 18 L.
State of New Mrxicc SEKSEtt,
The improvecontaining 4,416 79 acres.
First Publication Feb. 21, 1919,
of house, barn, sheds, cor
ments
consist
Last Publication May 2, 1919.
rata, cistern, and fencing, vahic H3SO.00.

-

The

Feifett

Tobacco fur

P'pr and Cigarette
tlr.Sa-

Jo faced

)
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO
STATE OF NEW MEXICO, WITH- COUNTY OF SANTA FE
I
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
IN THE DISTRICT COURT.
United States Bank and Trust Company,
SANTA FE.
Plaintiff,
Willard S. Hopewell,
Plaintiff,
No. Wu9.
Vl.
Vs.
No. 6747
E. E. Meier,
Defendant.
New Mexico Fuel & Iron
TO I. E. MEIER:
Defendant.
Company,
GREETING:
NOTICE
.
Ynu are hereby notified that the above
All persons holding Receiver's Cei
named plaintiff has filed his verified
tificates issued by the Receiver in!
against you in the above entitled
the above entitled cause and all per- - cause in snid court in a suit on a money
(U m and
for the sum of $250 00 with
sons to whom allowance have been
thereon at the rate of six per cent
made by the court and all other per-- i ptr annum from the 19th day of December,
sons having claims against the Re- - I'Hl, until paid, with costs of suit; and
that your property has been attached in
teicr- - of the New Mexico Fuel
said cnuse by the Sheriff of said Santa Fe
Iron Company are hereby required county which
said property is described as
to present the same to the said Re- follows,
Interest (n lots
ceiver at his office in Santa Fe with-i- a 10,An11, undivided
U and 14 of the Durasno Addition
thirty days after the first publicto the city of Santa Fe, in Ward 1,
Unless said Precinct 3, in the said city and county
ation of this notice.
Fe aforesaid,
bims or certificates are presented andof Sauta
are further notified that unlets
within the time aforesaid they will you you
appear or cause your appearance to
be barred. Hearinq before the Court be entered on or before 20 days after the
of the publication of this notice
upon all claims filed and objections expiration
for four consecutive weeks, that is to say
thereto will be had June 9, 1919, al on
or before the 29th day of May, 1919,
t

When you buy Encino Basin Oil
your arc not

f

ft

'

A Home Company

CoBBmisaiaaer

nsteeaafsl bidder
ATh
pay Is the
Commiasioscr of Pub lie lands or hit gfist
of the
holding such aale,
pries offered by hiss lor the Issd, fssr see
cent interest Is advasoe for the balasse
of each purchase pries, feet for advertising and appraisement and all costs
to the aale herein, each and all of
said amounts must be deposited is cash
or certified exchange at the time of aale
and which said amounts and ail of them
are subject to forfeiture to the Stats of
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
not execute a contract withis thirty date
after it has bees mailed to him by the
State Land Office, aaid contract to provide
that the purchaser may at hie optics make
of
of sot less than
payments
ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the purchase price
at any time after the eale and orior to the
expiration of thirty yeara from the date
of the contract and to provide for the
payment of any unpaid balance at the expiration of thirty years from the date of
the contract with interest os deferred pay
ment a at the rate of four ner eent ner
annum payable in advance on the annJver- ary oi inc ante oi ine contract, partial
paymente to be credited on the anniversary
A the date of the contract next follawie
the date of tender.

The above sale of land will be subject
No bid on the above described tracts ol iu vana Milting ngma, casements, tigmt
of
way, and reservations.
land will be accepted for less than THREF
DOLLARS
(1300) per acre, which is thf
The
commissioner of Public Lands or his
it
in
add
thereof
toe
and
value
appraised
agent holding such sale reserves the right
thereto the successful bidder mast pay
to reject any and all bids offered at aaid
the improvements that exist os the land sale.
The above sale of land will be subject
Possession under contracts of sale for
to the following terms and conditions
the above described tracts will be gives
vis:
on or Ulore1 October 1st, 1919.
ne
The successful bidder must MT
Witness my baud and the o final seal
Commissioner of Public Lasda or hie agen
of the State Land Office of the State ot
of
iht
such
sale,
holdisg
price offered by nisi for the land, font New Mexico, this ninth day of Jsnuary

r

PCQoeoceqoooooocoocpoocoooccceocccooooccosTC

COUNTY

All of Sections 29, 30, 32,
Snlo No. 1341
T. 3 S., R. 8 W., All of Sections 33, 3:
T. 3 S . R. 9 W., All of $ec. 2, E& NH
NWtf, NSWM. SWUSWW, Sec. ft: All of
Sections 9, 13, ft, 15, T. 4S., R. 9 W., eon
There are so im
tainiug 6,923.02 acres.
provem est a.

tlx

ings, Booklets, Advertising of all
kinds, on short notice. Write or
wire
E. M. Albright,
Santa Fe, N. M.

SALE

LAND

Santa Fc, New Masts
Notice la hereby given that pursuant tr
an
the sru visions of an Act of Cona-rea20th, 1910, the laws of the
Sroval ofJane
New Mexico, and rules and reg
llbVi
uiiiiiuni vi
lur
mil MIHI
Commissioner of Public Landa witt offer at
public sale to the highest bidder at 10
o'clock, A. M., os Tutedfty, May 30th,
1919, Is the town of Socorro, County of
Socorro. State of New Mexico, in front
of the coart house therein, the following
described tracts of landj vu:

m

draw-

the
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Tuxedo to the laat
pipeful. Not quite

The need of the President and his
peace party in the way of photogra- phy have aroused some little com-- 1
ment in Washington since Senator
Poindexter of Washington has made
public a letter from an enlisted man
in the army photography section,
in Paris, who says that
stationed
..
. - '
nv
man oo.nnj
mure .1
boineininK
...prims oi.. 'i
r
:j . aimj i.1115' pitriy
inc rresiuem
aircauy
have been made.
The soldier in question complains
bitterly against being held in Paris,
together with 274 other enlisted men.
solely to take pictures of Mr. and
He
Mrs. Wilson and their party.
wants to come home, be says, and
the officers and men in the unit
want to do likewise. In writing to
Senator Poindexter the soldier says:
"Major Griffin was the head photographer on the George Washing
ton on her first trip. Under hi
supervision .'500 negatives were made
of the Presidential party on the way
over. When he landed in France
sixteen copies of each negative were
made. This meins 4,800 pictures.
"An enlisted man of the section,
had to go with the party to England
and Italy. From these trips were
brought back 460 negatives, from!
which; were made I.7UI print',
enlarftements and 700 postcards.

OILMEN:
Maps, Plats, Advertising

PUBLICATION

SOCORRO

If

Then they began to buy out the
homesteads of neighbors who had
done little or nothing, become
with the country and wanted to go back where they came
from. As a producer of corn, wheat
and other staple crops, grown far- ther east they realized that the coun
try could not compare, but they had
found that the short grass would
produce wool and mutton. In fact,
E. E. West is so firm in his convictions that he recently said to the
writer: "This country is not good for
anything else but sheep." There are
otners tnat nave ditterent opinions,
but one thing sure he has proved
fteyond any doubt that eastern New
Mexico is a good place for sheep.
. f
a a vwy
a
in iyi inese men cuppea
pounds of wool from less than 1.3001
head of sheep, which brought 52 cents
y:
a pound in the local market. They Harry Lauder, th comedian,
also sold 550 lambs at $7.50 per head.
You can sleep better after a hard
No disease, such as scab and other day's work than after a day's idlesheep troubles, has occurred in the ness.

wi:

TO

PUBUC

ARMY MEN HELD TO
MAKE WILSON PHOTOS

E. E. WEST and On of We.t Bro. Flock of R.mbouillete Ram.
which Sheared 39 pound t of Wool lat year.

sut

tTATB OP NEW MEXICO

It b the moat popular innovation

raw fur.

h

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES

10 a, m.,

This notice is issued and published pursuant to an order of the court
in the above entitled cause made
April 15, 1919. R. E. Twitchell,
Receiver, New Mexico Fuel & Iron
Company.
A. M. Edwards, Santa Fe, N.' M.
Attorney for Receiver.
-

OF SUIT
(IN THE DISTRICT milRT OF THE STATE
....OF NEW MEXICO WITHIN AN!) FOR
THE COUNTY OF SANTA FK.
Chnrtti M. Wutnfonl.
NOTICE

Plitintiff,
No
V.
Urn. Joif Gutierrtz. Mm. Jnhn F.
Rcmker. Mr. Wtndnl Delm. one
Sanchez, husband ol Ttri'ita Rnachcc,
husband of Ma-- I
one
SxnchPK,
one
ria
Teresa
Sanchez,
Fran
of
husband
Cahallero,
Perfecto flrmxalci,
cinca Caballero,
wife of
The
Tcodora
Gonsa1"8,
Jacobo Duro; The hfirs of each
deand every of the forrKoinji
fendants; the heirs of Anv-lidee'd, the unknown heir of
any of the forenoing named persons
who may be deceased; the unknown
heirs of any deceased person who
may in his lifetime have made
claim adverse to plaintiff; and any
unknown claimants of interests is
the premises described bclow

w;.i4

Defendants.
To the Defendants above named;
noach of you, are hen-hYou, tnd
tified that the. above entitled cause it
nnw niiino in thin court: that the oMert
of said action is to quiet the title in the
plaintiff in the following desenned premises,
Beginning at the southeasterly corner
of the property formerly known as the
Wilcox and Vail Addition to the City
of Santa Fe, now the property of H.
B, Cartwrifrht, on the westerly side of
and
Cerrillos
Road,
running thenre
aide of
aoutherly along the westerly
Road 92
feet, more or less,
Cerrillos
of
the
corner
propthe
to
northeasterly
erty known as the Conway property;
thence westerly along the northerly side
of the snid Conway property 264 feet,
more or less, to the easterly side of
Hancotk Street; thence northerly along
the easterly side of Hancock Street
594 feet, more or less, to the said
Cartwright property; thence easterly
j
along the southerly side of in id
property 294 feet, more or It ss.
to Cerrillos Road and the place of
the said property being bound
ed on the easterly side by Cerrillos
on
the southerly side by the
Road;
side
Cnnwny property; on the
Hancock
Street, and on the northerly
by
side by the property formerly known
as the WilcoK and Vail Addition to
Santa Fe, which said Wilcoa and Vail
now the property of H. B.
Addition,
northCartwright. is bounded on the on
erly side by Montezuma Avenue; and the
on
side
Cerrillos
Road;
by
easterly
the westerly side by Hancock Street and
the property known as the Capital Hotel,
now belonging to Mrs. Kenoedy.
That the plaintiff prays for the establishment of his estate in satd property
and that you, and each of yon. be barred
and forever estopped from having or claiming any right or title to the said premises
adverse to the plaintiff, and that plaintiffs title thereto be forever quieted and
set at rest.
Unless you enter yonr appearance in said
cause on or before the 23rd day of June,
will be rendered against
1919, judgment
you by defaalt.
The names and address of plaintiffs attorneys are: McFie. Edwards A McFic,
Santa Fe, New Me ho
Dated, Santa. Fe, New Mexico, April 30,
1919.

(SEAL)

ALFREDO

the said plaintiff will take judgment against
as
you on default for the sum demanded
abobe stated in the affidavit for attachment, hereinbefore filed; that is to say
the sum of $250.00 with interest thereon at
the rate of aix per cent per annum from
the 19) b day of December, 1911, and costs
of suit, and your property will be sold
at Public auction in the manner provided
by law to satisfy such judKrmnt and costs.
WITNESS THE HONORABLE
RF.FI) HOI,.
IX) MAN. IVDCE OF THE FIRST HTI)ICIAL DISTRICT
OF NEW MEXICO.
AND THE SEAL OF THIS COURT THIS
17th day of April,
1919.
ALFREDO
LUCERO.
(SEAM
County Clerk.
By r r.IJKKH.f ) r.OJ'KZ,
Deputy,
Hirst Publication, April 18, T'19.
Last Publication May 9, 1919.

LUCERO.

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
COUNTY OF SANTA FE

In the Prohnte Court.

In the Matter of the estate
Laconic, Deceased.
NO
NOTICE.

of Jose

E.

STATE

OF NEW MEXICO

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLIC

of

the

No bid on the above described bract will
be accented
for less than THREE DOL
LARS (33.00) per acre, which is the op
praised value thereof, and in addition thereto the successful bidder mutt puy for ti.e
improvements that exist on the land.

PUBLICATION

LAND

SANDOVAL
Office

There are 1J40.000 ft., B. M. of timber
os these lands valued at $3,480.00.

SALE

COUNTY

Commissioner

of

Publit

The successful bidder will be redmVed to
timber valued at $3jfo6 as
pay for the
One-fift- h
follows:
of the total atnouat and
on the remaining four f if thf at
Notice is hereby given that pursuant t interest
of
four
the
cent per annum, to
rate
per
the provisions of an Act of Congress an he
in cash or certified exchange at
proval June 20th, 1910, the laws of th the paid
s
of sslc. The remaining
time
State of New Mexico, and rules and reg to be paid in four
equal annual install
ulations of the State Land Of tire, the
with interest st the rate oi four
Commissioner of PuhKc Lands will offei mentscent
per snnum, payments and in
at nublic sale to the hinhcat bidder at per
due on the anniversary of the date
2 o'clock, P. M., on Thursday, May 22nd, terest
of
contract.
the
iviy, in tne tows oi rJernaiiuo, lountv Ol
Sandoval, State of New Mexico, in front
The eitrrhit4 r will nt be permitted to
of the court house therein, the following
cut n
timber uii.tl aM has been paid
described tracts oi land, visi
Lands,

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

for.

-

Sale Ns. 141
NVNE4 SWkfNEM. K
SWk, See. 28; All of Sec. 32; T
R. 1 W., containing 1,000.00 acres
There are no improvements.
NWU,
14
N.,

No bid on the above described tracts ot
land will be accepted for less than THREK
DOLLARS
((3 00) per sere, which is the
appraised value thereof and in addition
thereto the successful bidder mast pay lor

the improvements that exiat on the land
The above aale of land, will be subject
terms and conditions
to the following
vixt

The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public lands, or his sgest
of the
holding such sale,
price offered by him for th land, fou--ncent interest in advenes for ths bal
ance of such purchase psice, the fee
ase
and
for
appraisement
advertising
all costs incidental to the sale herein, ase
each and all of said amounts must be
deposited in cash or certified exchange
at the time of sale, and which said amount
and all of them are subject to forfeiture
to the State of New Mexico if the sue
cessful bidder does not execute a cos
tract within thirty daya after it haa beei
mailed to him by the State Lead Office
said contract to provide that the purchase
may at his option make paymentse ol noi
of ninety-fivless than
pei
centWjf the purchase price at any time after
the sale and prior to the expiration m
thirty years from date of the contract, ear
to provide for the payment of any an
paid balance at the expiration of thirty
yeara from the date of the contract, witi
interest os deferred payments at the rate
of four per cent per annum payable Is
advance on the anniversary of the dati
of contract, partial payments to be eredil
of the date st
ed on the anniversary
contract next following the date si tend
er.
The above eale of land will be subjec
to valid existing rights, easements, rights
and reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lands oi
his agest holding such sale reserves the
right to reject any and all bide offered
st aaid sals.
Possessios under contract of aale for the
above described tracts will be gives os or
before October 1st, 1919.
Witness my hand and the official see
of the State Land, Office of the State
Mexico, this Eleventh dsy of February

Notice is hereby given that N B. Laugh
hn, as executor of the Estate of Tnse E.
Lacome, deceased, has rendered and presented for final settlement and filed in said
court, his final report aa such Executor of
the Administ ration of aaid estate, and a
petition for final settlement, and the approval of his account as such executor,
and that Monday the 5th day of May, 1919,
at 10 o'clock in the forenoon, the same
being a regular term of this court, at the
court house of said county of Santa Fe in
the state aforesaid, have been fixed and
appointed as the time and plsce for hearing of said report and petition, and at which
time and place any person interested in
said estate may appear and file exceptions
and objections in writing to said final report and petition and contest the same.
Notice is further given that said petition
is for final settlement and discharge of
the said executor as such and that on the
confirmation and approval of said report 1919.
and petition the final settlement of said
N. A. FIELD,
estate will be immediately made and the
Commissioner of Public Lands,
said executor will be diacharged and his
State of New Meaiss
sureties relieved of any further responsi
First Publication Feb. 21, 1919.
bility.
Last Publication May 2. 1919.
Uated this 7tn day ol April, lviy.
SEAL
ALFREDO LUCERO,

First Publication April
Last Publication May

The above sale of land will be subject
to the following terms and conditions, vis:
The successful bidder must pay to the
Comniissioaer of Public Lands or his agent
of the
holding such sate,
price offered by him for the land, four
per cent interest in advance for the balance of aucb purchase price, fees for ad
vertising and appraisement and all cost a
incidental to the sale herein, each and all
of said amounts must be deposited in cash
or certified exchange at the time of sale
and which said amounts and all of them
are subject to forfeiture to the State of
.ew Mexico, il the auecesslul rudder does
not execute a contract within thirty days
atter it nas oeen mailed to him by tne
State Land OtTice, said contract to pro
vide that the purchaser may at his option make payments of not leas than one
thirtieth of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the
purchase price at any time after the sale
and prior to the expiration of thirty yeaas
from the date of the contract and to prV
vide for the payment of any unpaid balance
at the expiration of thirty years from the
date of the contract with interest on de
fcrrcd payments at the rate of four per
cent per anaum payable in advance on ths
anniversary of the date of the contract,
partial payments to be credited on the an,
niversary of the date of the contract as
following the date of tender.
The above aale of land will be sirbfect
to valid exiating right a, easements, rights
and reservations,
The Commissioner of Public Lands or bft
agent holding such sale reserves the right
to reject sny and sll bids offered at said

aale.
Possession under contract of safe fur the
above described tracts will be given os or
before October 1st, 1919.
Witness my hand and the official ssJ
of the State Land Office of the State of
New Mexico, this Fourteenth day of Feb-

ruary.

1919

II A. FIELD.
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
First Publication Frb. 28, Pt9.
1919.
Last Publication May
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EDWARDS & M'FIE
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OFFICE
Coro.r Palaca A Within, toa
S.at. Fa, N.w M.xko.
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TM

liny CStUES
to Bsifiim
of Copaiba, Cutrbi or
lr.jections.and
In (MIDY)
RELIEVES
24 H0'j:S To

Clerk.

11. 1919.
2, 1919.

ar.tuprri:r

STATE OF NEW MEXICO

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ESTADO DE NUEVO MEXICO
CONDADO DE SANTA FE
PUBLIC LAND SALE
En la Corte de Pruehas.
En el asunto del Estado de Jose E. Lacome
LEA COUNTY
Finado.
NO.
Office sf the Commiasioscr of PnbHc
AVISO
Por cstas se da aviso aue N. B. Lauehlin. ends,
Santa Fa, New Messes.
como ejecutor de el estado de Jose E, La- come, finado, ha rendtdo y presentado para
Notice is hereby gives that pursuant to
arreglo final en dicha corte, su reporte the provisions of as Act of Congress, ap
como tal ejecutor de la administracion de proved June 20t h, 1910, the lawa of the
ana peticion para arreglo State of New Mexico asd the rules ssd
dicho estado,
final, y apruebo de bus cuentas como taj regulations of the State Land Office, the
y
que el Lunea dia S de Mayo, Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
ejecutor
bidder at
WW, a las dies de la ma nana, la misma at nublic aale to the hisnect
siendo una junta regular de esta corte, en 9 o'clock, A. M.( on Wednesday, June 11th,
casa de corte de die no conaado de Vivs is tne town oi Covington, umsty oi
Santa Fe es el Estado ante dicho, ha aido Lea, State sf New Mexico, is front of the
escogido como el tiempo y lugar para pro- - court house therein, the following described
bar el tal reporte y peticion, y en cual tracts of lead, vixt
tiemno y lugar cualquier persona interesa- Sec 22; T. U &,
Sale No. UK
da en dicho estado debe pre sen terse den-- !
R. 37 E containing 320.00 scree. The im
tro del tiempo pre sen to por ley.
aviso es aqui an u net ado que tal peticion provements consist of feaciagp smhsa 100.00.
es para arreglar finalmente y de scar go de
Smln Na. Uxl
EC Sec. ti T. IS aV. R.
tal ejecutor, como tal y dicha confirmacion
Im
para prober de dicho reporte
peticion et 35 E.. containing 320.S2 seres. The130000.
of fencing, veree
consist
aer
este
de
unal
dicho
eetado
deve
provem
arreglo
inmediatamente hecho y que tal ei ecu tor
Ms bid sa the shove described tracts will
sen descargado y ana eeguridadee retirs-da- s

W,

di'it

withesir,,
out Inconvonier.ct.

Bold

THE LOGICAL

DIRECT

bfn 4rrnittt.

TREATMENT

EFFECTIVE

QUICK

FOR THE MOST OBSTINATE CASES
SM Mr AH DretfHU

GlilGIIESTER SPILLS
CIAMOND

rtCM

BRAND

j

-

de cualesquiera feaponsabilidad.
eetc dia 7 de AbriL 1919.
ALFREDO LUCERO,
Secret no.
Primers Pvblicacios Abril 11. 1919.
Ultima Publicscios Mays 2, 1919.
Fechado
SELLO

County Clerk of Santa Fe County
and Ex officio Clerk of the Dis
EARN S2S wsehhr. snare tmM, vHtJs
trict Court for said cownty.
m
ni n npnpi i a,
By FDERICO LOPEZ,
Pres. Press sanguines,
Dewnty.
Syndicate, US St.

be aceepted lor less than FIVE DOLLARS (feiO) per sera, which fa the appraised value thereof, sad is ndditios thereto
the sseceeefal bidder must any for the improvements that exist sa ths mad.

Each sf the shoe a described tracts wiD
Ths sbaes sale sf mad was h
ths folkssisg verms sad snslillass. vis.;
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SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
EVERYWHERE SSS.
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The RIVER

When the Colorado

Burst Its Banks and
Flooded the Imperial

Valley of California

By

Ednah Aiken
OopyrifM,

Bobbe-Merrl- ll

ROADS IN NATIONAL FORESTS

Compear

New Law Make Available for Expenditure M.000,000 for Roads
and Trails.

f.V

water
"You are going on the platform?" ments will probably I
and
Brandon,
ide so that In itralts. Faraday promised his help chair. "I am speuklng for the valley. (Prepared by the United States Departcompanies,
ment of Agriculture.)
er. I would on the condition that the affair of We can't help. Ton know It We're
through the valley Star, were pointing assumed the newspaper man. "No? the valley will be glvei
The development of the national for
Reclamation
company stripped. We're ruined. Ton think to
like to take your answer u my govern' the Desert
His eyes glued to the lurching sta out that the valley's salvation depend- Then will you alt with me?"
would be controlled by his company. threaten us with the government If est road system I given great Impe
"If you will sit upstairs," scowled ment."
took o brown- - ed on the Immediate control of the
Bubcock
we wait for the government to decide, tus by the terms of the post office ap
It was several seconds before the He took the contro1. He Inherited
fiapcr-rollccigurette from the prof' river; that the railroad, only, bad Hardin, "I don't want to be dragged
house got Its breath. The Import of what? Not good will. Threats, dam- the valley la gone and tbe railroad'
power to effect It. These conservatives onto the platform."
fered box.
propriations act wbtcb the president
Down In tbe orchestra. Black from the diplomat's word was astounding. age suits. Do you think that snow-slid- e money with It I tell you, your bluff has signed.
Besides Increasing by
he cried. "There, she'll go. were counseling; '.autlon. Only that
of complaints Is going to encour- won't go. W want Justice. We are $200,000,000 the total fund available
See thiit "
morning, the Star had Issued an extra, the Wistaria was haranguing a group Barton got to his feet, yelling with his
of gesticulating ranchers.
His age blm to go on? This Is what I came going to have Justice."
Phrases great bass voice. "Betrayed!"
uuder the federal aid road act, the
There wns a splash of splintering a special edition pleading for
"if the river breaks out again," climbed to tbe men on the balcony shrunken finger Indicated a youth with here to talk to you about. You ranch"Justice!", cuine from tbe surging new law makes available for expenditimber ; a Niagara of spray as the
ture by the secretary of agriculture
nulldiug fell Into the flood. A minute warned Brandon's editorial, "without seats. "Keep their pledges. Promise "II. S." In black letters on his collar. ers don't want to cut your own throats. ranchers.
Now, there's a good deal going on
"Fair play," yelled Black. "You can't $9,000,000 for roads and trails.
later, u wreckage of painted boards Immediate force to restrain It, recla- makers. Let them l.;ok at our crops 1" "The valley has been betrayed."
mation for that volley Is a dream that
"If Marshall expects to coerce
In the balcony, the uproar was deaf- about whlcb you are In the dark. trick us. We were not born yesterday.
was Hunting downstream.
The law also authorizes the secre
At table Bubcock resumed his cam Is done. And the only force equal to those men, I lose my guess. Then he's ening. Around Hardin and Brandon Faraday's got a right to feel he's We have rights. Tbe company brought
tary of war to transfer to the secre
sea.
old
of
the
no
an
man
Is
railroad.
shouldered
the
that
bullets.
Why
were
words
like
of
cried
men,"
our
we
emergency
Hardin,
did
What
Judge
ur here.
thudding
money tary of agriculture, material, equipgive
paign. "The trouble with you ull
you have cold feet. You're ull scared deliberately antagonize the rullroad? "Look at those faces." The floor was "Keclamatlon Service." "That's their He's been trying to dislodge It He's for? Desert land? What good I this ment and supplies suitable for highIt
a
since
sea
Ever
to
The
of
tbe
Keclamatlon
Desert
We
features.
"The
concession!"
company.
water?
appealed
without
president.
land
game."
Impassioned
oft too soon."
'They
bought wa- way Improvement and not needed by
"Something's going to drop," echoed won't get It." "Betrayed. We are be- we came Into this, the cry from Wash- ter. Give us back the money we've the war department.
Woostcr, up from his nap, looked Is well known, is bankrupt. For the
While most of
ington has been, 'Dc this the way we put In that's what we're asking for. this will be distributed among the hightrayed."
mross the table. "Cold feet?
So Instant, the railroad has assumed the Brandon.
off
It
or
not
smaller
take
we'll
From
of
the
the
Babcock's
Babcock's
our
your
organ!
of
Downstairs,
like,
out
be
scared
We
won't
responsibilities
Inquisigavel rapped
wings,
rights." way commissions of the states for use
5u'd have If you hail been up for
to tive glasses were seen to sweep the unheard.
Behind the excited figure hands.' " A munuar of ungry voices
There was a growling accompaninights, wetting your feet on the levee. zutlon. Apply the some situation
not to
on federal aid road
sumcitizen
toward
house.
started
a
Hardin
could
Individuals.
the
bis
sat
the
catch
somewhere,
swelling
Marshall,
stick,
wielding
private
Suppose
ment from tbe back rows, herding to exceed 10 per cent mayprojects,
as some of us have, as Hardin has.
be reserved by
In straits, and another comes for
mons
is
the
an
his
face.
en
to
of
sweet
smile
tbe
excited
unreadable,
balcony.
forefinger
Mine are cold all right." He lifted un
gether.
the secretary of agriculture for use In
cred' grcup unseen. There was a minute His eyes were on Babcock, who was
"We don't want the government"
imazed foot.
Look here, ward to help him. Must every
"Order," cried Babcock, thumping tulldlng natural forest roads or other
"Cold!
should
of
Marshall'
Itor
assume
nervous
order.
voices.
Then
for
tbe
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Into whtcn an enemy grenade wet
thrown, landing directly in the midst
of the group. Disregarding his own
safety, this soldier seized the grenade
and attempted to throw it out, but It
exploded in his hand Just es he succeeded In getting It above the level of
the ground. His prompt action saved
the lives of the men In the shell hole,
(Bf REV. P. B FITZ WATER, D D.,
Pribut he was severely wounded.
Teacher of English Blbla In the Mtodf
Mod striking instance
vate Mellen lives with his mother, Mrs.
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
of eallantry for which
28 Worcester street, (Copyright,
Elizabeth
by Wwlin
Mellen,
JjgfiffPfj, VfCij
the Distinguished Service
Worcester, Mass.
Cross has bean awarded
LESSON FOR MAY 4
PARKER C. DUNN,
Private, First Class, 1st Battalion, MAN MADE IN THE IMAGE OF
312th Infantry.
00 D.
Among the thousands of AmeriPrivate Dunn (deceased) was decocan soldiers who were awarded the
Ephe-siaLESSON TEXTS Genesis 21:2-rated for conspicuous gallantry In acGenesis
Distinguished Service Cross for con tion near Grande-Pre- ,
France, October
GOLDEN TEXT Ood created man In
spicuous bravery on the field of bat 23 ,1918. When bis battalion comman- hia own Image. Gen. 1:27.
DEVOTIONAL. READING Paalma
tie in France, there were a few der found It necessary to send a mesPRIMARY TOPIC God Our Creator and
whose feats were of such an unusual sage to a company In the attacking Father.
line and besituted to order a runner
God Expects
JUNIOR TOPIC-W- hat
character as to stand out above the to make the
Hla Children,
trip because of the ex- From
INTERMEDIATE
TOPIC
Loyalty to
othtra. General Pershing's staff has treme danger Involved, Private Dunn,
Our Heavenly Father.
sefocted a number of these most a member of the Intelligence seetion,
SENIOR AND ADULT TOPIC-T- ha
notable cases of bravery on the part volunteered for the mission. After ad- Dignity and Worth of Man.
but a short distance across a
I. The Creation of Man (Gen. 1 :20-of the fighting Americans, and a vancing
field swept by artillery and machine
few of them are given below. They gun fire he was wounded a second 28).
1. Time when the earth, his home,
present only a few of the thousands time. Still undaunted, be persistently was
ready for him. The order In
unout
to
his
mission
carry
of acts of heroism that are given attempted
on the part of
til
be
wop killed by a machine gun creation shows design
recognition in the official records of bullet before reaching the advanced Ood. He anticipated man's need In
the war department.
storing the coal In the earth, piling
line. He lived In Albuny, N. Y.
up minerals In the rocks, storing elec
OSCAR F. MILLER,
tricity everywhere, causing the water
ALEXANDER R. 8KINKER,
to gush from the valleys and hillsides,
361st
Major,
Infantry.
Captain, 138th Infantry.
preparing plunts and herbs for the
Mb!. Miller received the Distinguish- Cnpt. Alexander It. Sklnker (deof man's Injuries and food and
ed htrrice Cross for conspicuous gnl ceased) was decorated for conspicuous healing
raiment adapted to every climatic
lnntry In action near Gesnes, France, gallantry In action at Cheppy, France, condition.
September 28, 1018. After two days September 26, 1918. Unwilling to sac2. His nature (w. 2(1, 27). He was
of Intense physical and mental strain, rifice his men when his compuny was
created In the likeness and Image of
which
Miller
had
led
his
during
Maj.
held up by terrific, machine gun fire
act was preceded by a spebattalion In the front line of the ad from Iron pill boxes In the HInden-bur- g God. This
cial counsel of the Godhead. It was
vance, through the forest of Argonne,
line, Captain Sklnker personally
man." This pre
the enemy was met In a prepared po led an automatic rifleman and a car- said, "Let us make
foolish and wicked assump
sition south of Gesnes. Though al- rier In an attack on the machine guns. cludes the man
ascended from or
most exhausted, he energetically re- The carrier was killed Instantly, but tion that
brute. He came Into bethe
through
organized his battalion and ordered Captain Sklnker seized the ammuniby a special creative act of God.
an attack.
Upon reaching open tion and continued through an opening ing
This creative act Is confirmed by
ground, the advancing line began to In the barbed wire, feeding the auto- Christ (Matt. 19:4; Mark 10:6). With
waver in the face of machine gun fire matic rifle until he was killed, too.
we can dismiss the
from the front and flanks and direct His widow lives at 646 Eimwood ave. such testimony as to man's
evolution theory
origin as
artillery Ore. Personally leading his nue, St Louis, Mo.
a human vagary. This likeness and
command group forward between his
-- Is
"7
Image Is not physical and bodily, but
front line companies, Maj. Miller InPATRICK OARRITY,
Intellectual. (Eph. 4:24), and moral,
spired his men by his personal courPrivate Company C, 354th
(Col. 8:10). Man Is spirit, soul and
age and they again pressed on toward
body (1 Thess. 8:28). tJod's likeness
Infantry.
the hostile position. As this officer
Private Garrlty was decorated for Is reflected in man's tripartite nature.
led the renewed attack he was shot
As there Is a trinity and unity In God,
In the right leg, but he nevertheless conspicuous bravery In action near
November 1, 1918. so there Is a trinity and unity In man.
France,
Remonville,
of
at
head
his
forward
the
staggered
Spirit Is the highest part of man, that
Soon afterward he was When his company was advancing which
command.
makes it possible for him to
across an open field an enemy machine
In
shot
but
he
the
again
right arm,
know God. The soul Is man's
continued the charge, personally cheer- gun opened fire upon It from the left
life, the seat of his emofront. Private Garrlty and two other
ing his troops on through the heavy soldiers
tions and desires. The body Is the
com
on
of
flank
the
that
being
obmachine gun fire. Just before the
Immediately advanced upon It seat of the senses, the agency by
jective was reached he received a pany,
two
His
comrades were shot down, which he knows the world. God
wound In the nbdomen, which forced
but
Private
Garrlty advanced alone at made man with a personality capable
him to the ground, but he continued
a
and
with his bayonet drove of having fellowship with himself,
run;
to urge his men on, telling them to
Germans
from their guns with whom he could share his glory.
the
three
push on to the next ridge and leave Into a near-b- y
8. His rank and power (vv. 26, 28).
dugout,
capturing them
him where he lay. He died from his
Man, the last in creation, was placed
wounds a few days later. Ma. Mil- and the gun. Private Garrity's home
above ell else, over all the rest of
3741 Kenmore avenue, Chiler's widow lives at 1727 West Fifty-fir- addressBLIs
creation. Being, In the likeness and
cago,
street, Los Angeles, Cat
image of God, he was fitted to rule.
How far short man comes of living
ROBERT L. BLACKWELL,
HENRY Q. C03TON,
up to the position given him by the
Private, Co. K, 119th Infantry.
man was not a
Private, Company, H, 15th
Bobert L. Blackwell (deceased) was Creator! The first
a baby. Fresh from
v
Infantry.
decorated for conspicuous gallantry In savage, neither
such
Conspicuous gallantry resulting In action near St Souplet, France, Octo- the Creator's hands he possessed
wounds which caused his death won ber 11, 1918. When his platoon was lofty powers of Intellect as to enable
the Distinguished Service Cross for almost surrounded by the enemy and him to name the beasts as they passed
blm, (Gen. 2:19, 20).
Private Coston. Near Bols de
his platoon commander asked for vol- before
II. Man Alone In Paradise (Gen.
Franep. October 8, 1918, when unteers to carry a message calling
.
the advance of his platoon had been for reinforcements. Private Blackwell
Adam had a most beautiful place In
held up by machine gun fire, and a volunteered for this mission, well
request was made for an automatic knowing the extreme danger connected which to live. "Pleasant to the eyes,
and good for food" describes his surrifle team to charge the nest, Private with It In attempting to
through
Coston was the first to volunteer. Go the heavy shell and machine gun fire roundings. His environment was In
ing forward with his tenm under ter- this gallant soldier was killed. The keeping with his nature. Eden was
rific fire of enemy artillery, machine address of his father is James B. only fit for him in an unfalien state.
guns and trench mortars. Private Cos-- - Blackwell, R. F. D. No 2, Hlndles, As soon as his nature was wrecked,
out he miiKt go. Paradise with all Its
ton continued to advance after all his N. C.
splendor could not satisfy man. His
comrades had become casualties and
PS
heart was desolate. Reciprocal love Is
he himself had received serious
CLAYTON K. SLACK,
the only thing that can satisfy the
wounds. He operated his gun until he
Private, Company D, 124th M. Q. B. heart of man. Animals of all variecollapsed, but his act resulted In the
Private Slack received the Distin- ties surrounded him, hut none were
capture of about 100 prisoners and
several machine guns. He died short- guished Service Cross for consplcuour sdnpted to he his companions. To acIn action near Consenvoye, centuate this need God caused the
ly after from the effects of his IntrepidityOctober
8, 1918.
Observing animals to pass before Adam. He was
wounds.
Private Coston's widow France,
lives at 615 Mason avenue, Cape German soldiers under cover fifty differentiated from all the animals In
yards awny on the left flank, Private that lie was a personality. He was
Charles, Vn.
Slack, upon his own initiative, rushed endowed with the power ef love, theren
them with his rifle, and
fore only 8 being who could love In
JE8SE N. FUNK,
captured ten prisoners and two heavy return could satisfy him. To meet
Co.
354th
L,
First
comClass,
Private,
machine guns, thus saving his
this need woman was made for man.
Infantry.
pany and aelghhoring organizations
They bad minds alike; they had spirHis home itual natures alike; therefore they
Private Funk received the Distin from heavy casualties.
guished Service Cross for conspicu is with his mother, Mrs. Jennie Mae could commune together about the
ous gallantry In action near Bols de Slack, Lampson, Wis.
thine that surrounded them and
I
Bantheviile, France, October 31, 1918.
about God.
HOWARD E. MADSEN,
Man wns made from the dust of the
Learning that two daylight patrols
had been caught out In No Man's Land ' Sergeant, Co. D, 115th Infantry.
ground and woman was taken from
and were unable to return. Private
one reSergeant Madsen was decorated for his side. She Is therefore
Funk and another stretcher bearer.
In action at move further from the earth than
gallantry
conspicuous
upon their own Initiative, made two
France, October man. The fact that woman was made
trips five hundred yards beyond our 22, 1918. When the platoon which he from man's rib points to unity, similines, under constant machine gun fire was commanding was held up by an larity and equality. God charged this
and rescued two wounded officers. His
first pair with the responsibility of
enemy machine gun nest Sergeant
father, Martin Funk, lives in Calbnn, Madsen,
replenishing the earth. (Gen. 1:28).
an armful of grenades,
taking
Cola
advanced alone over ground swept by Marriage Is a divine institution and
t
machine gun fire, put the machine gun most sacred; for Ood made them
JOSEPH A. BUFFALO,
out of action, routed the enemy and male and female and performed the
Private, Company F, 258th Infantry. permitted the platoon to advance with first marriage ceremony. In view of
polygamy and divorce are grossPrivate Buffalo, who lives with his out casualties. His mother, Mrs. Mary this,criminal.
Marriage Is the fountain-healy
mother, Mrs. Pearl EX Buffalo, at Box-b- V. Madsen, Uvea In Baltimore, Md.
of all life, religious, social and
Okla., was decorated for extraordinational, therefore corruption here Is
Chicken on a Jag.
nary heroism In action near
A chicken owned by a woman living most fatal.
France, September 12, 1918. Although be was seriously wounded early near Jeffersonvllle, Imt, Jteot on a
A Joy Forever.
In action. Private Buffalo remained In jag" a day or two ago but It was the
An aspiration is a Joy forever. To
chicken
owner'
the
fault
might
plead.
the fight throughout the day, leading
have many of these Is to be spiritually
mall parties of men against machine She had some whisky put away, used rich. Stevenson.
on
for
her
prescription
physician's
two
of the
gun emplacements, killing
enemy himself and refusing to be heart The chicken was sick and she
Motives.
evacuated until late at night, unable diagnosed the case as heart trouble so
Mr. Gladstone was once heard to
rem
same
she
would
the
try
thought
to fight further.
remark that If all the wits of men
edy. She gave It "the tiniest drop,'
Deed much. were to he united in one brain, that
did
but
not
chicken
the
CLIFFORD K. MELLEN,
man would be unable to appraise
Neighbors say they are satisfied the
Private, Company A, 104th
chicken was cored, bnt It Immediately with perfect justice any single moral
action. The shades of the rainbow,"
Infantry.
began a furious war dance, exemplihe wrote, "are not so nice, the sands
differown
In
all
fied
an
of
the
his
different
of
the
steps
Disregard
safety
seashore are not such a multieffort to save, his comrades won the ent redskin tribes, passed from these of the as are the
Subtle, shifting.
tude,
p
PriCross
and
Service
to
for
the
Distinguished
waits,
of thought and of cirvate Mellen. The act was performed other dances not yet Invented, and ac- Mending forms
cumstances that go to determine the
In the Bols Haomont, France, Octo- cording to the faithful narrator tried
character of one act But there Is one
off1918.
an
to
Private
ber 15,
Banner,"
Mellen,
sing "The
that aeeth plainly and Judgetn
icer, and eight other soldiers, were sur- bnt this Is probably an exaggeration,
righteously."
rounded by the enemy In a shell bole, even if not actually untrue.
Beading a flowery obituary of a man
who had owed yon $27 for an equal
number of years.
WHERE BLAME LIES.
SACRILEGE.

Vagaries of Evening Dress
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life starts most of as oat with an
excellent endowment of strength. It
Is our own abuse of this strength that
brings about oar ailments. Life starts
most- - of os out with courage and wtlL
It Is oar own neglect of these qualities that sets courage and will dwindling. Life starts most of os with very
good looks or with looks that are good
enough. It Is oar own neglect of personal care that make as plain

The Kansas Industrialist says skunk
on and rattlesnake oil are worthless
as liniments for rheumatism ana kindred ills. Just how far should college
papers be allowed to go In Interference with free beliefs founded on the
traditions of centuries! Pretty soon
these young whlppersnappers will be
telling as that asafoetida amulets
ward off neither germs nor devils, and
that red bead around the neck went
ton ustMiud. QUI.

Going on your first automobile ride
of the year and blowing oat a tire
nine miles from home.

Having some kind old lady show a
tintype of yon when yon were five
years of age and wore curls.
r
neighbor who
Having a
owns one of those cute little wooly
dogs that snap at your shins.
next-doo-

Noble deeds are held in honor;
But the wide world sadly needs
Hearts of patience to unravel
The worth of common deeds.

If you don't know say so.
It's a sign of strength to acknowledge
your weakness.
Tou may have brains, but can you
prove It?

8ALAD
FOOD

DRESSINGS
NISHES.

FOR THE CONVALESCENT.

AND

GAR-

-

For the unfortunate mortal who
Food for the Invalid is of vital Imwill not like olive oil it will be necesof
as
often the restoration
portance,
sary to serve
the health depends ensome other salad
taktirely upon the food
dressing. A tasty
en to repair waste tissue.
sulud is prepared
The physician's orders in
by using sliced
regard to food should be
pineapple ; cover
carefully followed, as the
with sour cream,
I jU
II nature of the disease
a pinch of suit,
from which the patient
mustard,
sugar
and a few finely
the feeding greatly.
minced meats of mixed nuts.
In oases of extreme nausea, when
8our Cream
Dressing. Cook tomilk in any other form can neither be gether two tablespoonfuls
of butter
in
the
nor
the stomach
kept
digested,
and two of flour; when smooth add a
is
a
partly digested drink, koumiss,
cupful of sweet cream. Let It boll,
most valuable food to know how to stirring all the while; remove In five
prepare. Its sparkling effervescence minutes and add half a cupful of sour
makes It especially appetizing and cream, the Juice of half a lemon, salt
grateful to a starving patient.
and sugar to taste. When perfectly
Koumiss.
Dissolve half a yeast cake cold, pour over sliced apples and buIn a
of warm water not limias anil set on ice before serving.
hot, or the yeast plant will be killed.
Mayonnaise Dressing. Mix together
Mix with It one quart of fresh milk or 'half a teaspoonful each of powdered
If the animal heat Is gone, warm It sugar and salt, a dash of cuyenne, a
to lukewarm temperature; add a
titblespoonfiil each of vinegar and lemof sugar. Stir until well on Juice mid the yolk of an egg. Bent
mixed with the yeast and the sugar until smooth and thick, then add a
Is completely dissolved. Put Into bot- little olive oil until a cupful has been
tles, tie down the corks, unless using used. If the dressing seems too thick
patent bottles with cork fasteners, and beat In a teaspoonful or two of cold
let stand In n warm place for twelve water. When ready to serve use a
hours, for the yeast to grow. Put the little whipped cream to soften and enbottles upside down; they are not so rich the dressing.
After
apt to tlivow out the corks.
Mayonnaise Tartare. Add chopped
twelve hours place the bottles on ice, pickles, capers, or olives to a mayonand they will he rendy to use after naise dressing. Use
of a
a day or two. Use care when opening cupful of the chopped mixture to a
the bottles to put the neck Into the cupful of the dressing. Mayonnaise
glass, or much of the milk will be may tie colored with the corul of lobA little ster or with
wasted by Its effervescence.
spinach green. Spinach
practice will enable one to handle the or parsley pounded and the Juice used
milk with no waste.
gives a very wholesome color.
Garnishes. Edible garnishes are
Quick Beef Tea. Broil a slice of
thick steak for a minute on each side the only ones to be recommended. The
In a broiler or very hot frying pan. custom of tying up food with ribbon
Score It with n sharp knife at right Is not to be encouraged. A wedding
angles, and press with a fork or in a cuke might be on exception; but millifruit press to squeeze out the Juice. nery is not In place on a dining table.
Season with a bit of salt and serve at
Fruit skins, such' as bananas, oronce.
anges, lemons and apple cups, make
Ihe meat from young animals, such desirable receptacles for salads. A
as veal, should not be given to Inva- variety of colors are to be avoided in
lids. Young chicken may be served garnishing.
as broth or creamed, and In various
The world Is not a playground, It la
ways. Chicken custard Is especially
a schoolroom. Life Is not a holiday,
Use half a cupful of chicken
good.
but an education. Henry Drummond.
broth, well seasoned, add an egg, and
cook In hot water in two small cups.
TRY THESE.
When the egg Is Just beginning to set
remove from the oven and from the
The warm wenther will soon he with
hot water.
us. Let us try this year to grow in
our buck-yargardens
a few new vegetables;
Great wide, beautiful, wonderful world,
new to us. The pleasure
With the wonderful water about you
curled,
of watching them grow
And the wonderful grass upon your
and showing them to our
breast-Wo- rld
friends will amply repay
you are beautifully dressed!
The wonderful air Ib over me,
us for the time und exAnd the wonderful wind Is shaking the
pense. Kvery housewife
tree,
should have n small
It walks on the water and whirls the
mills,
herb bed where she cnu grow her own
of
on
the
the
to
Itself
nd talks
tops
herbs and know that they are fresh.
hills.
One can grow a lurge variety in n spot
two yards square.
DISHES.
SEASONABLE
Frozen Figs With Cheese Mush
two
crenm cheeses and beat
For the thrifty housewife who has with half a cupful of whipped cream,
canned chard, spinach, or beet tops sweeten to taste and bury in ice und
the folio w I n g salt. When ready to serve, cut In
wholesome dish slices, then in rounds with a small biswill be enjoyed : cuit cutter. Make small depression in
Take a small can the center and fill with a preserved
of greens of any lig, stem end up.
preferreil kind or
Eggless Trune Cake. Take two
string benns and tablespoonfuls of butter, one cupful of
asparagus are good brown sugar, one cupful of sour milk,
f
teaserved In this way. one teaspoonful of sodn,
teaMnke n thick white sauce, using three spoonful of cinnamon,
tablespoonfuls each of Hour and but- spoonful of cloves and one cupful of
ter cooked together, then add a cup- chopped prunes. Sift two cupfuls of
ful of milk, salt and pepper to taste; flour with two teaspoonfuls of baking
lidd four cupfuls of boiled rice, one powder; stir and mix nil together; beat
can of chopped spinach, two cupful well and hake in a louf. Cover with
of white Kiiuce, mid one red pepper boile'd frosting.
Date Cake. Cream one cupful of
chopped flue. Form Into a long loaf
f
sweet fat, add one and
cupr.nd bake twenty to thirty minutes.
of sugar, two eggs, one cupful of
fuls
Chowder.
mixed
This
Vegetable
one
sour milk,
cupful of seeded and
vegetable chowder makes a nice substantial dish. Cut four- potatoes and chopped dates, mixed with
flour, two cupfuls of
three carrots in small pieces, add of o cupful ofwith
half a
flour sifted
enough water to cover and cook until ful of soda and the same of teaspoonsalt; udt)
tender. Brown one chopped onion In
two tablespoonfuls of fnt and cook one teaspoonful of vanilla and beat all
In a sheet and cover
for five minutes. Add this and one. together. Bake
with boiled frosting with chopped
pint of tomatoes to the undrulned dates.
vegetables. Heat to the boiling point
Cream Prune Pie. Put a cupful of
and add two cupfuls of skimmed milk,
tblcken with three tablespoonfuls of stoned and a stewed prunes through a
odd
cupful of rich milk, one
flour, season with two teaspoonfuls of sieve,
of flour, a third
salt and celery, green pepper or pars-It- egg, a tnblespoonful
of a cupful of sugar. Mix and pour into
for flavor. .
a lined pie plate. Cover with a merinParsnip Fritters. Mash and season gue when baked.
well cooked parsnips, enough to mnke
two cupfuls, then sift together two
cupfuls of flour, one teaspoonful of
salt and two teaspoonfuls of baking
powder. Mix with two well beaten
Afghan Origin.
eggs and two cupfuls of milk. Add
Afghan historians date their people's
the parsnips, mix thoroughly and drop
beginnings to King Saul and refer to
by spoonfuls Into hot fat. This recipe them as Children of Israel, a theory
Is
if
the
too
divided
be
may
quantity
that may have gained popular acceptlarge.
ance because of the Afghan's Semitic
Pea Soup. Scald one pint of milk. appearance, but It Is not generally
each of salt credited by ethnologists. Afghan litadding
and sugar. Melt five tablespoonfuls erature la rich In poetry, mostly war
of butter and add the same amount epics and love lyrics. Ail but the
nf flour, cook and add the milk ; when mountain kafirs are Mohammedan,
thick add a can of peas which have and they cling to a pagan belief In
been mixed with a quart of boiling which are blended faint suggestions
water and mashed to a pulp. Cook in of old mythologies and ancient religions. National Geographic Society.
a double boiler fifteen minutes.

Printed georgette and printed voiles
for blouses of simple design make
pretty and youthful styles thnt demand very little in the way of decoration. The patterns and colors In these
printed fabrics hold the Interest so
thnt no elaboration Is needed on the
blouses made from them, except In
finishing touches. They are In a little
class by themselves and are recommended to those who are clever at
making things for themselves. The
beauty of the fabrics is their chief
charm, and simplicity of design, which
is In harmony with them, appeals to
the amateur blouse-makeBesides,
the pritited fabrics relieve the monotblouses
of
ony of too many
plain materials.
Two of these new styles In blouses
of printed georgette, as pictured here,
might be made of printed voile as well.
In the blouse nt the left the georgette
Is printed with small figures In an
pattern. In which a soft, light blue
predominates. This blouse Is shirred
along the shoulder seams and cut with
a square neck. A straight vestee of
white net and lace Is set In at the
front and extends In a tiny apron below the waistline. At the neck It is
cut In n T, filled In with the net and
lace. Narrow ties, made of folds of
the georgette and finished at the bottom with crystal beads, finish this very

clever model, nt which any one will
look twice, no mutter what the splendid rivalry It may fnce In more pretentious blouses.
A more dignified design In printed
georgette is shown In the model at the
right. It is n large floral pattern scattered over a pluln background. Patterns of this kind are shown in many
different combinations of color, king's
blue and white, navy and beige, beige
and black, dark blue and cerise and in
livelier tones. However vivid the color
selected they are softened by a wide,
plaited collar In white about the neck,
finished with a tie of narrow black
ribbon. The blouse has the flowing
sleeves that are so alluring in geors
gette and voile, and
that correspond with the neck finish,
even to the touch of black ribbon
which ties the cuffs. The georgette-I-s
extended below the waist Into a
short panel at the back and front.

Once Powerful Empire.
No country, not even Egypt, made
1 deeper mark In the history of the
indent world than Mesopotamia. For
thousands of years It was the seat of
the Assyrian and Babylonian empires,
ro the bountiful resources of nature
Its peoples added those of art and
science, and the country during the
ienturles waxed not only In material
wealth and military- - power, but also
ji culture. The ancient glory of
Mesopotamia has passed, but the
tlamour remains.

Haircloth for Black Hats.
Something that has not leen ween before has been brought out for large
black transparent hats. This is a haircloth that is the same sort of material
that covered the old sofa of grandmother days. It has more body than
mnllne or net and has a depth of color
and sheen they lack. Also, It is made
up into smart tailored effects, as the
material has enough body to allow It
to be blocked. This fabric has been
sailor with
used for a large
the edge bound In llsere and the crown

smartly blocked, but. of course, transparent. Around this crown, w hich is
quite low and round. Is a wreath of
handmade pastel flowers. This has
double thickness for the brim and
could be used to veil flat flower ef
fects.
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It was hoped and expected that with
the end of the war women would once
more array themselves In beautiful
evening clothes, as gorgeous as their
purses would allow. They most certainly saw to it that such expectations
were not disappointed.
When victory wns In sight, but before the unnl-stic- e
was signed, costumers predicted
au early end of the wur, for already
women begun ordering more elaborate
dress. With the signing of the armistice came a reaction und n rush for
evening dress. Considering everything, American women have not gone
to extremes; they hnd dressed quietly
during the war and a certain reserve
kepr them from forgetting that experience too quickly. At present they
are indulging in some fads, which may
be short lived or may not.
One of these funcles Is for large ostrich feather fans. These gorgeous affair. are innde in ninny colors, but In
bluet and white they go to extremes In
size Which one fulls to find in colors.
They are very beautiful and one cannot Imagine a time when an ostrich
feather fan would seem entirely out of
pluet, for evening dress.
Long, slender lines In evening gowns
that eeem merely lengths of wonderful
mater I nl draped about the figure are
of all things most desired. Here in
the picture Is a splendid gown of silver cloth with a large brocaded put- -

f'

A
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tern scattered over It to add to It
gorgeousness. It Is accredited by
Worth of Purls, who sponsors such
lines and effects. In Its company there
are dancing frocks of satin or georgette that have no backs In their
bodices.
But often a sash or scarf of
tulle niannges to veil the unclothed
bnck.
There is a great vogue for
strands of pearls; they are worn with
all sorts of evening gowns.
Black bus many devotees for evening gowns. Transparent black fabric, over black or over vivid colors,
bears the stamp of approval from the
sources of fashions. It goes without
saying that In such case black Jet la
flourishing. In the picture one of these
brilliant black toilettes appears with
a bodice that Is hardly more thun a
wide girdle of satin, and strands of Jet
over the shoulders. The bodice extends below the waistline, the beautiful slender figure uwcurlng to be
und n skirt of black and gold
brocade Is set on to It. This employment of strands of jet over the shoulders is a feature In evening gowns to
the Joy of owners of lovely shoulders.
Chinchilla.
To clean the little coat of white
and a cuke
chinchilla, use a
of magnesia. Huh the brush full of
magnesia and brush the coat thoroughly until nil dirt Is emored.
g

nail-brus- h

Trinted Georgette Blouses

good-size-

one-liul-

-

one-hal-

one-fourt-

y

abalf-teaspoonf-

Bronzing Small Articles.
Small articles may be gilded by Immersing them in the following solution, which must be used at nearly
boiling bent: Caustic potash, 180
parts; carbonate of potash, 20 parts;
cyanide of potassium, 9 parts; water,
1,000 parts. Bather more than one
and one-haparts chloride of gold
should be dissolved In the water when
the other substances are to be added,
and the whole boiled together. This
mixture is often employed by dealers
In cheap Jewelry.
lf

under-sleeve-

all-ov-

wide-side-

d

Newest Sash.
The newest sash for wear with Indoor and evening frocks is made of
closely plaited ribbon In ruche effect
at the upper and lower edge of the
belt. At the back the ribbon ends ara
tied in a bow.

L

Time to Ascertain Truth.
Seize the .moment of excited curf
oslty on any subject to solve your
doubts, for if you let It pass the desirar
may never return, and yoo may remain
In ignorance. Wirt.

Moooooooooooeooooooooooeeooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Game Warden Tom Gable has gone TRIBUTE TO MEMORY OF
WILLIAM W. BOWERS
to San Miguel and Mora counties
in connection with game protection
Castle Hall, Santa Fa Lodge No. 2
work.
Knifht of Pythian.
Ruler of the
Whereas, the
Deputy Game Warden J. F. O'.
Leary left for the southern pat ol universe has removed from this
of
soul
Wedour belovthe state on official affairs
earthly sphere the
ed Brother, William W. Bowers, and
nesday.
it is with profound sorrow that this Just A
Dickens Party and Dance
Thought For Today
Capitan Jametf W. Willson super- Lodge has learned of his untimely In battle or business, whatever the
A very large and appreciative auintendent of the New Mexico Mil- demise, which has brought that feeldience attended the Dickens party
game,
itary institute at Koswell was a re- ing of sadness akin to bereavement In law or in love, it is always the and dance given under the auspice's
at the loss of a loved one.
cent official visitor.
of the Santa Fe Woman's Club Frisame ;
Our deceased Brother was a freor the scram- day night in the Library hall. Nine
An amendment to the Fairbanks quent visitor to Santa Fe Lodge No. In struggle for power,
perfect in every
ble for pelf
splendid tableaux
was 2, and on account of his intense love
Morse, incorporation
papers
on detail were presented by local ladies,
filed with the state corporation com- for the Order and the interest he Let this be your motto Rely
men and children representing famission ra:sinR the capitalization always inspired by his presence, the For yourself.
whethcr'the prize be a ribbon ot mous characters from the much admembers of this Lodge never failed
from $4,Of)0,(K)0 to $4,500,000.
mired author Charles Dickciv. Lieut.
throne
to give him a warm welcome to their
The victor is he who can go it alone Governor B. F. Pankey carried off
John Joerns secretary of the state Castle Hall and homes. He was a
his part nobly as Mr. Pickwick with
Selected.
tax commission returned Monday member of the Order for many years,
Mrs. Frank W. Parker as "The Old
filled
all
time
has
and
from Albuquerque where he assisted
during that
Lady."
two banks in making the;r returns, the positions of his subordinate Lodge Why Sammies Fall
Mrs. Thomas White charm'npjly
which completes all bank reports for and passed through the various For French Girls
the introductions and descripchairs of his Grand Lodge, and was Why thousands of United States read
the state.
tions, and Mi's Evelyn McBride preappointed Supreme Representative of soldiers found French girls more at- sided at the piano,
rendering delight- A
Mrs. C. I.. Stephenson and little his Grand Domain to the Supreme tractive than American
girls as ful music during intermissions.
son John will leave Monday for Ft. Lodge of the Order. His enthusiasm sweethearts and wives is being exscene and pleasant feature
Mad son, Iowa, where they will spend for the principles on which the Order plained by overseas troops returning pretty
was the dance which followed, In
several weeks with relatives, return- is founded never ceased.
to Camp Grant in Illinois for demobi- which several children danced merIn him, we recognized a courageous lization.
ing to their Santa Fc home y early
with the older set. Light rein September.
Knight, a true and faithful Pythian,
"French girls were better comrades, rily
freshments were served by a group
of
Order
the
the
a
it"
insisted
good
always having
that's the truth of
of club ladies.
A team of Santa Fe Knights of at heart and ever ready to promote doughghoy who admits he . left his
Mrs. N. B. Laughlin, president of
Columbus initiated a rlas of the its missions of friendship, charity heart in Normandy.
"Their tastes the Woman's Club was complimented
order i;i Las Vetjas Sunday. Those and benevolence. His fidelity to, and are simple, and they are exceedingly
on the success of the enterwho made the trip from here were his love, for the Order remained thrifty. Besides this, they are the highly event.
The proceeds amounttaining
F. P. Davics, Jose D. Sena, Jose L. with him to the end. To meet him best kind of pals.
which will go to
about
to
ed
$100
' Most of the men in our army in
was not to meet
Dnran, Juan A. Armiio. Juan
fund being raised to erect a club
the
in
the
"As
Renivc Chaves, Pablo Caados
ships that pass
France aren't millionaires. They're house for this organization.
Those
and Juan Rodriguez.
night and speak each to the other of very moderate means, and the in charge of the affair were: Mrs.
in passing, only a signal shown, and economical habit's of the
French
Mrs. Asplund, Mrs. Bachrens,
Fd. Ifes-h- ,
G. M. Kinsell and D. a distant voice in the darkness; so, giirls made a big hit with the Ameri- Parker.
Smith and Mrs. Welt-mcC. Kinsell incorporated a new com- on the ocean of Life we pass and can boys in the expeditionary forces. Mrs. Eugene
pany known as the Hondo Tie and speak one and another, only a look Why, if you took Marie or Yvette
Lumber company this week with and a voice, then darkness again, to a movie once a week she was imDaughter of Franca Arrives
headquarters in Santa Fe. . The and a silence."
mensely pleased. You can court and
Brown-eyesweet smilrng, but
To meet him was to know him, win a French girl for a third of what
can;taliva'ton is $50,000 with $15,000
not speak a word of English,
paid in. Object saw mill operation and knowing him to feel you met it costs to make even an impression does Ross
Davis, now of the U. S. A.
a man a manly man, whose friendand lumber business.
on one of ottr American girls. And Mis.
Adrienne, of
ship could be counted sure at all you don't have to give her a limou- nee, MadamoisellewillJuliet
soon be on hci
Paris, France,
Nathan Salmon announced
this times and under all circumstances. sine for a wedding present, either.
Clovis with her husband,
week that he w:ll remodel the build- Therefore,
"Not that the average American way to Ross Davis, a member of
Be it Resolved, That by his death soldier is a tight-waing owned by h'm, formerly the
far be it Corporal
First National Rank bu lding at the we "have lost a true and faithful from such. But he does appreciate the 40th Division which has just arrived from overseas.
intersection of Don fiaspar and San Brother, an active and influential the consideration
shown by the
Corporal and Mrs. Davis are at
Francisco streets, to provide twenty Pythian, one whose presence and French girl in refusing to .wallop
in Olney, Texas, where the
counsels have at all times been a his wallet for the I'mit
modern offices single and
time present took
every
his petite French wife
for the grow:ng need.s of the capital source of insp ration and benefit to he calls upon her."
corporal
in order that his
might meet
his Pythian brethren; and trc will not
city.
"Uncle Sam will have a big job on her, and where sheparents
will remain while
only be missed from our Castle Hall, his hand's getting all those French
the corporal proceeds to Fort Bliss.
of public but his demise will be greatly felt war brides over to this
State
superintendent
country in Tcx?, where he will be discharged
instruction John H. Wanner has gone in the community in which he lived the next year."
from the service shortly.
to Oklahoma Citv where he will de and throughout the Supreme Domain,
Mrs. Davis does not speak a word
liver two addresses at an educational in which he was a worthy and ex- The Way To Look At It
of English although she is very anxconferenrc represent inc; the school emplary Pythian; that while, as good
die ious' to learn. The
whether
it
we
matters
What
corporal discourextension work of twelve states. The Pythian we humbly acknowledge the
or Tomorrow? the question aged her efforts to learn till she was
n
wisdom of Him who docth all tiling's today
conference was called by J I..
we
are
The
how
now
living?
is:
in the good U. S. A., his main reaof the I'. S. Bureau of Educa- well, we feel as Pythians our Order
then will be: how have we son being, in his own words, "I
tion.
has, by the death of Brother Bowers, question
We are not all cast for great wanted my father and mother to see
been called to separate from a use lived? our
object should be, no mat- her
as I found her in Paris."
The
member, the parts;
I.orlpe well known as ful and enthusiastic
ter how small our part, to do it jus- The just
speaks French "somea tourist retort in the Tcrni"" Valcorporal
stale has lost an honorable citizen, tice
well.
and play
what." Mrs. Davis isn't a bit conthe community a valued ami helpful
ley ne;,r Santa Fe has been
is
man
It
see
a
cast
pathetic to
fused by her continental ways and
bv P.. W. Pare capitalist worker for the public good.
Resolved That to the bereaved wife, for a small part essaying a large one; dress and greets the corporal's
from New York who has been a
man
a
cast
and
is
note
it
to
pitiful
friends with her best, French smiles.
truest at the lodsre for some time daughter and brother of our departa big part compelled to play a
R. I.. Pfaffle. former manager will ed Brother, we tender ourPythian for
cases
small
see
these
We
one.
every
The Minute Of
go with the Roekv Mountain Camp and brothklrly sympathy and share
with them the sorrow that has come day. There is much pathos in life. Prayer Forgotten
company of this city.
live
how
we
it
What
matters
long
bid
them not
to the hoirrc, but we
Doe's it take sorrow to make peoMrs. R. T.. Cooper and little to mourn as those without hope, for that is not the vital question, hut ple thoughtful?
,
lived'
children left Thursday morning to "In the Islands of the Blessed, in rather, how njuch have we walsted
A few months ago, when the entire
what purpose? If we have
to
sickness
the
Land
of
the
relatives
the
with
at
summer
Hereafter,"
spend
our talents, wc should not be entitled world was engaged in a bloody war,
Center, Colorado after wVch thev and suffering are unknown. All is at last
to lie down in satisfaction to when homes were desolated ?nd eyes
expect to ioin Captain Cooper at happiness and a realization of our
dimmed with tears, when anguish
Pine Rbtff. Arkansas, where he went Lord's promise that "Though he were pleasant dreams. While we yet live, and anxiety racked the souls of naus
let
be
real
and
to
endeavor
virile,
several weeks ato to nrreot a posi- dead, yet shall he live again,"
own masters, and our own cap- tions and people went down to the
tion w'th the State Engineer and
Resolved, That this tribute be en- our
grave with broken hearts,' a custom
tains.
Highway Department of that sta'e. tered upon the records of our Lodge
was observed all over our land of
be
work
perthat his Pythian
may
one minute of silent prayer at 11
A New Masonic Lodge
a
in
and
our
copy
memory,
petuated
each day to Almighty God
SOLDIERS HAVE NOT
Was established last Friday night o'clock
of the same be, by the Keeper of
for help and protection and direction.
APPLIED FOR BONUS Records and Seal, sent to t lie widow, at Belen. Grand Master Alex D
armistice was signed, hostiliof Tucumcari,
assisted tiesTheceased
daughter and brother of the deceased Goldenburg
and 'the Dove of Peace
expressive of our deep sympathy by Grand Secretary Alpheus A. Keen hovered low.
Adjutant General James Baca de- as
instituted the lodge
sires to call the attention of men in this hour of bereavement and a of Albuquerque,
The Minute of Prayer was forgotll
known as Bethlehem
who have been discharged from the copy to Mineral Lodge No. 4, and a which wU. D.be Belen
ten.
is
the
Spanish
to each of the local newspapers Lodge,
the people have
Ala si Over
army or navy since April 5, 1917, copy
equivalent of Bethlehem, hence the hit the turn ofnight
the pike at a Nancy
that they arc entitled a bonus of for publication.
the
of
the
name
new
After
submitted.
lodge.
Respectfully
Hanks gait in their pursuit of pleasfrom the United States.
Many
The ure.
Geo. W. Prichard, P. G. t.i ceremony a banquet followed.
men entitled to this bonus apparentat- was
occasion
R.
S.
H.
Williams.
largely
important
Hugh
It seems to be human nature
ly do not know it is due them as
tended, including about fifty Albu- - Mutual Messenger.
John K. Statiffer, P. G. R
only 40 men in ihc state, according
Masons.
querque
to the adjutant's figures out of
120 in all, have made application.
TRIBUTE TO MEMORY OF
Looking After N. M. Soldiers
BRO. C. C. BOWERS In,a,'m F,ne Pip
Applications should be addressed to
Mrs. Gerald Cassidy, of New York,
of
the
one
finest
Probably
pipe
the zone finance district officer
formerly of Flora Vista, San Juan
Lemon Building, Washington, D. C. Castle Hull, Santa Fe Lodge No. 2 organs in the southwest has just been County, has been appointed by Govdelivered to the Immaculate ConcepKnights of Pythias,
Discharge papers, or copies of Jame
Nu- ernor O. A. Larrazolo, to take charge
certified by a notary public should
WHEREAS, It has pleased the tion Church at Albuquerque. been jof caring for the "wounded and 'sick
have
merous
entertainments
e
Ruler of the universe to
for bonus.
accompany application
in New
New Mexico soldiers
remove from this earthly sphere the given by the faithful members for York. An office haslanding
The papers will be Returned.
been opened
soul of our beloved Brother C. C. the past two years in order to raise in the Hall of States there, and she
the necessary funds with which to
Bowers; and
The is assisted by several New Mexico
WHEREAS, Brother C. C. Bowers purchase the $5,000 instrument.
women. Mrs. Casstdy is well Known
had through his friendship, charity organ will be installed in about two
Santa Fe,
spent several
and benevolence
toward mankind weeks and as soon as every thins weeks at a timehaving
in this city with Mr.
pertectiy acijtistea a sacren
during the few years in which he"as l)ee"will
successful
artist.
the
Cassidy,
be given,
reside in this st'atc endeared him-- i
self to all who knew him; therefore,
The Clovi Ladle
P.F. IT RFSOI.VF-I)- .
That Santa Fe A Local Chautauqua Program
Are very busy working on a plan
Was successfully carried out last
Lodi'e No. 2, Knights of Pythias, has
for the r
susta iied. in the untimely death of week at Carnzozo by several clever to obtain a public library some
entown. They hope to get
Rrother C. C. Powers, a most de- - "d talented cifzens of that
munity. The proceeds amounted to couragement from the city council,
loss; and
RF.SOI YFD. $'48 The money will he used toward as well as suggestions, whereby the
He IT FURTHER
d enterprising movement
may be workThat the svmpathv uf thisLod-- e he, furnishing and remodeling the
church building in that city ed out successfully.
hereby is. extended to the
.
rowiuct relatives of the deceased, and
that a ropy of these resolti'inns he1
spread upon the minutes of the lodge
a copy sent to the relatives of
the deceased, and a copy furnished
the local papers for publication.
Resnectfnllv submitted.
Gen. W. Prichard, P G. C.
Hugh H. Williams, S. R
John K. Stauffer, P. G. R.
All-wi-

General and Personal
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A. B. Renchan has returned from
Joe Thompson of Aztec is in the
Taos, where he was called by legal
city for a short stay.
business.
Tom Lea prominent EI, Par lawCommissioner J. M.
Corporation
yer is a visitor here.
I.una has returned to the capital from
I
ns Ltin as.
Niell B. Field of Albuquerque
the city on law business.
Congressman IV G Hernandez lias
Neal Jenson, hanker of Est.mri;i. is returned from Canjilon, where he
was called by Cusiness.
a business v:sitor in Santa Fc

(

CHURCHES

SOCIETY, CLUDS, LODGES,

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

Adjutant Ceneral James I'.i. a atTom Parnctt, prominent storkrai--t- r tended the home cominer celebration
from Socorro county is In the for New Mexico troops at Ft. Bliss
this week.
ity for a few days.

of the
Victor Culberson
The sta'e board of examining; stir,
New Mexico Cattle and Hore Grow- vcyors held a meeting this week to
consider applications
for license
ers Association, called on actintr
conI.ee S. Miller of Santa FV w
F'ankry Wednesday.
tinue as president of the board.
James A. French amoni; n'tm-rntCaptain R. C. Rcid former federal
private enfrinocrinff rontrart
the undertaking of des'tru-rip- ; disbursing officer in charpe of the
a jys'em "if flnoil protection
for ilr.i ft in New Mexico has Rone la
Fl Pa
the c'ty of San Marctal, whi'h
and will return (o Santa
bv hitfh waters in the Fe before Roin
to his home in
Rio Grande this year. He has rpn: Ro;wc!l where he will resume the
to ?an Marrial for a few days.
mati.tl'cnient of his extct sivc ranches

Here and There Over the State

Val-de-

CAPITAL COAL

YARD

r.

Swastika Coal, Cerrillos Coal, All Kinds
Steam On I; Tadrid. N. M., Anthracite
Coal, Madrir' Smithing Coal, Cord and
Sawed Wood. Factory Kindlingr.

d,

d
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USE THE BETTER KIND
It pays to supply your table- with
-

quality

food products, such as
Chase & Sanborn's Coffee.

s

d

Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.

H. S. KAUNE & CO.
mm

,JI!

mtm

POWER RATE

K. W. 7c per K.
300 K. W. 6c per K.
400 K. W. 5c per K.
All in excess of the above 4c per
200

W.
W.

W.

K. W.

Special

Rates for Cooking.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT
COMPANY

j

ra"

c"Prt

le

Me-an-
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Methodist Baxaar A Succes
Aid of the Methodist
The
Church of Lovington held a bazaar
a few days ago, which was a decided
succf ss. The total receipts amounted
to $S0.0O.
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CLASSIFIED
SAY,

you'll have

a streak of smokeluck that'll

all right, if you'll

WANTED: Men w'th automobiles.
Big and easy money. Address S. S.
Piper Hardwick Hotel, Phoenix Ariz.

appealing all along the smoke line.
Men who never before could
smoke a pipe and men who've
smoked pipes for years all testify
to the delight it hands out! P. A.
can't bite or parch t Both are
cut out by our exclusive patented
process I
Right now while the going's
good you get out your old jimmy
pipe or the papers and land on
some P. A. for what aih your
particular amokeappetite I

for 1 We will extend the subscription of any State Record reader
three months, who will return us a
copv of the State Record of February

Just between ourselves, you
wise-u- p
to
until you can call a pipe
by its first name, then, to hit tbj
you land squat e
on that
Prince Albert I
Well, sir, you'll be so
happy you'll want to pet a photograph of yourself breezing up the
pike with your smokethrottle wide
open ! Talk about smoke-spor- t!
Quality makes Prince Albert to

will

re

ri bli$ H

d

Ytm hmy Prime Albert mmmitwhm tmlmetm i
ptmnm mmd hmlfm
f rMf tin, MRtliMM
imt eim9. mrmcHcml mmmnd erpmtmi mU
thmt
ktmp thm Mm tea km
lilimr

R.

ico.

with a jimmy pipe or cigarette papers and
nail some Prince Albert for packing!
ring-i- n

r

ACRES OF LAND IN SAN JUAN
!! sinele
County. New Mexico. Will
Also Ian4 crii for mIp. Immediate
delivery. Hugo Seaberg, Raton, New Mex-

fy
J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,

TmmWf

tWIft,

Winston-Salos- m,

N.

C

13

21, 1919.
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The sixteen young ladies, graduate J
1919 class of the Allison-Jame- s
School, were a much adm red
group. Gowned in spotleus white,
wearing corsage bouquets of "pink and
white carnations, the class flower,
they made a charming picture. The
graduates were: Rafaelita Ilorrego,
Carlota Bustos,
Sofia Dominguez,
Andreita Marez, Bersabe Martinez,
Terefsita Martinez, Carmen Nevarez,
I'etrita Ortega, Annie Salazar,
Pita
Sanchez,
Lily Selph,
Struck, Tomasita Trujillo, Sofia Vigil,.
Domitila Salazar, and Helen Jones.
After the first number on the pro.
gram, a vocal selection by the chorus,
Rev. J. W. Hamblin delivered the
which was followed by
l invocation,
an inspiring address by Kev. Hugh
CoOper, of Albuquerque.
Miss Buxton, principal of the
on-James
School also addressed
the graduates in her usual pleasing
manner and presented each of the
young ladieis with her diploma. A
sprightly vocal selection' by the
chorus, followed.
Rev. J. W. Hamblin, the efficient
Presbyterian pastor of this city
presented the Read Medal to Miss
Tomasita Trujillo, one of the graduates, for general efficiency in all
school work. The interesting program concluded with the Star Spangled Banner, the large attendance
joining in singing the national hymn.
To the teachers who have so faith-full- y
and unselfishly given their time
and energy to training these young
people, and making this institution
such a success, a great deal of credit
is due.

of the

Mar-celi-

Enjoyable O. E. S. Social
One of the most enjoyable events
of the week was the social given
by the members of Santa Fe Chapter
No. 19, O. E. S., under the direc-t:o- n
of the Worthy Matron Stella
Sloan in the Blue Lodge apartments
Thursday night.
The banquet hall was decorated
with quantities of fragrant spring
blossoms, where the merry party assembled to play cards while others
danced. A pleasing feature proceeding the card playing and dancing
were two vocal solos by R. L.
Ormsbee, with Miss Evelyn McBride
at the piano.
Delicious refreshments were served about
to over eiglity-fivmembers
including
visiting
members and invited guests.
mid-nig-

e,

Dances and More Dances
The Terpsichorean Club recently
organized by young people of this
city, will give its first daace this
evening at the library hall.
g
The Elks Social Committee is
a big May dance at the Elks
home tomorrow night. Many will be
the attractions including a "divinely
fair queen" and a graceful May
Pole dance
'several members of
the order.
giv-in-

"Mountaineers" Interesting Topie
The Woman's Union of the First
Presbyterian church will meet this
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Henry Dendahl, Don Gasper avenue
at 3 o'clock. The interesting topic at
present claiming the attention of the
members is entitled "Mountaineers".
A paper will be presented on this
subject by Mrs. Dendahl. Mrs. R.
C. Ten Eyck, president will preside.
Fred Wagner Win Second Prise
In the state wide contest for the
best essay on the "League of Nations" in which several contestants
were students attending higher educational institutions, and those in
the High Schools, Fred Wagner a
student of the Santa Fe High School,
won the second prize, a check for
Fred is the son of State
$6.00.
and Mrs. J. H. Wagner of
this city.
Super-mtende-

The Vaudeville Show
Given at Springer a few days ago
by home talent artists was a grand
success financially.
Every number
was especially clever and enjoyable.
The net proceeds amounted to $250,
which will decidety aid the M. E.
Church fund.
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MARRY IF LONELY; tor rriutu try me
Seat and moat eneceaafal "Home Maker"
hnndreda rich artab anarriare frooa; atrie
ol a
ly coetidential; moat reliablejyeara
perieti'-e- ;
deacrtptioaa free. "The Sncceaa
fat Club". Mra. Pardie, Boa 556, OaklaxS
Calif

Na.
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IF SINCILK for earc aaarrUte aea
tarfeat in the Country establiahce U rear
Thonaaada Honorable Wealthy mem ben
Wiahiar Early marriare, both an. Strictly
Confidential list free. The CM Reliable Oat
731 Maeiaea, Oaklaaa, CaliL-- Ma.
MARRY

RETIRED RANCHMAN,
marry, eeea.

won 14

Worth
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Clovis Mason Buy Building
The Masonic Lodge of Clovis re.
cently purchased the old Clovis National Bank building from James J.
Swofford, of Kansas City, for a consideration of $10,000. After this build
ing is tittedi up the Masons will
have an attractive lodge home. The
order also own the building adjoin
ing which brings in a nice revenue.

soft drink
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Allis-

Retailers and consumers are not required to
pay any U. S. Revenue Tax on Bevo, as
Anheuser-Busc- h
pays all revenue taxes
thereon direct to the Government.
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Slateen Pretty Maids Graduate
Very impressive were the com.
mencement exercisei conducted Wed
nesday afternoon at i o'clock at the
First Presbyterian church, which was
beautifully decorated with quantities
of flowers for the important occas-sio-
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